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A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF LINFAR CO}YPINUOUS AND SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS
John W. Edwards
Dryden Fl_<ht Resesrch Center
INTR ODUCT ION
A FORTRAN digital computer program is described which
analyzes linear continuous or smnpled-data systems using
state variable techniques. Open- and closed-loop systems
may be _lalyzed using frequency response or transient
respo_ise techniques. Root locus and root contour options
are also available. Systems may be defined by inputting
explicit data matrices, b Z constructing matrices in user
written subroutines, or by specifying transfer function
block diagrams. The program also allows the user to define a
system using a combination of the above methods. For
instance, the plant may be described as a set of coupled
differentia] equations and its control system described by a
block diagram. The program allows the user to analyze such
a system witho_it convertin_ the subsystems into a common
representati on.
SYMBOLS
I_, k?-, K3, K4.0
G(.)
I




fractional computational time delay
for sampled-data systems









dimensions of state, output, and
input vectors
matrices used to define system inter-
connections for MIXED option
Laplace, _°, and _ - transform vari-
ables
output and input vectors for block
diagram portions of MIXED systems
state, output, and input vectors
time-sec.






time index for sampled-data systems
designates continuous subsystem of
sampled-data system
designates discrete subsystem of
sampled-data system
transpose of a matrix
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PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
CONTROL is a FORTRAN digital program capable of perform-
ing general analysis of linearized control systems problems.
It utilizes state variable matrix operations to find system
ei_envalues, transfer functions, root contours, root loci,
frequency responses, power spectra, and transient responses.
Continuous, discrete, and sampled-data system analyses may
be accomplished. The data input format is quite flexible,
allowing data to be entered in matrix form, block diagram
form, general parameter input form, or a combination of these
forms. The analysis options available are listed in Table I.
The basic systems which CONTROL analyses are












for discrete systems. The state vector, x, is NX dimensional;
the output vector, y, is NY dimensional; and the input vector,
u, is _J dimensional.
To allow user flexibility, additional matrix equations
are used in the program for definition of feedback control
laws, etc., and will be discussed later. In all cases, the
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system equations are reduced to the form of systems (I) or
(2) before being analyzed.
CONTROL program analysis is performed in the CNTRLR
subroutine which is diagrammed in figure I. The use of each
subroutine is briefly described below.
CARD - reads data cards which specify program options chosen
LOAD, MATRIX, CHANGE, CLASS - data input subroutines
LOAD - reads data input matrices
MATRIX - a user written subprogram which constructs system
matrices from basic data
CHANGE - a user written subprogram which changes data already
in the program. Used for parameter variation studies
CLASS - constructs system matrices from data describing a
block diagram of transfer functions
SETUP - reduces input data matrices to the system equations
(1) or (2)
EIGEN - determines system eigenvalues from the A matrix using
0uR-algorithm
ROOT - performs root loci analysis as a function of two inde-
pendently incremented feedback gains
NMRATR - determines numerator zeroes of transfer functions
defined by the NU inputs, u, and NY outputs, y.
FRQRSP - computes a frequency response at discrete frequen-
cies for each transfer function determined by NMRATR
PSD - computes a power spectrum of the transfer functions
determined by NMRATR assuming unity variance white
noise excitation
4
THiST - computes a transient response of the system at dis-
crete time points
INPUT - a user written subroutine which constructs the input
vector to the transient response
The CONTROL program is on disc in the CDC CYBER 70 system
and is called by the user with appropriate control cards. To
utilize the full flexibility of CONTROL, the user may write
several of the subroutines to perform data preparation for





These subroutines may be compiled in SOURCE language.
Note that they are not required. These subroutines are
defined in the program on disc and are overridden by the
user's source subroutines. If a specific output format is
desired, any of the CONTROL subroutines may be modified by
the user and compiled to override the disc versions. A brief
description of the use of these routines is given below:
MAIN - Provides variable dimensioning capability. The size
of all arrays used in CONTROL is declared here and
passed through COMMON to all other subroutines.
Thus the size of the system matrixes may be quickly
and easily cha_ged.
with:
The disc program is provided
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MX : 15 : n + i; n : dimension of maximum state
MY : 15 : dimension of maximum output vector
MY = I0 = dimension of maximum input vector
MATRIX - A user written subroutine which constructs the sys-
tem matrices. For instance, MATRIX may read the
nondimensional aircraft stability derivatives, per-
form axes transformations, dimensionalize the deriva-
tives, and insert the proper numbers into the system
matrixes. General MATRIX routines are available for
the standard lateral-directional and longitudinal
linearized equations of motion which are generally
used at FRC.
CHANGE - A user written subroutine which changes specified
elements in the system matrices (which are already
constructed through MATRIX, LOAD, or CLASS). This
routine allows the capability of doing parameter
variation studies on a basic system configuration
without having to reload the problem data for each
variat ion.
INPUT - This user written routine constructs the input vec-
tor for a time history calculation. Thus the user
may generate st_p, impulse, ramp, sinusoidal, random
inputs as desired. A basic routine which simply
reads i card for the input vector u is provided.
All of these routines have specified calling sequences which
are given in Appendix I. Each routine has specific COMMON
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and DIMENSION statements which are required and which the
_ser will not change. The structure of the CONTROL deck is
shom_ in figure 2. The job control language for CONTROL is
<iven in Table II. All figures, tables and information
required to set up data for the CONTROL program are gathered
at tl_e end of this document for easy reference by the user.
CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELS
The basic continuous system model which CONTROL analyzes
is given by (I) and is repeated here:
CONTROL analyzes three configurations of continuous sys-
tem models: open loop, closed loop, and root loci. These
three confi<urations are under the control of SYSTEM. For
ease in problem setuD, the additional matrices D, KI, K2, K3,
K4, C, and O are defined.
0oen Loop (SYSTEM = I)
Cx = Ax + S_ (3a)
C_osed Loop (SYSTF_ = 2)
Subscript C0M indicates a "command" signal. Note that the
inclusion of the C matrix allows inertial cross-coupling
between states. K2 and G al_ow for state derivative feedback
and output. D allows for controller interconnections and
feedforward gains.
CONTROLreduces the systems (3) and (4) with the sub-
stitutions
A --- t-'A,





Note t_lat (5) iS identical to the basic system (i) with u
replaced by Uco M. Obviously, for the open-loop system D = I,
K1 = Y? = O, and u = Uco M.
Ro'_t T_o'7 (SYSTEM = 3)
CA = A_ "_ 8 _" (6a)
This root loci model allows root loci as a function of two
independent feedback variables. The first feedback variable
is defined by the matrices KI and K2 (e.g., normal accelera-
tion = i(_ - q)). K3 and K4 define the second feedback vari-
able (commonly K3 = K4 = O). The condition Codes NI, N2,





0, I, ?., ¢, ..._i_.-z)- :





Ks ",--- K_.÷ Kz,g'
Ku ,,,--- _,_J÷ K_A'
The ei_envalues o£ A are then determined to find the system
root locus. The zeroes corresponding to the ffLrst feedback






A subsequent call to NMRATR then determines the zeroes.
_MRATR determines the zeroes of the transfer function speci-
fied by the first nonzero row of these derived H and F
matrices. If PLOT $0, an additional data card is required
for each root locus specifying the maximum and minimum
axis coordinates desired for the plot (see Table II).
The continuous system models given above are summarized
in Table ll!(a).
M_fED Systems
This problem formulation can be used to model a system which
is described by a combination of differential equations and
Lap_ace transform blocks. An example of such a system is an
aircraft-control system. The aircraft equations of motion are
usually known as differential equations while the control
system is often given in block diagram form. The MIXED option
gives the user the capability of easily modeling such a sys-
tem. This option, which is a great convenience in analyzing
continuous systems, becomes indispensable in the analysis of
sampled-data systems. There it is used to correctly connect
the continuous and discrete subsystems and to discretize to
the continuous subsystem at the proper times.
The MIXED option involves a two-step data input stream.
In the first step, the plant equations of motion are loaded
as an open-loop system. The second step loads the block dia-
gram control system data (CLASS subroutine) and augments the
open-loop plant matrices with the control system dynamics.
iO
Finally, the two subsystems are coupled together. The open-
loop, closed-loop, and root locus options are available with
the MIXED option.
The CLASSsubroutine may be used by itself to construct
state space formulations of systems descri%ed entirely by
block diagrams. The input format for the MIXED option will
be given after the CLASSloading option has been discussed.
DATADECKFORMAT
CONTROLproblem definition is accomplished in CARD.
Condition codes defining the analysis options chosen, data
input mode, and data handling procedures are read in a name-
list format (CODE). Each pass through CNTRI_R(figure i)
defines a case.
The CONTROLprogram data deck structure is shown in
figure 3. The title card, namelist CODE,output label card,
input label card, system data, and transient response input
data formats are given in Table IV.
The format for entering data using namelist is illus-
trated in figure 4. Column i of each card must be blank.
Column 2 of card i begins the name of the namelist (CODE)
which is followed by a blank. Variable names in the namelist
must be right justified with respect to the "=" sign, vari-
able values must be right justified with respect to the ","
sign and be of the proper type (real, integer). The namelist
data entry is closed by the code ",&END."
]!he a_alysis options chosen, data input format, and
system structure are defined in the namelist, CODE. The
variables which are defined by the namelist are:
Integer variables
READ, SYSTEM,OUTPUT,MIXED, DIGITL, FRPS, NUMERS,




DELT, FINALT, !FREQ, FFREQ,DELFRQ,GAINI, GAIN2, M
These variables are described in Appendix 2. All vari-
ables are initialized to zero at the start of each case
(unless SAV = i) and only nonzero variables need be defined
in the namelist.
For root locus cases in which plots are requested, one
card is required for each root locus by the plotter program
to define the j_ scale on the plot. This card(s) follows
the PLOTCARDScard.
Figure i indicates that CONTROLwill return to the top
of the program and look for more data at the end of each
case. Thus data decks may be stacked together to analyze
many cases on a single computer run.
DATA INFUT OPTIONS
The system data may be input in four different methods.
The control loading option is determined by the condition code
READ:
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CTIA_,]GE (READ = 3) The CHANGE option is meant to be used on
cases following an initial case. For instance, on case I,
the sFstem matrices are loaded or constructed in LOAD,
MATRIX, or CLASS. These "original" system matrices (as
defined at point (a) on case i) may be saved and made avail-
able at point (b) in case 2. If CHANGE is utilized in case
2, the "original" system matrices may be altered as desired.
Thus a parameter variation study may be accomplished using a
simple C}LhNGE subroutine.
The remaining three options--LOAD, MATRIX, and CLASS--
will now be described.
LOAf_ (READ = I) The subroutine LOAD reads explicit data
matrices u_ider the control of the condition codes. Each
data matrix (e.g., A) is read row by row with an (8FI0.%)
format. Each data matrix must be preceded by a dimension
card (2110) giving the number of rows and columns in the
matrix. For example, a 5 x 5 matrix would require 6 data
cards (i dimension card, i card per row) while an 8 x 9
matrix would require 19 data cards (i dimension card, 2 cards
per row). The matrices required are listed in STEP i of
Table V.
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MATRIX (READ = 2) MATRIX is a user written subroutine
which constructs the system matrices required by the condi-
tion codes. These matrices are the same as those given in
STEF i of Table V. Data defined in MATRIX are not destroyed
by CONTROL. Thus the user may input data to the MATRIX sub-
routine for case i and reuse the data on subsequent cases.
CLASS (READ = 4) If READ = _ the system matrices are con-
structed in CLASS from block diagram input data. If MIXED = i,
the control system dynamics, in block diagram form, are added
on to the plant dynamics by the CLASS subroutine. Thus the
CLASS subroutine has a dual function in CONTROL. In both
cases, the data format describing the block diagram is the
same. fhe data format is given as STEP 2 of Table V. Two
optiol}s of inputting the block diagram information are pro-
vided. The first option describes the block diagram by
inputting the transfer function polynomial coefficients
explicitly for general fourth-order transfer functions. The
second option allows the user to pick standard form constant,
first-order, or second-order blocks to describe the system.
These blocks are dez'ined by a small number of parameters and
are _i;_n in T_ble V]. The first option is used only if a
particular transfer function form cannot be found in Table
VI. The first option will not be described. A description
of the second option begins on page 21.
The data required to describe a system given entirely
by block diagrams are summarized below. The additional data





NBLOCK = No. of blocks in block diagram
<}_\Pll= Integer matrix describing intercormection of blocks
Integer matrix describing dimension of numerator
and denominator polynomials of each block
Matrix of polynomial coefficients of numerators of
each block (ordered from s°---_ sm)
Matrix of polynomial coefficients of denominators
of' each block (ordered from s° _ sn)
Vector of gains of each block
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ITHINY = Integer vector describing which block outputs are
to be saved in final H matrix
Allowable forms of blocks:




a.) Inputs into a type _.) block must be outputs of a type
I.) block.
b.) n_4
c.) Number of blocks _ 20
Interconnection of blocks:
The interconnection of blocks may be described with the con-
cept of internal and external inputs to a block:
Internal input - an input which is an output of a block in
the sFstem.
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External input - ar_y input other than internal inputs, desig-
n%ted by _ The input to any block may be the sum of tb_ree




The ± indicates that either sign may be used on any of the
inputs. Whenever an external input is defined, a summing
junction is implied at the input to the block.
Problem formulation
I. Label the outputs of the blocks consecutively _, i = 1,2,3, ....
2. Label the external inputs consecutively _, j = 1,2,7,...
_. Construct the GRAPH Matrix (dimension NBLOCK x 5) where








L- Fr.x.'_E.R _ _ L"
_pul
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A simple example will illustrate the method:
f
/- "I
Ok_P_ -- /I -_.. -I 0 I /
L2 I 0 0 0 ]
Note that negative inputs to summing junctions are indi-
cated by the negative sign attached to the input label.
The following input data describe the internal composi-
tion of each block:
BLOCK - Describes the number of coefficients of the numerator
and denominator polynomials which will be loaded (di-
mension NBLOCK x 9). The first column contains the
block number (the sequence must correspond to the
sequence of the first column of GRAPH). The second
column contains the number of numerator coefficients
to be loaded. The third column contains the number
of denominator coefficients to be loaded.
q,....q"'r 2.D J
r






Note that a constant block K is treated as
Also
K * ':")i
NUMER (NBLOCK x 5)
NUMER contains the numerator coefficients.









3. i. 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
i. 0 0 0
I. 0 0 0
i. 0 0 0
K'_o
DENOM (NBLOCK x 5)
Denom contains the denominator coefficients.
For the above example:
DENOM = i0. -9. 0 2. I.
25. i. 0 0 0
I. 0 0 0 0
i. 0 0 0 0
20. I. 0 0 0
4. i. 0 0 0
GAIN (NBLOCK)
Gain is a vector containing the gain constants of the blocks.
For the above example:
GAIN= [5 i KI K 2 3 i]
I mY ( NBLOCK)
In constructing the system matrices, CLASS constructs the
output equation
y=Hx+Fu
where y is an NBLOCK vector. That is, the output of each
block is defined as a component of the y vector. Ordinar-
ily, the user will want to study only a few of these outputs.
The ITHINY vector "thins" out the y vector. For the above
example if;
iTHINY = [ I 3 _]
then yt: (Zl, zs' z_)t
The second option of defining a block diagram will now
be described. This option allows the user to pick standard
form transfer functions given in Table VI to describe the
block diagram. 0nly one data card per block is required to
describe the system. The option is chosen by setting NIT = i
on the first card of STEP2. The data required to specify
each block are NUM, TYPE, CONNEC,MOD,PARAMwhere
NUMis the block number.
TYPE is the type of transfer function from Table VI.
C0i_NECspecifies the connections between blocks and the
external inputs. (This is the last four columns
of GRAPH.)
M0D specifies whether the transfer function is an 6, _
or w -transform.
PARAM _ives the parameters defining the block as indi-
cated in Table \'!.
Following the cards giving the above data for each block, one
card for IqUIINY is read.
example: set up the input data required to describe the system
÷
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The data required are
5 i
1 1 0 o o i o 3.
2 5 i 4 5 o o 4.
8 2 0 0 0 0 i.
4 2 3 0 0 0 0 -2.
5 _ 3 0 0 0 0 -5.






CLASS constructs a state space representation of each indivi-
dual block using the phase variable canonical form. For






















• "IH = -5 F = . oj
CLASS constructs the state space representation of the entire
block diagram in the following manner:
i. Write the output vector of the collection of blocks as
C_ = _×, _
% = a-'_x * C-'F
2. Write the state equation describing the internal struc-
ture of each block (in phase variables) ignoring all con-
nections between blocks and defining the "internal" input
23
vector, u
i= Ax, + 8_-
'5,
3. Define the connection matrix, G, as
where
= O ot_e_.,,e
4, Couple the blocks together as
= (A ÷ SGcC'H]x -, (SGC' F]
_-= C_",]× -.(c'_>,,-
The process of constructing the state variable representation
is illustrated in the following example.
example: The operations described above will be performed
for the system in the diagram.
GRAPH=
i 0 0 0 i"
2 1-3 5 o
3 2 o o o
2 0 0 0
5 _ o o o
i. Write the output equation.
I o o o _'
0 I 0 0 0
o 0 I 0 0
O-K z












































I o I o i
c_ I _ 0 0
o I o c_ _




Couple the blocks together.
, _/QGo' F)
!]i = o -_.,b') xK z _ _ U'-
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MIXED INPUT OPTION (CONTINUOUS S¥STE/VIZ)
Mixed systems are characterized by having a portion of
the system described by a set of differential equations and
the rema_der of the system described _ block dia_r_ foR.
The MIZg-/9 input option allows these systems to be analyzed
without requiring the user to convert the system into a com-
mon representation. T_ically the plant equations of motion
are given and the control system is represented in block
diagr_ foR. The MIXED option constructs the state space
representation of the system in a two-step process, the first
step defying the plm:t and the second step au_enting the
system with the control system block diagr_ data.
_YSTL_
The input-output pairs for the plant and control system
are designated (_, Z) and (v, z), respectively. The state
ot the plant is _i' and the state of the control system is
_2" The blocks YTOV, ZTOU, and YZTOK in the above diagram
are additional connection data required by CLASS. They are
used to connect the plant and controller. YZTOK defines a
-_ 2Y
feedback gain matrix to allow a conventional root locus to
be performed while co_ections specified by YTOVand ZTOU
are incorporated directly into the total system A matrix.
indicates the input data required for the MIXF_Table U
opt iom.
PST_P 1 The plant is modeled as an open-loop system regard-
less of the value of SYSTEM. (In this case, SYSTEM
refers to the total, augmented system).
The quantities NX, NY, NU in the namelist must refer
to this step. Additional dimensions required in step
2 are added by the program.
STEP 2 The control system is modeled by CLASS in the same
m_u_er described in the previous section. The
required data are:
NBLOCK, GRAPH, BLOCK, NUMER, DENOM, GAIN,
ITHINY, ITHINU, NYTOV, NZTOU, NYZTOK, YTOV,
ZTOU, YZTOK.
The first seven quantities were defined in the last section
while the remaining quantities specify how the system is
connected.
ITHINY - Integer vector numbering, in sequence, those com-
ponents of the augmented output vector (_T %_)
to be saved for analysis.
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!%}{INU - Integer vector numbering, in sequence those compon-
ents of the augmented input vector _j_)1 to be
saved for analysis.
NY_I'OV - Nu_._ber of connections from _ to _" .
NZTOU- " '1 " _ to _..
NYZTOK - Number of feedback paths defined (with root locus
option, the first connection specifies KI and the
second connection specifies K3.).
YTOU - Integer matrix of dimension (NYTOV) x 2. Each row
of the matrix describes a connection from y to v.
The first element of a row specifies the component
of y to be connected to the element of v speci-
fied by the second element.
ZTOU - Integer matrix of dimension (NZTOU) x 2 specifying
connections between z and u in the same fashion
as YTOV.
YZTOK - Integer matrix of dimension (NYZTO_[) x 2 specifying
a feedback gain matrix. The first number of a row
specifies which element of the augmented output
__' is to be fed back to the element of the
augmented put specifiedby second
number of the row.
Note that numbers in YTOV and ZTOU refer to indexing in
the individual vectors _j_ _, _ while numbers in YZTOK
refer to indexing in the augmented vectors _,_ ]i and
_#_ a_ In all cases, the indexing is specified
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before any thinning of the output or input has occurred.
The CLASS subroutine constructs the state space repre-
sentation of the control system with the above data. The
system is:
The total system, at this point, is in the form of
uncoupled diagonal blocks:
I,:II : L'
x_.] ' _z L_,,-J
-.t.






NXT= NX. -t NX.i
N_/T: N_ -_ NYl
HUI: NU _ _Oi
The last three vectors above are the augmented state,
augmented output, and augmented input vectors, respectively.
The system is now coupled together using YTOV, ZTOU, and
YZTOK. The connections between the augmented input, state,
and output vectors may be diagramed as follows.
U,. :o_ 1
, S _°'J
where subscript "corn" designates an external "command" input.
The dimensions of RI, R2, and S are
RI, R2, and S are constructed according to the rules:
= {I. o ,_'_,ovL_,il =
=,a ,/'rov(k,z)=.,u ;W.-i,%..., _ov
•_ _= !)2.)...
The submatrices R I and R2 will be used to couple A I and
A 2 while S is used to thin out the augmented input vector
of unnecessary inputs. Unwanted outputs are thinned out at
the very end by simply deleting rows of the final H and F
output matrices (ITHINY).
The six partitioned matrices in (7) and (8) are defined
to be A, B, H, F, R, and S and the system of equations is
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reduced to the basic system (i) with the substitutions
A _ A, _R CI-F_f'_
H-- (I-Fe)"H
F---
Now YZTOK is u_ilized to construct a feedback gain matrix if
a root locus is desired. The feedback control law is
The feedback gain matrices, KI and K2, are constructed by
the rule :
let YZTOE (i, i) = i
YZTOK (i, 2) = j
then the jth rows of KI and K2 are copied from the
ith row of the output matrices H and F. Thus feed-
back is defined from the ith output to the jth
iylput.
If SYS;iW_M = _ (root locus) a second row of YZTOK (if any)
would be used to construct a second feedback variable into
K5 and K4, which would define the second feedback of a two-
dLmensional root locus.
If a root locus is desired in which feedback is defined
to the jth input, then the jth input cannot be thinned out
of the system (i.e., j must appear in ITHI_Y_).
If SYSTEM = 2 (closed loop) any number of feedback paths
may be defined in YZTOK.
33
example: Set up the system indicated below using the MIXED
option I I
I rI<_,,_ I
lJ. l ,, -1 _ :-_,_
L I
f
The plant is described by a first order differential equation
(S_P i) and the control system is described by its block






- ]I o o o 1Z I --_ o C>3 o e, 0 2.
3_
If a closed-loop analysis is desired
b.
will connect the system correctly.
If a root locus is desired
will provide the required feedback matrix (alternatively
ZTOU : [2 q , YZTOK : [I 3] will also give the desired
locus, defining the feedback at a different point of the
system).
I_eturning to the closed-loop system of a., the resulting




Notice that the connections defined by YTOV and ZTOU create
stunming junctions. Following the connection of the system
the input label (e.g., _) refers to the "external input" to
the summing junction and not to the "error signal" (output
of the summing _unction). In many cases these external
inputs are not of interest and will be thinned out with
ITHINU. Similar thinning will usually be done on the output
vector. For instance
ITHINU =[2]
results in the system
C




The above system can be put into the standard root locus form
iT{ defini_g
_FFOV : [I 2]
This results in the system
where K 1 is the root locus gain. For thffs s.vstem _ and _'_
may be t,h.nn_.t out t,_lt _leannot be _hinnecl out sLnce a freed-
back varLable has been defined to it. 7,]o outp_it equation ts
defftned ffor a roob locus case, but the oDen-lonp zeroes of
due to an i.np',_tat IA I will be deter.mined.i
example: Suppose that STEP 1 o£ the MI]%ED option has deft]ned
a model' of the lateral-directional dynamics of an airplane




It _s desired to add a control system with actuator dynamics,
roll rate, yaw rate, and sideforce feedbacks, and an aileron-
to-rudder interconnect. Finally, a root locus of the roll
rate feedback is desired with the yaw rate and sideforce
feedback loops closed.
4f
The block diagram is:







(The [niernal d_amics of the blocks are not corisidered in
this example since we are concerned wit.n the method of con-
nectin_ the system together.) The augmented i_put and output
vectors are

















The load_ig options which have been described above are sum-
marized in Table V.
i. If READ = 1,2,3 and MIXED = O, use STEP i of Table V.
The required matrices must be defined via LOAD, MATRIX,
or CHA_GE.
2. If READ = _ and MIXED = O, use only STEP 2 of Table V.
The required matrices will be constructed in CLASS from
the block diagram data (GRAPH, etc.).
_. If _IIXI_D = I, the open-loop plant is defined by STEP i
of Table V and the control system block diagram added as
STEP 2 of Table V. In STEP I, define the open-loop
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plant as if SYSTF_4= I regardless of the actual value of
SYST_4. SYSTEM,in this case, refers to the augmented
system.
DISCRETESYSTEMMODELS
If a system is known in a completely discrete form, then




The matrices G, C, K2, and K4 are not defined for dis-
crete systems. This model is algebraically equivalent to
the continuous system models (3), (4), and (6) and allows
open-loop, closed-loop, and root locus models to be defined.
The same computer algorithms which were used to generate
eigenvalues for continuous systems can then be used for the
discrete system. The resulting transfer functions are Z-
transform transfer functions. The vector output sequence,
_, corresponds to the continuous system transient response
and may be generated directly from equations (i0). The name-
list parameters are defined in the same fashion as for con-
tinuous systems and all of the analysis options are available.
To specify completely discrete system analysis, set DIGITL = 2
and DELT : T where T is the sample period. The completely
discrete system models are given in Table lllb. Frequency
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Sampled-data systems are composed of a continuous dynami-
cal subsystem and a discrete subsystem. The continuous sub-
system is called the plant and the discrete subsys<:em is
called the digital controller. Usually, but not always, the
digital controller will be a dynamical system. To analyze a
sampled-data system, the continuous plant must be discretized
so that the two subsystems have a common representation.
Careful attention must be given to the structure of the system
in this discretizing process and the interconnection of the
two subsystems. The HL_IED option assumes a central role in
the sampled-data analysis with the YTOV, ZTOU, and YZTOU
options used to define the connections between the subsystem.
The sampled-data system is block diagramed in figure 5
in which D(_] is the digital controller described by the







d _ _ (12b)
C
The dimension of X_ is NXC and the dimension of
NUC. (The G_ term in the output equation for _¢ is
allowed and has already been eliminated in equation (ll)b.
These two systems are combined in the partitioned matrix
forEq_
(l_}a)
[o , + __. (l>b)
is
Thus the order of the augmented state and output vectors is
(a) plant states (outputs)
(b) digital controller states (outputs)
CONTROL discretizes the upper left hand (NXC) x (NXC) sub-
matrix of the augmented system A matrix.
The plant is generally assumed to be an open-loop system
but analog feedback loops may be defined within the plant.
Any such analog feedback must be defined explicitly in the
plant A matrix, in YTOV, or ZTOU. Analog actuator dynamics
and sensor dynamics are included in the plant. Actuators
and sensors may be modeled in block diagram form usin_ the
MIXED option. The digital controller will usually be comprised
of a su_mmingjunction a_d digital filters. External inputs
to the plant and digital controller may be defined. External
inputs to the digital controller are considered to be_
d
sequences of numbers, _e_t_ , separated in time by the
c
s'_ple period, T. External inputs to the plant, _t ,
are considered as sampled continuous inputs. The inputs to
(<heplant are comprised of the outputs of the digital con-
troller and the sampled external inputs_ These inputs may
be applied to the plant as
(a) outputs of samplers (pulse trains)
(b) outputs of zero-order-hold elements,
_he sampled-data block diagram of fi&mre 5 is capable
of representing a wide range of sampled-data systems. Fi@ure
6 shows se'_eral of the possible configurations. Figure 6(a)
shows an ope_-loop plant with a s&mpled (pulse train) input,
fisure 6(b) shows a closed-loop plant with a sampled error
signal, figure 6(c) shows a closed-loop plant with digit_al
compensation in :he feedback path, and figure 6(d) shows a
closed-loop plant with digital compensation in the forw_rd
path. questions arisin_ _ in the analysis of these systems
in,_olves the stability of the closed-loop system, the system
transient response, and the synthesis of (digital) control
systems, ii_e CONq_OLprogram allows these questions to be
s<udied usi_g the }-plane root locus, the w-plane frequency
response (both standard and modified _-transforms), and the
system transient response.
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In order to perform this analysis, it is necessary to
discretize the plant to obtain a discrete system model of
the entire sampled-data system.
The form of the input function determines the proper
discretization of the plant. CONTROL treats the first Z0H
elements of _c as inputs from zero-order-hold elements and
the remaining (NUC - ZOH) elements of _ as sampled inputs.
Thus the ordering of the augmented input vector is
(a) zero-order-hold inputs to plant
(b) sampled inputs to plant
Ic) discrete inputs to digital controller
CONI_0L discretizes the upper left hand (NXC) x (NUC)
submatrix of the augmented system B matrix. The first Z0H
columns of the submatrix are discretized to account for the
zero-order-hold effect and the remaining (NUC-ZOH) columns
are discretized to account for the sampling effect.
fhe system which results from the discretization of the
plant is block diagramed in figure 7. All of the sequences
_ , _ , _ , etc., are defined at the same instants of
time
However, since the system actually contains a continuous sub-
system which has a continuous state trajectory it is necessary
c
to define the exact meaning of sequences such as _n - For
c
ins;ance, _ _ has the two interpretations
4_
r
Which of these two definitions is used has an important
bearing on the resulting discretized system. The CONTROL
program assumes
C.--_ o
The interpretation of these definitions is that; the state,
_ , is defined at time _I _T prior to the application
of the input, _¢_ The updated input, _<c • is applied to
the system at the sampling instant, t s _ . Thus all events
are timed with respect to _ as occurring before or after
the application of _,_
Figure 8(a) shows the time sequence of events in the
complete sampled-data system. At _ _- _i , the plant is
sampled to provide _ and _e_@_ is input to the digital
controller. Following the computational delay, _l ' the
digital controller output, _ , is updated (using _c and
A
) the plant input t_. c _
_ext_ ' , a , is defined (using and
_a_t_ ) and applied to the plant. At _ s_ _a the plant
output is _ The time delay _a may be regarded as
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an infinitesimal (i.e., the limit goes to zero in eq. (14(a))
c
since the plant responds instantaneously to _ . The time
delay a, cannot be regarded as an infinitesimal since the
digital controller requires a finite time to compute the
update. _ 0 However, if e I<<'[ it is customary to
assume _i---_ O
Figure 8(b) shows the idealized time sequence for the
sampled-data system. In this idealized model, events occur
only at the sample instants and they occur instantaneously.
To illustrate the discretizing process an open-loop
first order system will be analyzed.
I T
The state equation of the plant driven by the _puter train is
J
The solution of the state equation for O _ <-[ is
0
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-- e ,X.b -I" _ L,_o
and in general
-_-_ -_ (15a)
× _, - X[(,.,,,.]"I"]= e x,_-t" e _
-, -I.
The output equation depends upon the choice of output; _n or', '_r_ "
the impulse at _D'_'_
(15b)
will have changed
the state X_ to ._
"_ : X ._.u_X_ v_ _,
The output _
is then
The discretized system is given by equations i15a) and (15b)
if _ is chosen as the output, or by (15a) and (150) if _
is chosen as the output. The corresponding }-transfer func-
tions are
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An interesting result of this example is that (16b) is the
standard }-transfer function (pulse transfer function) of
_(S)_ _ . Thus to generate standard _-transfer
functions for the plant (ii) the following convention should
be used:
Although this convention will generate correct pulse transfer
functions, it is not the convention required for analyzing
closed-loop sampled-data systems. This is evident from the
following example.
This system is replaced by the equivalent discrete system:
w
whosestateq atio is(ass m g )
The control law is
This control law is nonphysical since it requires the digital
controller to compute, at _--_-& , a control law requir-
ing data not available until _=_ (see fig. 8). Thus for
a closed-loop sampled data system the conven<bn _--__- _
can lead to a nonphysical realization of the system. The
correct convention for closed-loop sampled-data systems is
since Uhis equation represents the measurements (observatioms
available to the digital controller at the time at which it
must compute the control law.
Table VII lists the correctly discretized plant models
for the various input _rld output definitions. Table _Tfl(a)
gives the models for the output convention _ _ and
v
Table Vll(b) gives the models for the output convention _ _
In Table Vll(a) F = 0. This is required for the pulsed input
since a continuous system with F _ 0 cannot be driven by a
pulse train. The Z0H input system (TableV!l(a)) cannot
ha_;e F_ 0 since this would make _ dependent on _-I
and the analysis options of CONTROL are not applicable to
such a system.
The only differences in TableVII(a) and (b) are in the
direct feedforward term of the output equations. It is
interesting to note that these terms in Table Vl_b) ( _ _ _
for pulsed inputs and F_ for ZOH inputs) will be zero
if
a. all input-output transfer paths have at least 2
more poles than zeroes for the pulsed input system
b. all input-output transfer paths have at least i
more pole than zeroes for the ZOH system.
Inputs from digital controllers to continuous mechanical
plants are almost always applied through zero-order-hold
elements whose outputs drive actuators. If actuator dynamics
are included in the plant then there will always be at least
I more pole tha_1 zeroes for all transfer paths and there
will be no difference in the two Z0H input cases of Table
_rII(a) and (b).
From Table VI the operations required to discretize the
continuous plant are now apparent. CONTROL replaces the




interpreted as follows: The first NXC rows and ZOH columns
of _ _ are copied into the corresponding location of the B
matrix, etc. At this point the smupled-data system is com-
pletely discretized and is given by
_ = _ y._ -_ _ _ (19b)
where the au_nented vectors and matrices are:
I J0 , 0
In light of the preceding discussion concerning the
possibility of defining nonphysical feedback control laws,
the submatrices [_] and ._Hc_ must be interpreted
carefully. CONTROL does not use [FCl or [H¢@J to
defile connections from the plant to the discrete subsystem
or to define sampled-data feedback laws. This amounts to using
- _^"c*_ for these connections.insteadof
These submatrices are used in computing _otransfer functions,
frequency responses, and transient responses. Thus pulse
transfer functions such as that of the above example can be
computed. This completes the discussion concerning the dis-
cretization of the plant dynamics.
The sampled-data system has been reduced to a set of
uncoupled matrix difference equations (19). The remaining
step in the definition of the system is the method of con-
necting the digital controller and the discretized plant.
These connections are best illustrated by the following exam-
ples. The examples illustrate the various possible combina-
tions of continuous and discrete subsystems. Each example
contains Swo systems. The appropriate uncoupled state and
output equations are written for each example followed by
the equation giving the connection between the two systems.
The state equations are discretized, the connection equation
incorporated at the appropriate time, and the final coupled
discretized system is given.
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example: Determine the properly discret_zed and com_ected
equations for the following systems.
a.)








° Connect _,on equat,ion.




































































Ui,,_._ " _I v_ -- _ I wj
4. Final system.
Xl,,.,,.,,J











A close study of these examples reveals that:
i. ) Con_ections between two continuous systems must be
made before they are discretized (a).
ii. ) Co1_]ections to a continuous system from a sampler,
zero-order-hold, or digital system must be made after
the continuous system is discretized (b and d). Such
a continuous system must have an input defined and
the connection to the input is specified in a "feedback"
gain matrix.
iii. ) Connections to a digital system from a continuous sys-
tem may be made either before or after the system is
discretized (c). The discretization has no effect on
the connection equation.
iv. ) Cor_ections between discrete systems may be made at
any time since the discretization does not affect
these systems (e).
SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEM ANALYSIS USING T_E MIXED OPTION
The use of the MIXE_D option of the CONTROL program to
model sampled-data systems may be described now. The MIX_
option involves a two-step process in which a set of linear
differential equations are augmented with a block diagram
control system.
Sampled-data systems involve a continuous subsystem,
the plant, and a discrete subsystem, the digital controller.
The CONTROL program constructs the sampled-data system model
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by defining the pla_it in S I_EP i and the digital controller in
S_I_[<P2 of the HIX_I_ option. It is not required that the plant
correspond completely with STEP i of the MIXED option. For
ex_unple, the block diagram control system (SUP 2) may con-
rain a mixture of Laplace transformed blocks (actuator and
sensor dynamics) and _-transformed blocks (the digital filters
of the digital controller). The Laplace transform blocks are
thus part of the plant. Conversely, difference equations
defining digital filters may be written explicitly in the A
matr<x in SrSEP I. The required ordering of inputs, outputs,
a_id states is given in Table Vll_a). This ordering produces
a preliminary s;_npled-data system which is a corrtposite of
the system of equations (7) and (13). (Due to the possibility
of defining part of the plant in STEP 2, the correspondence
between vectors (e.g., _, in eq. (7) and _c in eq. (i_)) is
not exact. )
This preliminary system is connected together by COrLUec-
tions specified in YTOV, ZTOU, and YZTOK. In light of the
results of the examples given above, provision must be made
fo__ making some connections before the plant is d[scretized
and 'he remainder after the discretization. To achieve this,




_TOV and ZTOU connections completed
plant discretized
YZTOK defines feedback gain matrix, KI
feedback gain matrix, KI, incorporated into total
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system A matrix (closed-loop analysis) or used to
perform a root locus
Thus connections which must be completed before the system
is discretized are defined in YTOV, ZTOU, GRAPH, or the A I
matrix of STEP I. Connections from discrete systems to the
p_ant (which m_ist be made after the plant is discretized)
must be defined in YZTOK. Table Vll_b) summarized the types
of connections allowed and how they must be defined. _CSJ
and D_p represent continuous and discrete subsystems,
respectively. The sampled-data system model and its con-
struction are given in Table lll(c). The step indicated in
Table III(c)(4) is the critical step in constructing the
sampled-data system model. This step connects the digital
controller to the plant in the correct manner. If a root
locus is desired, this step defines the appropriate feedback
gain matrix. If a root locus is called for, then the first
connection specified by YZTOK will generate the feedback
gain matrix, KI, and the second element of YZTOK (if any)
will generate a second feedback gain matrix, K3. The control
law is then
and KI, K3 would generate a root locus grid.
The formulation of the sampled-data system is illustrated
in the following examples.
example: A lateral-directional aircraft plant with a roll
rate feedback to a digital controller is to be modeled. The
6O




The block diagrmn is comprised of a pilot input gain, a digi-
tal filter, a zero-order-hold, and the aileron actuator
transfer function. The aircraft state vector and output
vector is __- _ _ (_ r _ _)T and the aircraft
equations of motio_ are input to CONTROL in STEP I. The





STEP I defines the aircraft with _ _ _ Sw) In STEP 2
the actuator block input and output must be numbered first







































The pertinent namelist parameters are
'_I&YXL" _. j WXC ,_ ,5 _ NI.}C " 3._ _OH" 3, .....
(Other parsmeters are required to specify STEP i and the
analysis options chosen. ) CONTROL sets the system up as
j,
The connection from _ to the summing Junction before the
zero-order-hold is constructed as a feedback control law
64 000 0 0 0
oC>O 0 0
-qO, O.O. Q C_ -K_
000 o 0 o





If SYSTEM = 2, this "feedback" connection is completed
and closed-loop _°tr_sfer functions, _-plane frequency
responses, or transient responses may be obtained. If
SYSTEM = 3, the feedback gain matrix is used to calculate
the g-plane root locus.
The ITHINU vector in the above example specifies that
only the 3rd and _th elements of the augmented input vector
will be retained. The 3rd element (_) must be retained if
SYSTEM = 3 since a feedback is defined to this input. If
is not retained the root locus could not be obtained.
COMPUTATIONAL DELAY AND MODIFIED _-TRANSFORMS
The digital controller requires a finite time, _l , to
compute the updated command signals to the plant (fig. 8(a)).
The preceding analysis has assumed that _i <'_ . If
this condition Ls not met the computational delay may be
critical to the system stability. The modified _transform
allows this case to be analyzed using open-loop frequency
response techniques. A linear analysis of a sampled-data
system requires that all events pertinent to the system
(state, input, output) be defined at one instant in time,
the sampling instant. But if _ _-_ , the digital filter
computes commands based on the system output at time _-£I ,
while the plant state is defined only at time _ . The
situation is shown in figure 9. At t _(_ol)T , the digital
controller samples the plant output, _) , and inputs
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_d . The digital controller then computes the updated
plant input _ . This requires seconds where
If _ = i there is no delay and if _= 0 there is a one
s_nple period delay.
The output __ is dependent upon the state of the
C
plant at t--(_-))T and the form of the input _- from
t=[n-l]_ to %-(.,_-))'[ If the input to the plant is
from a sampler then
= x,,.,-_@(,-,T]S_,,., (2Oa)
where
If the input to the plant is from a zero-order-hold then





In either case, _n[_] is described by (20a) or (20b) as a
c
linear combination of _-I and _._ Modified _-trans-
fom analysis is performed by idealizing the time sequence
model of figure 9 and considering _[_) and the digital
controller update that it generates to occur instantaneously
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with the plant update at t= m7 The resulting system
model for sampled inputs is
(21b)
The _-transform of (21) yields the transfer function matrix
Thus the model of equations (21) will generate modified
_-transfer functions with the identifications
s &cg 
A similar transfer matrix may be derived for zero-order-hold
inputs.
The resulting _-transfer functions which the CONTROL program
generates must be multiplied by _-I to account for the
sample period delay in the output equation (21b).
P
example: f_d _(%,_.) for G(_] = s+---_
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._J
The plant equations are
then and
To obtain modified _-transforms of open-loop sampled-data
systems the parameter _ must be specified in the namelist.
If _a-- 1. the standard _-transform will result if _<- _
_]umerical errors limit _ to _ > .2. All other n_melist
parmneters required for sampled-data system analysis are
ur_changed. 0nly open-loop analysis can be accomplished with
_ O. Digital filters may be cascaded w-ith the "open loop"
plant using the MIXED option as described above. If the
digital filter output drives the plant, recall that a quasi
"closed-loop" system is set up with YZTOK defining a "feed-
back" law and SYSTEm4 must be set to 2. Table Vl_c) lists
the modified _-transform models.
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METHOD OF ANALyS!S
The methods of analysis used by the CONTROL program are
summarized in this section.
Frequency Response and Power Spectra
The basic system equations ((I.) or (2.)) may be trans-
formed to yield




(22) is rewritten to display the system transfer matrix,
where
(23)
The transfer matrix, _(p) , is an NY x _ matrix of
transfer functions. Yf transfer functions and/or frequency
responses are requested, CONTROL computes these _'(N_)
_1_ictions. Frequency responses are generated at discrete
frequencies in the Col_owing manner:
I. Continuous systems- _(p_ = _(;) The fre-
quency response of the _ output due to the i_ inp_it
is generated by setting S=_ in _(S_ and allow_ng
to take on discrete values as specified in Appendix 2.
2. Discrete and sampled-data systems - G_p) . _)
Frequency responses of _ -transformed functions are
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accompl_shed e_ther in the _-plane or the _-p]ane under
the cor_trol of FRPS. If FRPS = I, _(_ is transformed
to a _ -plane transfer matrix, _(_ , by the trans-
formation
The frequency response is accomplished by the substitu-
tion _ =_ at discrete points along the positi_:e
imaginary axis in the w -plane.
If FRPS = -I, the frequency response is accomplished by
the substitution _= co_T+ _5,-_T at discrete
points along the upper unit semicircle in the _ -plane.
The advantage of the _ -plane frequency response is
that asymptotic Bode plot methods may be used. (This Ls
_ue to the frequency response being a polynomial f_ction
of the frequency.)
Continuous power spectra - _(p_= _)
Power spectra are computed for continuous systems from
the relation
where S_(_o) and S_i(_ ) are the power spectra of
the _L£_ output and _R input, respectively, and _5)
is the corresponding transfer function. CONTROL assumes
that
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i.e., the input is unity variance white noise. Thus, to
compute power spectra, a "shaping filter" will usually be
added to the system dynamics and driven by the white
noise input. The output of the filter then drives the
system with the desired spectral content.
Eigenvalue s
CONTROL uses the QR algorithm to determine the system
eigenva_ues. HESSEN transforms the matrix to upper
Hessenburg form. QREIG then determines the eigenvalues
via calls to QRT. The subroutines QREIG, HESSEN, and QRT
are contained in the IBM Share Program No. _006. Ol written
by P. Imiad Fawzi and J. E. VanNess, Northwestern Univer-
sity. The QR algorithm is discussed in reference i.
Transfer Function Numerators
CONTROL determines the transfer function numerators as
the eigenvalues of a matrix derived from the A, B, H, and
F matrices. Details may be found in reference 2.
Transient Responses and Discretization of Sampled-Data
Systems
To compute transient responses of continuous systems and
to discretize sampled-data systems, the transition matrix
and its integral are required. They are computed in the
l.i_Tsubroutine by summing the partial series
= ÷ ....
The series are terminated when the last terms in both
series cause changes to each element of both series less
than I0 -_ times the respective element or when the series
has not converged in 24 terms.
In the computation of _ for sampled-data systems, it
is common to have eigenvalues whose magnitudes are comparable
to the half-sample frequency resulting in slow convergence of
the series. In this case, the user does not have the flexi-
bility of using a smaller integration step size since the
sm_ple period is fixed. To help alleviate this problem,
CONTROL computes _7/8) and _(_/8] and then finds
and as
B
Details may be found in reference 3.
Transient responses for continuous systems are calculated
using and as
where _,,,(_) is defined in the INPUT subroutine. The
input, _[_ , is held constant between sample periods.
Transient responses for discrete and sampled-data systems
are computed in a similar manner from the difference equations
given in Table VII.
For sampled-data systems, the MULTRToption allows the
user to compute the intersample response of the system. The
system is then described by:
where _ and _ are obtained by discretizing the plant for
the time period, T/MULTRTand _ is updated every T seconds.
That is, the plant is discretized as though the sample period
was T/_UJLTRTbut _ is held constant over T seconds. Thus,
MULTRTintersample transient response points will be computed.
0nly transient responses are allowed with this option.
Digital Filtering
In synthesizing sampled-data systems, much time and effort
ca_i go into the computation of digital filter coefficients
to give desired filtering to a signal. The CONTROL program
allows the user to choose from a table of standard filters
(Table Vl) the filtering action he desires. The filter may
be specified in the £j _ _o_ _ -plane. The transformation
of $- and w-plane filters to u-plane filters can be carried
out automatically by the program, allowing the user to draw
upon experience in analog filtering techniques. The trans-
formation of a _ -plane filter to a _-plane filter is accom-
plished by replacing _ by
Q
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The transformation of an S -plane filter to a _4-plane filter
is
u.-- to.,,_ <_)
where _ is the S -plane first order pole or zero and _ is





('_,N uJ _" + .,@i
V =
%
Digital filters derived from this two-step process (called
the bilinear transformation with frequency prewarping)
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maintain a close resemblance of the original S -plane filters
over a wide range of the half-sample frequency. References 4
and 5 give discussions of digital filters.
Model Following - If MODEL = i, CONTROL computes frequency
responses appropriate to the evaluation of model following
systems. Let _I be the model output, _i be the model
follower output, and let the model have inputs _i, and _2 •
The CONTROL program will compute the frequency responses
(with FRPS set appropriately)
_z
Thus, w_h MODEL set, CONTROL will provide the frequency
responses
_ - ll, Z l ....• WY/_.J. : Ill, ...., W_
in addition to the standard frequency responses.
Similarity Transformation - Numerical problems in calculating
eigenvalues can sometimes be traced to the eigenvalues of a
matrix being small compared to its norm. In this event,
diagonal similarity transformations may aid in eigenvalue
computation. For the autonomous system
a similarity transformation is defined as the change of
variables
_:Px
for _ nonsingular. The system (24) becomes
with _ . p_C)-t The matrix _' has the same eigenvalues
as _ and if P is chosen properly, _i will have a smaller norm
than
The CONTROL progra_ includes an option (NSCALE) which the
user may select if numerical problems are suspected in eigen-
value computations. In order to maintain the same input-output
relationship, the progra_ performs the following operations




!Phe scaling tech_ique is described in references 6 and 7.
PROGRAM SIZE AND TIMING
The C0_T_0L program requires 131 K8 words of' computer memory.
It has operated on a CDC CYBER 70 computer utilizing a
segmented structure which reduced the memory requirement to
72 KS, words. Included in these size requirements is memory
allocated to data matrices for maximum state, output, and input
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vector dimensions of 15, 15, and i0, respectively. The data
matrix storage requirements are a function of the system
dimensions.
The example program of the next section was executed on the
CDC CYBER 70 and required 17 sec. of CPU execution time
to generate the problem setup and calculate ten transfer
functions, ten frequency responses, and a transient response.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM
An example problem is given to illustrate the problem
_'o_nulation, data deck, and output listing. The input and
output listings are given in Appendix 9. The problem
involves a lateral-directional airplane model with a control
system consisting of aileron and rudder actuators, a roll
rate feedback to _ , and yaw rate and side force feedback
to _ through a washout sa_d lead-lag filter, respectively.







The airplane equations of motion are
O O I
o o o I






o _ 0 o
0 0 0 0
_, o v/9°
the control system is described using the MIXED option and
frequency responses and transient responses are obtained for
roll rate and yaw rate.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A FORTRAN digital computer program for the analysis of
linear continuous and sampled-data systems has been described.
The progra_ features a flexible input format allowing the
progra_ user to define systems in a variety of representations.
All systems are analyzed using state variable techniques.
Analysis options of the program are: transfer functions,
frequency responses, power spectra, root loci, root contours,
and transient responses.
Dryden Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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A brief description of the various subroutines of
CONTROLfollows:
CONTROL- is the MAIN subroutine as described on page 5.
ADD- performs matrix addition.
ASCALE- scales the A matrix with a diagonal similarity
transformation.
CARD- is described on page 4.
CHANGE- is described on page 6.
CLASS- is described on page 4.
CNTRLR- serves as the executive routine for CONTROL.
CPMT- computes complex roots.
EAT - computes the transition matrix and its integral.
EIGEN- is described on page 4
FRQRSP- is described on page 4.
HESSEN- transforms a matrix to the upper Hessenburg form.
_qPUTV- is the _PUT subroutine described on page 6.
INUR - determines the inverse of a matrix.
LOAD- is described on page 4.
LOADI - is used in conjunction with LOADto load the
system matrices.
MAKE- makes two matrices equivalent.
MATRIX- is described on page 4.
81
MULT- performs matrix multiplication.
NMRATR- is described on page 4.
PSP - is described on page 4.
OREIC- determines the system eigenvalues.
QRT- is used in conjunction with OREIG.
RDISC - reads input matrices from the disc storage units.
RDISCI - is used in conjunction with RDISC.
REDUCE- determines the irreducible submatrices of a
matrix (used with ASCALE).
ROOT- is described on page 4.
SETUP- is described on page 4.
SPIT - outputs matrices on the printer.
SP!TI - is used in conjunction with SPIT.
THIST - is described on page 5.(starts at label SPITI 16)
SWZ- transforms s-and w-plane filters to z-plane filters.
TAAIG- computes complex arc tangents.
WDISC- writes input matrices on to disc storage.
WDISCI - is used in conjunction with WDISC.
Z0T - initializes the system matrices to zero.
ZOTI - is used in conjunction with ZOT.
ZTOW- converts z-plane transfer functions to w-plane
transfer functions.
COPO- plots data on CALCOMPplotter.
READO- plots zeros for a root locus.
CSTAR- contains envelope curves for the C* options.




PCIIr._M r. CNTROL ([H_IIT:_.._dIUI_I!T=6bITAP[I:iNaUT,TAP{ _=OUT_UT_TA_-_ ._DNTQCL ?
I= _ ,;A_h=6_gTaP'-?=_TAPr'I=_. r ,TAFE'c_=E_) _.ONT;_CL 3
_V_L Kt,K?_K3_K_ _ ONT_CL
I _r._ I I r ) ,ROT I (It,) ,_" _V ! (/O0! , _,_V?(200 ), L (I_ I,V (I_I _ ONT;_gL F.
_[__ION At1=.,Ir.)o_11"ptOl,_g_,Ir|*_(Ir-_trs|*GtIT, 1 ),F(1't101° CONTaEL 7
I K I I I 0, Ir I,K_(10, I_), v_l I_, L_I,_*(I0,151 tO( I0,IC! CONTPCL I_
_ ONTRCL |I
f]r_T_nL N_[N aPl)G_A_, _ll_LlJl r OiMI:N_i0NS FOR ALl. AIR_V _, _RE CONTRCL t_
_F('L4_F[_ H(-P_ AN!_ a_"_1 THRCUCHO_T TH_ PROGRAP _N THE UFIIN _ONTP(_L 13
_N THT_ _OtJT[EE, HX Ht_T _IF rFT FOUAL TO %MX_J e _HFHE PJ_ TS TH; _ONT_LL t_
_AXT_U_ _NS|CN O_ T_4 _- =TAT_ VFCT0g. CONIRCL ]_
._ ON TO eL t ?
HY=I • CONTRCL 71
_ql: I 0 ._ ON T_ CL 27
_.e'lL CNTI_I_ (_*_,_.,H_FtKteK_K]oKkeOeM|tM_.M_OOT_e_OOT|,_ _ONT_CI _
| _TO _g0T [ tSA VIt SAV? tlJ _.V e _ ON T _'q"L ;5

























IHIS _UOROUIIN_ SCAL_S THE MJTRI_ & [OF OIlErS|ON N! WITH
]IAGOHAL SIMILARITY T_AN3CORMATI3N. SUBROUTINE QEDU_ = IS
CALL=_ TO OETE_MTNE TH- I;QF[UCInL_ SU_HATRICES nP A,
J- NUMBE_ OF I_R_ObCIOL_ _U_&TQIC_S
MMtI)" q[MFNSICN OF TH? ITH _U"MAI_IX
- _ATRIW WHOS[ ITH _OW CCkTAINS THE ORIGIWAL _OW Ikq COLUMN
NUMBERS _P TH_ IT. SUgMAIRIW
TR_kSrOPMATION HATPTW
P - VECTOQ CONTAINING THE _TAGCNAL _LENENT$ OF THF










q_ FO_AT(1X._SCALE _ )
NSCAL_=O
TTE_T=O
CALL _rDUCE (N_J_MM,_.A.q.C, IIEST.
tMW._Y,_U.MS.HATt_M_T_HAT3,MaTW.M_T_NAT_)



















































































DO 13 [I=I,NT I_CALF fO
SAPT=9oO &SCALE 61
PATP :O.q ASC4L _ 6_
_C 23 [o=t,N[ ISC_L_ E3
IF (I[,[rloIPlGC TO _O &SCALF E&
RA[p=RAT_eqIII.IP14_ 2 ISCAL[ {5
SAPI=SaPT+B(TP,ITI''? &SCALZ E6
2C CONTINUc ASCALE E7




DO I0 L=LtNI &SCALr "?
a(IIoL)=B(II,L)'OIRIPITI! &SCALF 73
]0 CCNTINUE ISC&LE 7k
80 W] L=t,N[ A_CALE 7_
n (l, Ill :R(L, I I) _OI_API ASCAL c 76
_O CONT INUF &SC&L c 77
K=K*t ISCAL_ 7_
IF ((DIBARIIT|I.LE*It.*STOoI|ICTCO=ICTCO÷I ASCALE 7q
IF ((_TRA_(_I||.GT.(I.÷STO_t_ICTCC=O &_CALC _0
T_ ([CTCO,Eq,NI) _0 TO _ kSC ALe _t
1C CCNTINIJE ASC_L: _
IF (K,LT,kO| GO TO _ ISCALE E]
CCNTINUF _SCALE 8W
lO0 CO_4T[NUF ASC_L_ 85
_O bO I=t_N ASCALE _6
D_ 63 L=i,N kSCAL_ B7
A {T ,L) =P (II"A IT _L)I# (L) kSC4LE 88
50 CCNT [NU r ASCaL_ _q
TF (IPT,LT, ll GO TO 200 tSCAL[ £0
WQIT( (X_?Ot) (PIII_I=t,N) &SCAL¢ )I
2J1 FORWAT (/18X, _ THE OIAGCNAL TRanSFORMAtION M&TRIW TS_IwOX,IEZO,811 _SCALE e?
















I_TCC_R prAD,SYST_HtOUTPIIT,_DQw,C{NTUR_S W _CHAT_AD_o FRPSoTRESa CARD









X PAx __, MUL TR T, SCAPLT, CAR_
W/OH* _, ISI)BNAM CARO
Ir(I=U_NAMo_.?) WRITE ()o9_0 ! _ARD
DATA _T/I_MRCCD I.PLOT/IOHPLOT I CAR_
q_ FCRMAT(tX,_CARPe| CAR9
1 _0 OHAT (8_ fl| CARD
FCPNAT (_OIZ$ CAR_
IF (KOUNT.NE.1) GO TO 10 _ARO
WRITF (_,llt CARD
1_ FD aMAT (/," _ONTROL PRO_R&_ PERNANFNT FILE JWELIB,CY_LE 13, Jl CARD
tNUAQY 1,19_6 "t/) CARD
t? cc_rINtr CARD
IF (CONTUR.EQ.J.AND.KOUNT.GT.II GC TO 5 :ARO
_E&O (1,11 TITLE CARD
TK (TITL_(1).EO. PLOT) DO TO ]00 CARO
IF (EOr(1)._E.O) STOP )ARO
WPIT_ (_._I TITLc CAR_
FORHAT (iMI_RAtO) _&RO
IF (IrLAG .EO,I,AN_,KOUNT,GT,I) RETURN CARD
_EA3 (I.COD_| CAR_
tWC FOQqAT (tOX,=CONTINUOUS SY_T_W vl CARD
l_t FORqAT (IOX,_S_MPL_D*DATA _ Y_TFM_I D&R_
tWZ FOPMAT (IOK_*DI_CR_T_ SYSTEM _) ;AR_
Zk3 FC_HAT (IOK,_MIX_D OPTIONe) CARO
lkl FORMAT [[OX._OP[N LODP_) CAR_
tW& PO_MAT (t0X,*CLOSEq LOO p*) :ARD
t_ FC_"_T (10_,_RCOT LOCUSt) CARD
?_ _OQMAT (t0X,=POOT CONTOURS) CARD
[W( FOPNAT llOW._LOAO _OUTINE INe_I _) CARD
1W7 FOQ_AT (IOX,*_TRIX POUTIN r I_rUl_l CARD
1_8 FOR"AT (IOX,_CHANGE _OUTINE INFUTe| CARD
|_ FOPMAT [IOX._CLA$S ROUTINE INrtT _) CARD
151 FO_AT (IOX,'TRANSFER FUNCT_ON_ _) _ARO
1_7 rO_WA" (t0X,'EIGENVALUES*) CARD
153 FD_T (IOX**FREOUENCY RESPONSFSe| CARD
tSk FOOMAT (iOXoePOWER 3OECTRA_) :ARO
1_ FOVWAT (tOX,_TRANSIENT R_SPONTES _ ) CARD
IS=OIfiITL+I _AR_
GC TO (tTO,t?t,17_),IS CARD
I?D W;ITE (X,lkO) CARD
GO TO ?nq CARO
171 WRIT: (X.lkl! 3ARD
























































t;'? WRIT- (3.1;ZI CARD
_3G IF (,IWCD ._. 1) W_ITE I_.?_) :ARO
r.n TC (17_176.175)._¥$TrM CARD
t?7 WPIT_ (_11_) C ARFI
CC TO _01 ]ARD
17 z, NIl:IT _ (_,14_,) cARrl
r.o TO 231 3ARD
]TE WRI v_ (X,1_51 CARD
_01 GC TC (17E_l?7,tF8,179)_REA{_ CARO
17_ W_IT c (3.1_6l 3ARO
r,C TS ?07 CARD
177 WRIT? (_,1_.7) 3APq
C.C Tn _q? _ARD
17q W{IT _- (X, IW_) CAR')
C.O TO _C2 3ARC
ITG WRIT: IX.I_OI CAR']
30_ IF (NU_F)S._O.0.AN_].SYSTEM, NE.].AF_.CChTUR*E_.[) WRITE (]qtSt) CARD
IF I_UMEOS ,EQ, 1) WRITE (_,IE_| CARn
IF (CONTUR .EO. t) WRITE (X,?4_) CARD
I_ (FOp% .EO. 1 .O_. FRPS .TO. -1I WRITE [3_t53! _'aRO
[r (PqRS .EQ. 21 WRITE (_LSW) CARD
IF (TpC_p .NE. O) WRITE 1_,1_S) _ARO
WRIT: (I,15_) NX,REAO,TRESP,CMATe0ELT_NY,SYSTEM*FRP_*NKZ*FINAL T, ._ARO
I NU., [_ED .NUM6 RS _IFLA _t [ FRED, NWC,DLTPUT,FORM_ [GCt_._LF PO_NUC._ ICTTL, CARO
_COHT_!R tR { M_ _, F_R¢(}, IOH, APT, MULTRT _SAV,CA IN1 ANt _KOUNT ,NO0 :L,N _CAL _ _ _ARD
?GA [NP, N__,M _ARO
150 _OUWAT I/IICX,'NX =_'tIWtLI!(,_REAC =_IW,@W,'TRESP ='_,I{.,_)_, _ARD
I-CW_T = ,,.. T _, _X,,_OZLT =_,FT.3/IO_,_Ny ==,I&tttK, _'SYSTEM =_, CARO
_'NU =_, IW. 11 W,'MIWED =', IW, _X, _UWPRS =_,Iw, 8W,_I_L_G =_tt@, CARD
_,_W,,IF;EO =,,,FI,3/IOX,_NXC =',I@,ItX,=OUTPUT ='_,I.,'_W,_'FO_M =', SARO
¢IW,_Y,_TGO =_,IW,_X,_DELrRQ =_,FT.31iOX,'NUC =_,I_,1]X, ;ARD
7P?. _/I0_ °_70_ ==t I_,ttLX,_IPT ==,IU,PX,*MULTRT =_t Ik,SX, 3ARD
_(_AV =_,i _,RX,_GAINt =_,rT, 31tOW, _Nt =_, IW,ttx, _KOUNT =_ 3ARO
9 IW, _W. mMOD__L =_,IW,AX ,_NSCQLE =',IW,8_,'GAIN2 =_,F T. _/10v, OARD
t_NZ =', I_,?IX,_M =_tFT,]) _ARD
IF (MULT_T.GT.0) O_.LT=OELT/MbLTRT _ ARfJ
IF (NY._Q.@) GC TO _0 _APD
I¢ (MIXE0°NE.O.AkD, NY. LT.8) GO TO 5P CARD
QEA_ ( 1, 1) ( OUTPT ( It _ I= 1_.NY) _APO
IF IcOF(1),N_.,O) STOP CARD
GO T_ F) CARD
_I =,EA r) II,I)(0UTPT{I),I=I,8) _ARO
IF (_OF(1).N__,O) STOP CARD
_1 IF (NII.EQ,01 GO TO 5_ _ARD
IE (_IXFq.NC.0.ANO.NU.LT.8) CO TO _2 3AP9
READ (1.1) (IN_T(I),I=I,NU) CARD
IF (,-qr(1).N_.C) STOP SAP0
GC TO 53 CARD
5? READ (t,1 I(IHPT (I),I =1, @ ) CARD
IK (FO!r(tI.NE.O) STOP CARD
53 CONT INL;r 3ARD
RETUQN _ARD
,I02 CALL COP t_, CARO
STOP 3ARO
















































]F (cqF(l).N_.01 GO TO 9 e
FC_NAT (/_At _;It
I_ E TUC_N
_ IF (FO_.Er).o) Gq TO gq
Nt3:3
Xyx=olo





















%Itn_ILJTT_IE CHANt, i; (_tB,CtH, GtF,KItK?_K3, K_OtWttWE, W3, C_ANr,_
I _ W, _t _U, MS, MA T t, M_T _, _ AT _tMATL, tMAT _ tMAT_) _HAN_ _
_T_ _I[3N W1 (MX tMXl _WZ (_X _ 4_ ) tW _ (MX t_X) C_N_ _
C@_M _qN/C,'_Nn/_F AD_ _v _ T E _ OUT PUT, NX _ NY_ NU_ NXC _ NUC _ N1 ,N ? _ DT_,I TL, 3 HAN _,_
t _ _, T U9 oN UME_ _ _ F _P% T_ ESP ,M_r]c_L _NS CAL__ ,_ AV _ C_I _N_(_ _ I FL_G t _ HANg,_
I TC, C, FOQ_ _ IPT _ R._A 0_, '_ I _E C ,M UL TP T, _C_L T _ZOH_ KOUNT _H_ N_
_NT_,cQ _r_D_yC;TF_UTPUT_CCNTU_SAVIC_AI_E_n_ _ _p_-_T_-S_ ]H_
INT_._ qIC, TTL, _C_PLT, 70H _4AN'_
C_MM_,q/r_CCNDI_'_LT°C:[_ALT,ICpC_,Ff:P_:r'j,O_Lf:RFO_C, AIN1,C, AIN?_ C_4_ _
PF_L Klt K?_ K_ _, IF_E_,M _HANG _
[_Iw:_ION A (MIC,M_) _ q I_X ,MIJ) t C I_W tl_) _H (MY_ M_(} _ C- (MY_ ,_ (MY_ wU| t C_ANG -
_OM_CN/qL_r]_ T/NUMEP _ _Er_Ow_GA _N _G_ _pM _I.OCI( , S TJ 1E,YT_Vt ZT_U,Y_TOKt C H&t_ c
1 I T_ T t_Y , T THI NU, _ _L(_'_K , NY TC_/,N 71 r tJ, _ x YL, NYZTOK ,N WT ,NYT tN UT i NY l, NUI CH _NGr=
TNT-_EP G_H, PLOCK, _ T_TE,VTOV ° _TCU, YTTOK CHAN_
WG_IN(_01 , STATF (_0_.1 _ITHINY (_01 _ ITHINUI2G) ,¥TOV {?_ ?) t CH_N_
7T_U (2 _,_ , NWyU (8) ,y _TO_ (_1_ t _ ! C_NG_
C H_NF, E
USF_ WPTTTFN SU_R_!JTIN- TO C_AhGE SYSTEM OARAM_.T;Q_ SET !!P IN 3HANC,_r
o_ V [OL_ C_._ _H_N_
C_ANGF
C C_'M C.N/S UC_WR I TI I SU'_ NA _ _ HaNGc
[F{ T_U_N_M.G_,2) WQITE (_Oq0) CHANG-
)9_ F(_V_AT ! IXt,CHANGF _) _HANG_
_'TIJ_N CHANG c




















_U_lot;UT_NE CL_S (A,r_,_,W,C,,FDCoMI,W_W3, CLASS
I WX, MY, _U, MS, MATt, M_ T ?, MAT3, MAT_MAT5 t MAT6Y CLASS
CI_M_tCN/C(3Ni')/QEAOo _;Y _ TEP4.0UTPU| eN)( eNY *NUwNXCvNUCINlo N_t C]CTTL, CLAS ¢-
t CCNT1J_,NUNERS_PR S, T ,_[_P,MO(:IFLtN_CALEtSAVI CMATtNKSt IFLAG_ CLA3_
>T Gf) , F_J PM, [PT, RFA(_ 3, _ ! X : C t MUL TRT _SCAPLT tZOH, KCU_T C L ASS
CCP_CNIACCND/OELT_F[hALT,IFPEO,FFGEr;_O_LFRO, GAIkt, C, AIN?, MMq C LAT;_
INT.:%-_P _EA_,SYST['M,CUTFUTtFCRP, C['NTUR,SAV_CMATtPFAD_, F_P_'_TRFS _ CLA_
[NT cF._ "o FI[G I TL e S_..A¢_ L T , 7 _H _LA_;_
tJ (P'O ,HLJ # _LAS_
f)IMF_ISION Wt(MWtMX) ,WZ (Ml(,'4_) ,W3(PX,MXI _LA3g
_EAL IF_EO,NUHFR_ MM_ CLAS_
CC'4_ION/qL KCIA TINUMr_, tie ECWt _. AT ko G_APH t BLOCK ,ST AT¢ ,YT_V _ ZT_Ut¥ 7TOE _ ,_LAS_
! [TH TkY, [ TH INU, hAL0_, NY T0V _NTTOUtNWYUo NY 7TOK tNXT ,NYT oNUTt NYt_ NU1 CLA_S
TkT _ C._ _; C*RAPH, _LOCK o _T A Tr _ YTOVt _TCUt YZ TOK CLASS
_[MC_NSICN CPAP_(_0t _J e_LOCK(_0o]| tNUHER(?O ,=_! , _CH(Z0 ,E )t CLASS
XCA_%(?_| ,STATF 4_,_1 t_ TW[NY r,_CI,T THINU (?01 ,YTO¥(?O,?), CLASS
I roqHAr 41615) DLASS
P,(3PM CN/S U 8W R I T / T suriNAM CLASS
T F (I SUPNAH. G_-. ?) _ITE(_,qq_) ._LASS
2 _'OP_AT (CFtO._I CLASS
NIN= _ ;LASS
NWI =t_W CLASS













;'tO CONT [NU- _LASS
IF IICC.EO.t. AkO.K3UNT.GT.I! _C TC ,_6 CLASS
nO _27 [=t,,xO CLASS
[ TH I bY( I | :0 CLASS
CONT INIJ = CLASS
qO "?] I=t,?0 3LASS
[ TH [ Nil I[ I ) =_ CLAS ¢;
CONTTNU£ 3LASS
_FA_ (1,[} NHLCCK,NIT _LAS_
IF (.qF(t).NE,O) STOP CLAS_
IF (t, qLOCK,C.Q.O) GO TO P]0 CLA-¢S
IF (NIT .E(3. O) GO TD 736 CLASS
CALL _,WZ (nELT,IF, q, ;LASS
I MX _ _Y, MU, MS, MATt ,MA T?, MAT], HAT_. tNAT_ tMATB) CLASS
F_O Tq _, 3LASS
736 I)C _1 I:t,NqLOCK 3LASS
_E_3 (L,I) (r,RAPHII,JI,J=t,_I CLASS
IF (Fqr"ltl,NF.O) STOP 3LASS
































































I_ ( _F(1).NE.C| STOP
8_ CCNT I_I]_
:}0 _ I=t,NSLqCK





_T_ T: ( [. I _=GPAPH (I,1 }
IF (aLCrK(I,?),Eq,I.ANOoALOCK(I,311,FQ.1} GO tO ?1
IF (aLOFK(I,21,GI,BLOCK[I,$)I GO To 22




_TA TE ( I, _.) =_LOCKI I, 3)-1
N X=NXcPLOCK ( ], 3)-I
GC T,) 70
21 _Ta_r: (I, _}=W
&O T0 2("
22 _f&T,:lf,_l=]
2[ P,£n T INU:
NU =
qO _ : k': I,NqLCCK
IF (I_(G_APH(K,5)),GI,NH} N_=IAES(GRAPHIK_S))
2r CCPIT INU r
NWT=NW_N_I
NYT: %r{ LOS K'I'NY 1
NUT -'JeJ +N U 1
[¢ {IGC._O.t.ANf_,KOUNT.GT,t) 60 TO _71
QEaD (1,1} ITTHINY(I|,I:i,NYT)
TF ( 9F{1}.N_,{) STOP
IF (c__AO,EQ,w._N%SYSTEM,Eq,_) GO TO _3Z
[¢ (_[xTr_,NE,t} GO T0 2W.]
?_? _E_ (1,11(ITHINUII|,_=I,NUT)
;IS _ (I,1) NYTCV,NZTOU,NYZTOK
IF ( CFtII°NF,O! STOP
IF (qYT_V,EQ,Ol GO TO _31
pO _2 I=I,NYTC_/




















































































_U_@CUTII_F CL_ "_ 7X/7_ OPT=I FTN _.2,7_00C 0|/09/76 13,59._'*
l-n
170
717 CO_ TINU r
_1 IF {NTTCIU,_O,O) r,O TO ?]l
_ ?1X I=I,N7T_U
::'^O (_ . I ) (/ TNLI (T, Jr, J= 1,?)
IF ('OFIi).N:.O) 5T3P
';'1 _ CC_ T TNeJ_"
_11 IF |_Y_TC_W'.EQ.O| C3 TO ?{J3
DO ?lq [=IqNYTTO<
(_EA _ (J,[) (YZIOK{I,J)_I=I,?)
IF (EGr(1).NE.C) SIO p
71 q C ON I I Nil'.
IF (cY'_T:HoFQoil SVSTEM:_
?Wr C OK,'T _ NIl c









NYT: _I){YII |5 )
t_LIT : NWV!I (_|
NW=NXYU( 71
NU:NWYL(_ l




_WVU( = ) -HYT




IF {'lIT ,¢Q° |) GO TO 3q0
WPTT_ (_,9_)








DO _? [=1 ,N_LOCK
WP_T_- (_,?) (NUM:'l_fItJltJ=[o;)
,_? CCHTINU:



































































































_ FOR_T (/IOy_iEc_}O_ _/) CLAqq 173
O(_ 8_ I=1 ,NqLC('K CLAST_ t7g
W_IT: I_,?1 (m_N_N{I,JI,J=l_g| 3LJSS 175
_ COlor INUF CLASS t76
WRIT _ (3,8_) CLAS3 177
5 r FORMAT (/IOI¢,_GAIN*/) ;LASq tZ8
WRIT_ IX,?I (GAINIII,[:t,NRLOCK) CLA_S 119
l_j WqITE (',871 3L_SS 180
W_IT_ (X, 11 (ITH_Ny(I) i I=ttNYT I 3LASS t81
IP {_'[}.EO._'.ANf. S¥STEM,E _,X) GO TO 3_.t CLAS_ tFZ
IF (MTYfG,NE.I) GO Tn 2W_ JLASS lm3
Xhl WPIT_ (3,21_) CLASS 18_
WRIT: (I, 1) ( [TFI_,U( I I _ I=t,NUTt CLASS te=_
IF (NYTF) V,E_),O) GO TC) 2_0 CLASS tP6
W_ITE (X,?tSl CLASS t_7
q0 _16 I=I,NYTOV ;LASS 1_8
WR[T_ { _ 1) {YTCV(I=j) Ij=tt_) CLASS 18q
_1_ £C_TINL_ CLASS iS0
_,_ I_- (HTTeLJ.EC_.O} GO TO _'_1 ;LASS 1°.1
WPl T-_ !X,217| CLASS tq?
]C ?%R I:%_NZTCU CLASS 193
WPlT_ (I, 11 (? TOU (T, J), J:t, _l ;LASS lqW
_IR CO_r INL c e. LAS_ 195
?_I IF (_:YtT_K. EO.3| C,_1 TO Z_.? 3LASS lqE
WP[ r; I '{_ _'_O| 3Lf, SS 1q7
DC ?_1 I.=ltNY_Tr)K CLASS }._8
WPITF (3,1| (Y/TOKII,JI,J:I,2) GLASS 199
_C_ CCNTINL r CL_S_ _O0
2_. CCNTINU r CLASS Z0I
IF IKaLOC_oEQ,£I R_TURN CLASS _I?
r)O bwO I=I_NRLCGW' CLAS q Z;]
IF (OENOM(I_BLOCK(I_GII,FQ, t,I _O TO _.0 _-LASS _C(*
NO: nLCCK (I._| CLASS Z05
yW:q_NOMtI_Ngl GLASS _I]E
IF (XW,N c. 0,0| GO TO _._? _LASS _
WQITF (_,WW_| I CLAS__ _'8
&WX FC_MAT (/|0Xe _ LFAF_ING CqEFFICIENT O_" WO.*,I_," nLOC_( IS ZFI@O'/! 3LASS 2Dq
C_? CO_T TNU c CLAS_ _]1
qO (,_.I _=t,Nq CLA_S 21_
REkQWII_J|= D_hGM(I_J)/XW CLASS _15
._] CONTTNUE _L_SS _1(*
C,AIN( It= GAIt;( I)/XX _LASS Z1.5
_[ CONT INUF CLASS ZlE
nO _0 [:t*NBLCCK CLASS _17
IF !STBTr(I,Gt,NE,_I GO T0 k0 CLAS<; ZI8
flO _I J=I_NIN CLASS 2_9
IF (CP_PHII, J÷tI.EQ.O| GO TO 31 CLASS _?0
r (I*NYt,IAqS(GRAPH (I ,J*t } )*NY1 I=-IS IGN (t,GRAPP (I _J÷i ) )*GaIN(If 3LASS 221
1 * NI)M[ R (I tt ) /nENON (I , t l C LAS_ _97
]1 CONTINUE 3L8SS 22"_
IF (GRB°HII,5|.EO.0) Gn TO 30 ;LASS _2k
r iT + _yt , TANS lCl_APP(i, 5 ) ) &NLIt) : TSIGN( 1,GRAPH( [ _ 5) )_Ga IN (T| CLASS 225
t "NUMEq (I, t! /DENON| I, t} CLASS _
GC TC _O CLASS Z?7
k o IF iSTATE(I,3).EO.._| GO TO 50 CL_':;S 2?8
NO_T t=ST ATE { I , k) ÷t _LASS ?2q
95







NO_T=NO_T 1° 1 ._LASS Z30
IF (NO':;T.hiF,O) GO r r) _ :LASS Z31
WQIT_ (1 ,_( CLASS _
W& FO}WAT (/IJX.;INCONSIST£NT n,_T,', [_ CLASSe| _LASS 2_1
F, O T_) XO _LASS 73_
{.:" (IO ._ .J:I,NC)_T CLASS 23S
_ (I _Ny J. STATe ( I. ?)* I-I*NWt I =r.= IN(I) _(I_UHER( I, J)-OENOM( I, J) eNUN_R _LAS_ 7_6
I ( I. NCST% ) ) CLASS Z37
_(_ (_ONT INUF CLASS 2._8
IF (STATC(I,I),EQ,1I GO TO kt CLASS 73q
IF (GRAC_H(I, SI.EQ.]) GC Tq _l CLASS 2qO
F (I *NV 1_ [AqS (GRAPH(I . 5 ) )*NIl t )= I_I _F_ (1 ,G_APH (I __ ) )e GA IN II |;NUHEP _ LA _'c; 2_t
I (I,'_LOCK (1,2) ) C LASS _a*2
_3 CONT INUF CLASS 71_3
90 ,_* ,l:I ,NIN 3LASS Z_
IF (G_P_(I.J*II.EQ.O) GO TO bz_ CLASS 2AS
C(I *Ny[. IA_S (GRAPH( [ _J_t t) _HVt l=- ]SIGN It ,GRAPH (l_J*1) I _GAIN(I I :L&S3 2_6
te_UM_ (I _BLOCK (I ,2) | CLA_F 21_7
w_. CeNT INUF CLASS _'k6
kl CCNT INU r CLA_ 249
GO TC _0 CLASS 2E0
50 CONTIN_=T "_ LA S(; _l
DO 60 J=I,NIN CLASS ZSZ
IF (G_oH(I,J_t),EQoO) GO TO E _ ;LASS 253
NOST=SI_ TF( I ABS (GRAPH ( I _ J+ 1) ) ,4) _LASS 2_k
IF (kOST.GE.?) GO TO k? CLASS 2E5
WRITE ( 3, k,_) CLASS 2_
_ FO_W_Ar (ItOX.=CIFFERCNTIATOR IKPUI NOT ALLOWEO_} CLASS 2._7
GO TO 60 CLASS 258
W7 00 77 L:2,NOST CLASS 2E9
H ( I_ _,yt, STAT_ ( ]A_S(GRApW (Ie J_| ) ) o 2l _L-I(,NX I)zH [I_NY | _STAT((I A85 CLASS 2EO
t (C_A=H(I .J*t ) I .?)*L. I*NX t |t IS Iron (t _ G_AFIA(I,J_t ) leGA IN( I|*GA IN(IAqS _LASF ZEt
7 {CPAPH ( I ,J*t ) ) )* (NU_IER ( IABS (GRAPH (Io J_t) i _ L't) "NUMER ( I lO_ (GRAPH CLASS ZAZ
liT, J+lll .NOST) _OENOHtIABS (GRAPH (],J+t) ) _LI) OLASS 2E3
77 CON TINL; ;LASS 2EW
IF {_LC_K (IAl_ S (GRAPH (I, J+tl ) , _) ,1 .LT.BLOCK ( IAflS (C_AP HI I _ J*t I ) *3l CLASS ZES
IIGO TO r_O CLASS 7E6
k ( I, _V 1, STAIr (IAP¶IG_AFH (I , J_| ) ) _ _| *NX 1 )=H( I*NYt _TATE (IAq_(GRAP_ CLAS ¢- ZE_
I (I, j,t) | . Z) +NWII*GA IN([) =CA(k( IABS(GRAFH(I _J#t) ))_ISIGN(t#GI_APH 3LASS 2E8
7 ( I • J + t I I = ('t * ) _NUH_R (I ABS ( GRAF F ( I _J *1 ) ) *NOSTIv EF INCH |IABS (Cl_APH _ LA S_ _ (9
3 {I,J+t) ) •1) CLASS 2'?0
IF (GRA_H(IAr_S(GgAmHtI,J_tIi,TI*E{.OI _O TO 73 CLASS 771
_ ( I*_yt, TAqS (GRAPH( I AB_ (G_APH( I,J¢I I ) o T|)t NUt # : |SIGN (I_GRAPH(IA;]S CLASS ZIZ
1 (GRAPH l( . J*t | ), _ l |'GAl N ( I )=GA I_ ( IAqS (GRAPH (I _Jtl) lI =NUHE_( IA_S C LASS 273
7(GqAPN( I ,J't| ) ,BLOCK (IAO_ (GQAFP (I ,J*l ) ) ,Z) -I|*ISIGN( 1,GRAPI_(I,J+t I CLASS 27h
) _'F ( I+ _Y I _[& flS I GRAI)H (IAP e,(GQ eo_,- (I _Jt II )_ S) )+N_ I ) CLASS 77S
7X DO 7c* L:t,,NIN CLASS 77E
C ([ ,Nyt _ I ABS (GRAPH(IABS (GRAPH (] _J_l ) ) o L_I I ) _NY1 (=C (I *NY1, IaBSIGRAP ;LASS 277
t H fIAtS (C._APH (I _ J*tl ),L * t I I _NYt | -I_ IGN ( It GRAPH( IA_IGOAPH (I* J+t ) )* CLASS ZTS
7L'1 ) )=IS [GN(I, GRAPq( I= J't) ) =GlIh( II _C-A INIIA8$ ( GRAPH (I ,d+tl| ) CLASS _79
?_. CONTINUE 3LASS 280
60 C ONT INU__ CLASS 281
_0 CONTINU __ 3LAS_ 7_2
III:NYI*I ;LASS Z83
II_= _.tLOCK#NYI CLASS 7RW
{10 _OII=IIt.ll2 :LASS 7_5





A0 CONTINtF _LA%_ _DT





MAT_ :MX CLA_ _gk
HAT_=MX _LAS_ _









CALL HULT (WJ,F,WZtNYT_NYT_NUIt CLASS ]q_





CALL WAKR (¢.W2,NYT_NUT_ _LASS _1l
1MW,_Y,MU,MS,_ATt_MAT?_HATS_MATk,MATS,MaT6| CLAS_ 312
00 _O0 I=t,NqLCCK CLASS 31_
_CST:SIATEII,_| CLASS 31W
Ir (NOST,EQ._) GO TO _00 CLASS 315
DO _Ct J:I,NOST _LA_S 316
A(_TAT_(Tt_I+NCST-t_NXI_STATC(I_+J-I+N_t)=-DENOM(I,J) CLASS 317
IF (J. EQ. NOST) GO TO Z01 3LASS 318
A(STATEII,?I-_*J+N_I,STATE(T,_t*J+NXt)=$.0 3LASS 319
201 CCNTIN_ C CLASS 3?0
[_ (IAoS(GQAPHII,5|I.E_,0) GO TO tt_ 3LASS 32t
p(STATE(I,?I+NOST.I_N_t,IAqS(G;APH4I,SII_NUtI=ISIGN(1,GP_H(I,_)) ;LASS _?
tic CCNTINUE CLASS 37]
DO IZ0 J=t_NIN CLASS 32k
I_ (C._APH(I_J+I)._Q,0) GO TO 1_0 _LASS _
DO t_t K=t_NX CLASS 3?6
Af_TAT_ITt?I_NOST-[_NXL_K*NXt|=A(STATEII_)eNC_T-I*NXI_K_N_tl _LA]S _27
t*H([AqS(GRA_(I_J+I|IeNYt,K#NXII_ISICN(tsGRAPH(I_J#_)) CLASS 37R
l?t CC_TINU r CLAS_ 379
_0 t?2 K=I,NU 3LASS 3_0
IF (FfI_K)*N_.0*q) OUTPUT=_ 3LA_ 371
OISTATE(I,_}_NCST-t_NXL,K*_IUI)=B(ETATE41t2I*NO_T-t_NWI_K_NUI| CLASS 3_
TtF(IA_S(GRAPH(I,jet)IeNyttK#NUtI_ISIGNIttGR&PM(I,J+t)I CLASS 373
t?? CCNTINI._T CLASS ]3_
I?G CONTINLF 3LA_ 37F
_00 GO_T [NUc 3LASS ]36
13 ?_q I=t,Nw 3LAS_ 337
O0 _I Jc1_NX _LA_S 336
CII_hXt, J+N_t|=0. 0 CLA(: _ ]79
?_1 CONrI_IJE 3LAS_ 3=0
CIT*kXttI+N_t|:t. 0 CLa3_ 3_1
280 CC_!TINU c CLASS 3_2





lql CCN T [_lt] _
0(1,1t-_._
DO _;_2 ! :IoNYT
r,C Tn • '_
r_._. _0_ T T_I!I ¸
CU'Iq_UT_ I
r?? CCN* ;_l _¸
NU= T,I_II
Nk': N_'T





















SL, PR@UTIN_- f'PCTPL_ (A,B,C,H,C-,F,_I,K2_KItKW,0tW_IW2,WXI&C_'Trt_OOTT, `1NT_t_
r _ _(JTq_ R 0.T I t_AV 1, _ V2 __I_ V * C NT RL_
! _OT_ t_P.T I ,7, ;'7 tU_V, CNTRL_
T'twX_MY,_tt_M_,MATI._MAT?_MAT_,t4..IT_tM_eT'_,,MJT61 _NTRLR
C C NT _?L_
(" THI_ _.U_P_UTINE _RV£_ AS TpF EXECUTIVE ROUTIt'E- FOR T_r _NT_L_
c _._NT_'_L P_CC_, IH_. COtJTOOL PROC, RAM IS C_PATIL_" OF F'E_F{,RHINr_ CNT_L c;
C ,P_ LIN':A_ SYSTEH$, TH_ FCLLOWING COc_R/ITI0k'_ ]NTRLR
r ."NT_LP
_. I. _OCT LCCTI A_ _ _'UNCTICN CF TWC FEEO:_ACK G_IN$ CNT_L_
r _ NT_LR
_ ?, _)_TEPPINATTON G_- _V_T_, ._IC,ENV_LUES _'O_ OP-l_ _lq _NTPL p
r CLr)_ F_ °LOO _ _ Y_ T _*"_ _NT_L_
C CNTRLR
C _o F)ETFPMIN_T[ON l_ -eYSTFM T_h_FFR FUNCTIONS FO_ _NT_L_
C _r_IT_ARY INOUT-OUTP!IT V_IA._LES _NTPL_
C =NTRLR
C _, _ALCUL_TION OF T_UL_T_D F_EOUFNCY R_SI:ONS_ _NT_LR
C CNT_LR
C. _. P.t_LCt)L_TTON OF TAbULATeD TOWER SOECTRAt ."_N¢_TY ._NTRL_
C ;UNC T| CN_., _ NTgLg
C CflTRLP
C 5, T_ULATE{3 TIME HISTORY R_SPON._ _NTRL'_
CNTRL _
E Cr)MpUTATIONS A;E OFRFORMCO U_ING STA_E VARI_I_LE MATRIX _NT_L_
r. NOTATTON, _NTQLR
C _NTRLR
C CORRECTION _AO c. RY G, NORRIS JULY 5 73 CNTRLR
r_ 7 AND SAVI, ZZ Ae_D SAV_ AR_ _A_E HATRIX _NIRL_
NTRLq
COMMCNICOND/l@E a 0, SY S TEM_ O_TRU T, N), NYt NUI NXCtNUC tNI,N 2 _(] Ir,ITL, CNTPLR
t CONTUR,NUMERS, FRPS, TRESP,WODEL,NSCAL_SAV,CM_T ,NK?, I_'LAG, _NTQLR
I IGC _I:CQM, I_,T ,RE A {T_, HIX F r, HIIL TR T ,_CARLT _ZOH_ KOUNT CNT_L@
INT{_ CE_(],SYSTf-_,OUTPUT,FC_I,_C(NTUR_S_V_CMAT,QEAF) 3, FPPF:,TI@_S O CNTRL_
I_ TCr,_ DIG I TL,SCAOL T, ;'OH CNTPLR
CCMMCNIAr0NOI [E LT, P INAL T, IFREC, F FREQ, OELFRO, G _I NI_ C_AT N_,H_! CNT _LP
OEAL INOTitOt_ OIJTPT (?0t ,TITLE( e! _ NTPLR
CCMMCNILA eEL II hOT ,OUTPT , T| TLE C NTRLP
R__AL IFPCO,K t,K? _KT _CW, MN ._NT RL Q
r_IN_NSIhN A (MX_HYI, 3 IHW, _4U) _C(NX,NWI _M(MY_MW I _C(HY _Nv I ,F(MY _MU) _ ;NTOL o
I.K| I _4U, MX ) ,K_ (MU _MX ) ,_C 3 (NU,M X | ,KJ_ [MU ,MX ) _D |MU ,MU l _ _,NT _;L o
?W 1 (_W, MW | ,W? (MX, H!(t, W3 {M_¢, WXl , @COTRI MXI ,ROOTI I PX |,_ 0 IR iMY ) , .INT PL p
]q0TI (MX| ,U(HXI ,V (NX) _Z (HS_ , ZI(MS _ 3 NT_)LR
C DIMENSION _(t$,IGI, oltr;.,101_ r.(15,15t, H(]5,_.._l, GI_5,t;), CqT_LP
r I F(i_IO)_ KI|IO,1S), K2IIO,t_t_ 1(3(tO,|_), Kt.|IO,$-_), O(l_lO| _'ITRL _
C 01MENSTO_I WI(1_15|, W2(1_.,1_.), W_{1-=,J5)_ ROOTR(I_), _OCTI(15t, `1"_TRLQ
r 1 RIIT_(I_), OOTI(I_t_ U(I_)_ VIlli, Z(2O0t, ZZ(200| CNTRL_
r)IM;NS ION H( 10 , 2_)) , HH(20 |,P (_0 t ,I(CND|29 # _JCON [I_g) _ r_CC_Jr_ l_ I =NTRLR
c OlJ I VA LFINff]E IREAD,T C{_NP. ( 11 ) , IL_CLT _CON[ (II ! _ NT_L;
C O_w M CN I_ L K(]A T / NUNER, nEhOW, GAIk, GRlPHt BLOCK _ STA TO, YTOV_ ZT_U,Y/TOK, "_NT QL O
IITHIhY,ITHINUtNBLOCK,NYTC']V,N7TOU,_XYUt_.YZTOK_NXT,NYT,NUT,NYI_NU'I. _NTRLQ
F_IMENSION GRAPVI?0,31_qLOCK(_(]_TI_NUMERI_0,_DFNOM| ?0,_|, CNTRLR
1(GAIN (?C) , STAT_ (Z0_W) _ I THINY( _Ot ,IIHINUIZCI _YTZ'V |20, ? I , CNTRL;
X 7 TC]U 12 O ,?) ,NXYU (8 | ,Y 7TOK (_r) , 2 | =NTQL o
INT--GcP GRAPH, _.LOCK ,ST AT E, VTrJV _ITCU_ Y/TOK C NTI_Lk
oEAL Nl_W SR ,'JNTRL _































C_ATA QCnN/[C H_OCq /
IF(] _U_NAM.GE._! W_ITEI_,g)0!






?;? CONT INU _
8CON_] (I! =0.0
2G,i CONTINUE
_01 CCN T [NL_E_
REW I _Jn 8
KOUNT=K3UNT_I
DO _DO I:I,29




r) C _Jl I=it2 q
JCOND([I =ICONO (II
_01 CONTINUe




WRIT = (7! _CnN,TITLEtSYRT--.Ht_ODEL,nIGITL,SCI"LT
,12 IF (CONTUR, Cq,I! ITT=t
CALL 7OT (A,RtCtHtr_,PtK1,KPtK3tKWtDt
t HX _M y • H=.I tMStMA T _gM_T _ MAT_ N&T _t MAT _,MAT_)
]0 CALL tF)AO (=,_*CtHtG_F,KttK?_K3tK_O*
tM)(, MY ,_UtMSt MAT t ,M_ T_t MAT 3, NATC*_MITS,M_T6|
GO TO 9_
_I CALL =AT;IX (A,_3,C,H,G,r,_t,K?,K],KW,0,Wt,W2,W. TM,
! p X, MY. MU, MS _ M & T1 ,MA T'} t M& T3. MAT(*, MAT._ t MATf.|
O0 _5 I: 1,2q
+G JCONO( l! =ICOND(II
3C TO bO
S0 IF (ISAV,EQ,_I GO TO Sl
C_LL _CTSC (AtR,_,HtGtF,KI,WZ,I¢3tKk,Ot
1M W, MY, MII ,MS,MATt, MAr_, MAT3t M_iW IMAT_MAT61
_t CALL CWANGE (At3,C,H,G,K_KI_<_.,K3, Kk_O,WI_W2,W_
I MX, MY, MJ ,M_,MA Tt ,MAT 9 tMAT3 ,MA To* ,MATS tHAT6 )
IF (MIXE0,Eq.O.ANO, ISAV.Eq. Pl GO TO _5S
GO TO ¢,O
_ _ON T IN_Z
CALL CLASS l _._ C ,H,C, _ _, _,W 1_M_,W],
IHX _MY ,MlJ, M_ ,MAT [, MAT ?_ MAT l, M6TG t MAT _J,M _T61
6C CCNT [NU=
IF (_F_3,E(},ll JCON_(t!=]











































































































_F fC_'TUFv°F_,1.ANO.KOIJNT°GT._| GC TO E9 _NT_L_ tl_
CALL Z_>'T I A ,(_.C . _", r,.F. K I ._ 2 .K 3. Kt.. 13. CNTRL_ 117
IVY ,MY, M'I,M_, MA TI,MAT ?t MAT3, MA_, MaTTtMAT6) _NT_L_ 11_
'3 _ IF I%AV._-_,_| C,O Tn 7_ _NT_L_ 119
I M W° ;_y, _U_ _ _ T t _MA T _ _ _T]*MATG _M AT_ _MATEI _ NTRL !_ 1 _ t
JCqNr'll_l=O CNTPL; 127
7t r,'_N T _ NL = _ NTI_L_ 1_
CALL _'TUP I J, M, MM,P, A, n,C, H ,G,F ,KI, K2, K.',K=*,P ,Wt _W_W _ , _NT_L_ i?h
? _Y ,MY ,_ U,_S _MAT I,MA T2, MAT 3,MAT _, _AT _ MAr6) _NT_L _ I_6
_ (Tq-qm,GT,OI NP_.OT=t ._NT_LP l??
IF (T:_'p,F,T,OI NPLC)T=TRESP _NTRLR t_
IF l_-;_:l)°N_° ')| NPLC)T =N Y*NU ; NTRLQ 17_
IF (F_P_.F.T._.ANO.T_cSP.GT,O) NPLCT=NY'NU('I CNTPL_ 130
TF (FqO_,NE,C.AND.TRESP.GT, OI EPLET=NYeNU*T_EC_F 3NTRL_ 171
IF I_'Y_T_M.;:]._| NPL_IT=I _NTPLe 1.X?
IF (r3mM.r,T,O,ANO,CC)NTUR,EQo01 W@IT r 17) NPLOT CNTPLR t]3
IF {_ULT_T.Nr,OI GO TO 1_| _NTRL o 1_¢*
I r (SY_T_M°Nc,_t Gh TO _ ;NTRLR 1_ _
CALL _30T (A._,C,H.r,,F.K1.K2.W3,K&.D.Wt.W2,W3.;ocrQ.QCOTI.U_.V. _NTRLP 116
I MX 0 wy , F!l ,MS, MAT 1 _ MA T_ tMA T3 _M& Th ,M A T_ _MAT_ ) _ NT qL _ I]l
GO T_ q_ _NTRLP 1_8
_ CEHTINUF_ _ NT_LP 139
W_ I T-" (_,81) 3NTPLP 140
81 FOQWAT (//10_,_THE ETGEN VALIJES OF IHE SYSTEM ARE_I/_0X, CNTRL@ 1_1
t=;CAL _A_T_,_SX, " [MAGINARY PAET_/) CNTPLP 1_?
CALL cIqEN (NW_WI,M_,W_,_OOTR,ECO_I_U_V_ _NT@L_ I_
IMW, MY, _U, MS, _4AT I ,MAT?,H AT_,MATW _ M_T_ ,_AT_) _NTRLR 1_,
IF (I_La_,Cr},O.ANC°CONTU_,C_O,I) GE TO _._c) CNT¢_LR 1_,_
_F (CDNTLJI_.c_.J) C'O TO 501 _NTOL _ I/'6
GO Tq :_]? _TqLP 1_7
_9_ Ip (Fr)pM,EO, O) GC TO 500 _N_RLR lC8
NC=I _NTPLP t_q
XY_=-1 ,P 0NTPL p 1_0
WPITE(TIND,XYWtXYX 3NT_LP 1St
C,C Tq _ 3NT_LO 152
r0_ (_CNT INN: _NTRL_ 15.'_
CALL C o_v (TtPOOTRt_OOTI,NX, 3NTgLP I_.W
1_ X, _Y, MU, M_, '_a TI, NA T2, NAT_, N_ T&,H_T_ _M _T_) _NTRLP 1_
WRIT r. (_,8_| _NT_L_ Ic_
RP FCPMAT (IltO_eTHE _,OEFFICTENI_ OF THE CHADACTERISTIr _OUATI(_N 0_0 CNT_L ¢_ I_7
t_'Pc_ ¢_0_ THE LOWEST PGWEQ OF __e/ll CNT_LQ 1_8
NI(! =NX_t _ NTPLR l_q
WQTT: (T,&31 (Z(I|,I:t,NXI) 3NTRLR 1£0
c_O CONVINU c _. NT_'L _ lt?
IF (_UM;_S, EQ,i| GO TO IQ0 3NTRL O 1(3
NN=N X 3 NT_L ¢_ rE=*
C CALL NMR_T f; (NNt &,BtC _ P, C'eF tDtROOTRt ROOT It ROTQ,ROTI t It V_ CNT;L_ tE _
CALL NMRATP (NN, A,B,C, N,G,F,D,_C (TR, ROOT l,gOTO ,IPCTT rUt@, CNT@LP I(E
C tWI,W?t W_tSAVI,SAV?_ CNTRL_ 1c7
IWltW2,W3 * Z, Z/,, CNT RL_ 1(_
?M W,MY, MU*MS, MA TI,MAT 2t M AT It MATWtM _TS _ICAT6| _ NTRLI_ IEq
100 CC_IT INLE 3NT RL_ 170
IFIT_ES_.Er),0_ GO TO 507 ._NTg.L _' 171
i01 CON T_NUF _NTPL_ 177
_-_ I01
'._Un_OIIT'[_ C'qT_L _ r'_/?_, OPT=*= FTN .*.?4"?T_ 01/0q/7_ 1¢,.(?.r_C.
tTr_
C_LL TL4]_T IA,po_,HtFtW|tW_,M3,_OOTRtROCT[oU.KIt0.7tVm _NTQL_ 1_
_ALL T_[ST (AgBt_,H_FoWitW2tN]tROOTR_ROOII,U,KtI_OTt,ROT_g _NTRL_ l?k
tP_,_v,_LJtP3,_ATXtMAT_oNAT_,M&T&,_JT_INATbD CNTRLR 175
cO? IF (_CAPLT.r_.2) JCONOI?8|:t _NTOLR t?6
IF fI_LAG.EO.OI GO TO _OO CNIRL_ 177






" tn_C)U TI II¢ C,PM T (C, QOOTR, QQOT I,N,
I Mw, wy, _U, M_, MA Ti ,HA T_ IMA TX.WA TW _M&T r ,MAT6 )
DIM:NSInN A(ZE),RI25;IC|NXI*DOfTRIM_I,ROOTI(MX)*O( _ ,),.;(75l
_CMHCN/t;UBWO I ? I I SUqN& M
I FI [eUqNAM. G_ . _l wPIrE I 1,9qO)
IF (N.F,T.I) C_O TO 19




4( I ) =CMPLWt-QOOTR(t | ,ROOTIII ! l





DI ]) =CMPLX(O . O, 0,0)
C(3NT INUC








qO _ JJ=t tNX

















































































_UI'IQqUTTNE _AT ITtA_WI_W?.w3tC.Nt ZAT
1HX. MY. HI,MS.qA T [. NAT Z't MAT X. I'qA1 (4. HATS_ MATG| EDa]'
£&T
THI_ Suf%R(]_JTINE C(]qPUTE_ THE T_ANEITICk HATRIX ANO ITOS INTEGRALe EAT
Tt'_" _'c.;_IES TS TRUNCAIE_ WHr__N TP r LARGEST ELEH(_-T OF THE" LAST TE'RH EAT
TN_ _cQI'S I% LESS THAN 1.¢-_T TIRES THE SMALLEST EILEHENT _F THE S EAT
SEQIES. WPITI_N r_v R. MAINE _1t7/71 EAT
"AT
flIM_NSTON A(MXIHI()tWt(MW.MWI ,W?(HW.HXI _W_(HX_MX|_CiMX_H_) EAT
C CMMON/C ON[%/F_ EAD.SY_ T EM _4JTPUT, NX _NY _NU_ MXC_ HU(_ N_ _ N2_ DT_ITL, EAT
t CCNT IJR. NUHERS. FRPS, TRE SP. MOCEL, NSCAL c_ SAV_ CH aT .NK?. I r'LAG, -"AT
I IGP. GC)RM _APT _ READ3_ _ IXE O .MULT; T, SCAPL1 .ION .KCUET E AT
IhT:']ER PEAO,SYSTEM_0UTOUT_E-ORP.CCNTUR,_Sm'V,CHAI_.REA_?3. KRP_.,TRF3P EAT
INTEGER OIGITL EAT
CO_WeNISUBWRIT/ ISUgNi"4 EET
IF( ISU'_NAN. GE. _) WRITE(X.(]3_) EAT
_ FP_MAT(tX,eEAT e ) EAT
MA T1 =MX _ AT
HAT x=,tX EAT






CALL HAKE (W_.W|_NmN. EAT
t HX, My, MU, HS, HA T I ,M_ T ?_qA T=I_WATI. ,M aT 5_ _T 6l - AT
D_ ! T=I,N EAT
W! ¢ I, I ): l,O EAT
1 CCNT _N_F* _ AT
CALL MAK _ (W3_Wt.N_N_ EAT
*'W. MY. HUt MS. qA T_. _ H(_ T_ HA T _ VA 1;_ _W AT5 ._AT_I E AT
_.:1. r) EAT
W]MA¢: I .F_*SO EAT
T: T/_. ':AT
DO 7 I=I,NT -AT
q_=I [AT
q:h_T/_ EAT
W IMTg= i0E_0 FAT
W 2" I N= t.Ec'Sn FAT
fie ]Q J=t,NX _AT
OC _{} K=i_NX EAT
T_: (WtIJ,KI.NE,O,O,,AND,AFIRIWt(J_,KII,LT, Ni_4INI RiMIN=ABSIWIIJ_I| EAT
TF (W?_IJ,K)eNE,O,O, ANO,AqS(WZIJ_K)),LT, W2MINI W2HIN:A6$IW?IJ, K)) EAT
_e CONTINUE EAT
CALL ADD (I.0gM2,GvN3_N2_N_N. EAT
t MX* '_Y, MtJ. MS_ MAT[ .HAT2,# MAT,_.HAT k _.MAT_ ;MAT_.| *-'_AT
CALL MULT (AtW_tCtNINl_; EAT
C_LL HAKE (W3#C.N,N_ "AT
l'MX,_Yt VU,MS_MATI _HaT _,_ MAT _, HA Tq _ {WilTS, IVAT&I EAT
W]MAX :').O EAT
qC _0 J'-I*NW '£AT
g0 :._ I(=ttNX FAT












































































! w_(, _v, PII. MS ,'4 AT t•MAT _i MAT 3. WAT & • MAT 5• NAT61
_ CMMCNIC OND/FI- _ C). SYSTEM. OUTPUT.NW.NY.NU•NWC.NUC.NI tN 2.OIGITL.
t CON I UQ _LIMF PC. • F_PS. T PE _ P. WOD_ L. NSC& LF o _AV IC_ T _NK2. I _LAG.
t I G_l. Fq _, . APT .p TAp3.M IX :D. Mtll TQT. S CAPLT _tOM _KOU l_T
INTFC.:r. faEAD.SVSTEM_OUTRUT.&'_QMtCONTUR.SAV.C_AT.I@I"Ar)_I FQP¢_TRCS }
INT_C.; Q _IGITL.%CaPLT _I0_
L)IM _-NKI_ N M (t O. _g |. NM( 2(]|.P (_0| .KD(2=|
D]M:NSION ROOT_(HX| tROOTI(MWI, ROTE [HXi,RCTI(MXI
r THIS SU_ROIJTIN _ FINOS TH "r rICENV_LUE5 OF THE IE_T MATRIX iN||
F
_RCALr=0 Nfl PQEC3NDITTONING qF THF INPUT '_ATRIX I-_ O0N_
r K'_CAL_=t SCALc I3 CALLED TC SC_L_ THE INPUT NATPIX PY A
? DIAGnNAL SIMILARITY T_Ak_FCRPATIOK. THEN Tl_c
FIGENV_LUES r_ TmF IRRcOUCIBLE SUBMATRICrS ARE
r qE TEPMINr-O.
N_C'AL£=? oEDUCE IS C_LL-O TO DrTEPMINE TH_ IRREOUCIBLF
SU_MAIRICE e OF Wt. THEN THE EIC. ENV_LUES QF TW£
C INOIVIgUAL SU_'4ATgICES ARE OETERNII_E0*
t-
_.Cw_ CNI _ L_IWRI I I I SUBNA'_
IF(IS'JqNAM. C.F.2| W_ITE (11,9901
'119 FO_AT {t_(t_I GFN_I
IF (NSPALE.EC.01 G0 TO 50
IF (N_'r_LE.EO.2; GO TO tO0
CALL ESCaL __ (N_J.M_M_P_WI.W2_3.ROOTR_
tM_C_'Iy, MU t MS _MAT1_ MAT 2• MAT 3_ MATq, MATe]_MATG|
GC TO tot
lot) CaLL REDUCE (IN.JtMM.W_fll.W?_W_.
I M_.MYIMUtMS. MA II,MA r?, MAT3_MAT_.,M JTS,NAT_)
GC TC 1,1l










00 110 L=t. N5
W2(_•LI=WI (M(I.KI .'4(I.l I _
11; CONTINUE
CALL Nr_SEN (W2,NS,;_OT_,
t MX_ MY _ MU t MS=HA T| •Hi T_ lHA T| =HA T_ _MAT5 _HATf_|
CALL r)gFIG (NS,RCTR•_0TI•IP_NT,W2*
i MX. W¥. MU. MS• WATt• NAT?_ HAT3.MAT_ *MATB*M_T6|
IF(__YSTEM.EQ.3_ GO TO 3






























































,1_ J ('CNT TNUF
WP I T : ( _" _ J _, | _OT Q! KD| K| ) . QCT ! (WC ! _ } ! , _(= 1 , ,J_ )
TF(FC_w._h.?_ GO TO 7
W_IT': (_,_00} (I_('TRIII},QOTI(T]),II=I, 1'5_
? CCNT INUF
I)0 1_0 K:I,N_
oOOT[ (_ UNT_( I =RCTI (K)
17_ CCNT INI!_




























_.Ln;?._qJTTN_ F_QRSP IN_UM,NN,{_II_,IPOO,RCOTR,ROOII,_T_,ROTI,SiVI, FRO_ ':!°
tS_V_, IhV, INU, "- _O_gP
_EAL I_P;Q,M F RO_SP
9IH _I_ION ROn Tp (M_I , _O(311 (M _ . _(_T K(MX) tROT [ (NX) wSAVl (NS) ,S_V_ (MSI _ _QPSa
CCm_LE_( _Nt,RN_t_{'t ,;_t_. _ FPOI_SP
INTC_;_P TWO. FOU o cRQ°SP
C O'_'t(_N/L _ qFL / I NPT,OU TPT t TIT L _ r RQRSP
PrAL INPT {10), CUTPT I_0l, TTTL_-(8) F I_QRSP
CC_'M C_ /_'ONq/_F _ Po SV'; TE_I, qUTPU _ ,NW tNY,NU, NXCt kUC ,N1 ,N?-t C I F, ITL, F R(] R_P
I rc_lt L._,_rtlME_', _OP_.. T_E_p,MOr_L ,N_C¢_L E _¢AVt CH&T IN_(2_ I FLAG, F RORSI_
IG_ . ra _._, iaT. _F _F_, _ ZX_ [_ ,HULT_ T, $CAaLTt ZOH,KOU&T :RORSP
IkT.,-:_ _EA0,S_ST{w,_UTPUT,_O_',CONTIIRtSItVtCMATBREAD._I r_PT_TR£SP F_(]_SP
INTer _= TIIr.ITL_ SC_¢>LT, ?0_ F_f_PSP
CC_H._/_Cf)_r)/ C_£LT,_N_LT_ IFREC,FFREQ, C£LFf_OtGJlkloG_II_,M --RORSP
CCMMCN/_U_W_T T/ TSU1 NA _ F RQRSP
PE_L _T : PORSP
D_Ta ;JST/I('_FPE_ / FROqSP
99'J FC_"AT {% _,_r_Q_SP_I F RORS_
irl_r_w. _T°_)I WRI T_ (;,) _ST, TI tL _ , SVS TEM _MOD_L_ IGITL, _C_PLT FRqRSa
j= _ F R(]R_P
Ir {IMC_.r_).?| GU T3 70 FRQRSP
WgIT _ (_,71) OUTPTtINY),INPTITI_U) FRO_SF
71 _W_T (//S_,A10_/_I0,_FR_'(]UEIWCY RESPCNSE S-PLANr_//_ _EQUENCY F_ORSP
t',gW,'_mPLIT!J_F _ATIP._,{]K_=PH_(-E ANGLE_/_ R_0/$EC_t12]g_DF_,lTX, _ _RQRSP
(,C TC ?r FRORSP
?CC WRIT; (1.76) OUTI°TIINY|.INI:TIIkU! rRQR_P
7r_ _n_laT (/ISX,AIO_I_alOt _ FReqUENCY RESPONSE W-PLANE_I/_ W-PLAN-" FRQRSP
t _-C'LAN_I'_ FQfC_JNCY KREI3L_NCY _MI=LIIUOE PATIO rRQRSP
_DMA _;: AN GLE_'/I?W._ lQAD/SEC_. 1_I(, '_OR_',_ 1TX. _'OEG REE S_/) -=RQR_a
":" IF (FO_M.GT._) WPIT_ (7)TWO.O_'IPI(INYI_.INPTIINU| FRQRSP
GO TO 77 :RQRSP
•n IF (CI(IIL._:-.O} GO TO 201 FRQRSP
WPIT: (X,71l CUTPT I INY) , INFT( INUI , CUTCT(INY) tCUTPTI INY-I ) F RQRSP
7_ FC_"AT (II6X,mS-PLANF_,AIO_I_,AX@_ _ FREQUENCY _N_._PONSE_IW_AXO_/_ FRORS¢
tAtO.'Pc_r)UENC¥ RESPONSF'_/'_ FR[_UEkC¥ &MI_LITUD[ R_IIO_gX_a=PHASE FRQRSP
_ANGL: AMPLTTAJO_ RATIO_'gX.'PWI ':¢' _NGL_/_ RAO/SECet,_W.'*Cc_'tTW.'_OE FRQRS f>
] nR_ES_ ,1 _X,"_fl'. 1/_(_'OEG_EES _I! FRQRSP
GO TO _7 =RQRSP
__01 WQIT c (X.TA) OUTPTIINYItINPT(INU)e0UTBTIINYI*OUTPTKINY'tl "RQRS a
7_ F0_MAT (//6X,_W-aLa_ _,_10,_1'_A10,'_ FREQU__NC¥ RESP0NS_3Y_I_, _ Y_O_Sa
I/'_.aI0. _ FRE3U--NCY _ESPCN_;-el _ W-PLANE S-PLAt_Eae/_ FREOUffNCY ¢RQRSP
2AMaLITt;DE RATIOegW_II>HA_E &NGL c _HPLITUDE RATIO_gXtepH_SE &NGLE_'/ rRQRSP
X'_ R AO/'_C'_ I 0 W t ef]B_ L _W t • (]EG_ r E _" _ 13 Xt mDB_e 18_(_ mOEG_E_S _11 F Rf_RSP
7_' IF (F_*'.GT.O) wPITE(7)FOUR,OUIPI(TNYItINPT(INU|eOUTPTIIrJYImOU TM ;'RQRSP
(INY-t) F ;_QRSP
7? CCNT [NU c F RQR_P
FREQ=. t/1.15 F _QRSP
IF I_I_[[L.E(_.O. CP. IN¥._,T.t.OR.INL.GT.].OR.FRP_.EQo'|| Gq TO ql F_OI_SP
IF /[FPEQ.fQ.O) GO T_) 90 rR_]_SP
IFQCQ= Te N(I rREq_DEL T"= .5l F RQRSP
FFRFO= T ANIFFRErPOELT_, r. I _ RORSP














































IF:_CC: T_NIF_EC • DELIa.51
l_L_O= 1,15
_I CCNT I_L _
l_! CCNT I_U=
IF (]_R_3oE{_.3.,_NO°nIGI_L.[C,._I GO TC 80
IF (I_C_CQ,NE,O,._ND,nlr, ITL.EQ°O! CO TC 8t
Ir (I_P_,[Q°O,,A_O,nlCITL.NE,£} CO TO 62
[_ ([F_TO._5.0,.A_O. OIGITL.NE,_) GO TO 83
[F'IJ, cQ,t) _F_EQ=ISO°
,, ] [ 0 _




_ [F (F_S.EO°-I) GO TO 80





nC ?_J I=1 _¼N
[_ (F_.NE.-I) GO ro _1
YI = SI_(PPcq_'CELT)
71 I_ ([,C,T,NNO_} GO TO 5
Ok?= C=_LX(I(F_-ROTP(I}, XI-QOTI(I)I
6 _O2: C"PLI[X;-ROOTP{II, XI-ROOTI(II)
?0 CO_I T [)(t)F
r_HI =T &NF- (¢)D t }
_raLt=_C&L(ROtl
&var,-SlMan{_II
AMPR_T = SO_T (AvAG*= Z_REALt'_Z )
I_ (IMCq,FO,_l Gr_ T3 30
IF (IMC_,E_,2) GP T3 kO
SaVt(JI=_9
Ic 19IC, ITL,N r , 0 ,_NO, FOP_ *NE, -t| GO IO 79
WIQITE (_,_01 _r_{Q,r]I_PHI
GC TO 11
7 _ CM_'G_= _TAN(FR_}'_?,/O_LT
WRIT6 {],St) F_EC),OHFGA_CR_PW|

































































































TF{rFo_,FCI, CI GQ TO 60
F, N_IT_ (?1 _'_r'{)tOn.PHI
LZt C _N f TN L:';
_0 5=n _-SAVIIJ)
rF(rCRM._O,?I GO TO ?
IF (CIETTL.NE, O ,lIND, FPP_ ,NF. -I) GO TO lZ
WRIT _ IX_50) FRCQ,_),I_4[,_,rl
F,O T_l t_
[,_ W'_]Tr - (3,5|) F_E(I_r)NIFGA_qR,oHI_AtB
t3 F:,ONT [NU _
_FICCR*M,[FJ,O) GO T0 60
7 N_]TF_(T) FR_Q_CB,PHI,A,q
131 CCNT INUE
_ FC_WA; (FtO. 4,kE?O,3}
51 FO_AT (?Ft0,_,WE?_,5|
6L J=J_1
IF (F_EO.LF,FF_FQ} GP T_ 100
10 CONTTNU_
JD:gg
IF(TH_,FQ,2I WRITE ( Tt JO,DI_,_HI,A ,B
[FI IMOO°NE,?t WRITE l?)JC,Oq_PFl




























1,4"g ,H'¢ , _11 , H _, ,14 _T l.,H _T _ • qaT lj, MAT _,. Hil TS, PAT6 }
P[H_NST_N I_ (HXl, _ 1"4!(,M W)
C OHM O_l/qU F_WP IT / [SU _NA'_
[ F I I [UPNA'4.C,-.?I W:>ITE t I,c_]0)
IF (M-F _) _0,_0,_?
3? flO %0 Lr = 3.M
N _ _ - L C _ x
NI = NI
_IV= _P? (_IN,N-1))








r CON T INLIF
r)O 6 J = I,'I
]IV = _INI,JI
_(NI,J| = A(N1,JI
AIN1 ,J) = q._v
CONT INIJr
qlK_ = _(N,K)/4(N,N-I)
7_ F'O_T INLJ :
_;I]_ = 9.9
I_ (J - N_I U.6,43,_Z]
_% [_(q(J)! 4L, _,3, b*l
_O ._ wC = |,H|
e. Iw',J) = AIK,J| - AIW',NI)_f](J_
_? CC'_I INt c
_,3 nC _ w( : L,N1
SUM : ";qtM _ e,l_(,J)_q(KI
,_ CCNT[NU_
,_c 4(NI,JI = SU'<
















































































_l-_t _r))l T[ _ r I_PHT V(_(LT*T,U p [ NP_)TV
1 M_HY ,H|),H_,HII T| ,HA T;'_H_ T31HA T_,H/IT_,HAT6| I Np|JT¥
C_HC_/rONq/_ All, $Y_ T['4,0UTPUT ,_X, NY, _U, NYC t_UC ,NI,_: _, _T;.1TL, | _PIIT V
[f'l_ _ _. _ N IGI TL,_CA_L T, /¢IH [ NPUT¥
[NPU_V
_ _IPUT V
FI_ _T ( | _', _ _FUTV _) [ r_PLJTV
_l (1,[) (IJ([),|:L,N'J_ [_Pu'r_/
FCQ_r_T f_Fl_._l [ NI_JT V
_FTU_ _ NPUT_/


















_qJ'I_OU_TNE INV9 fA, q_JJJ,IT,
1_, _v, _'U,M_,_A Tt ,M_T ?, MaT X, _4_T _oMAT S,H_TE)
P_nG_u _PJTwOP_ R,E. FUNC_IC ANt" R.G. EDWAQDS,
_P!JTINF T_CHN_LOGV ¢,_NI_, UNIG_ CJP_IOE CO_P,, _UCLFA_ DIV°,
nA_ _Ip{, c , TENN,
_l_ q_0 PPC_,_AM NO. g0_7, L
COMMON _ON_/PE_9, _Y_ TEM, 0UTPUT, NX, NY, NU,NXCt NUC,N! ,_*r[GIXL,
t CC_TL,_, _IU_ R_, F_PS, rPES_ ,M_L ,NSCAL _,r, AV,CMAT oN_C2, I_L _G°
1 TG_, F_W . IPT, pE_0_ t'4 IX _0, MULT_T t SCA _LT, 70H t KOUN T
INT_,F_ P_AO,S_TEM,OUTPUT,_O_,CCNTUR,S&V,C_A_,QFAn_ Fc_P_,I_SP
[Nr_'G_'P r_I_,ITL, _C_PLT, 70_
COMMON/_UBWP IT/ ISU_NAM
I F I [ _U_!NAM, r,_-, _) WOITC (_,qq_l
W_T1 _MW
MaT?:_X
I_ (IPT.LT.ll GO TO 70
w_IT: (',71)
?] F_P,_T (/_ M_T_I_ _NT_ING IkV_ AND ITS INVER_P_/)
_LL _PIT1 (A,JJJ,JJJ,
! M W, _Y, M_J, MS, MA T1, MA T_, M_ T3t MA T_ tM AT5 ,M iT6)
?_ _t_N T INUF
IF (JJJ.NE,t| GO TO 50
_(I, 1) :! . /A(t, t_
PETU_N
00 ?L I=l,JJJ








IF ( JJJ. LT. 0|D=Q.
r_O c_ I=1 ,KKM
'It [ J=I ,_K
P:Aq_I_(J,T})
I_ {PoLT.S} GO If} t
L:J
L _CNTINL_
IF (L,_q.I) G0 TO r
_]_ _ J=[,_
A(L,J)=_
2 CC,'IT INL _
IF{NV.L--,_)GD TO _,
n_ _ J=I,NV



























































































C Orl Ir {lqll_
- q:-O
|FIAIT,[I,_fl, O,IGO T(1 q
(3(3 J_ J=TDO. KK





IF INV,I.;,OI _C TO
qO 7 K=ttNV





O='l" _ ( I, II




n IK_ _K ): R (KKoK I/A (K_,KK I
DO I _ I=t,KM0
N=Y_( -I
DO II J=N_40
tl CONT [NU c
R (N _K ) = q IN _f( ]/_ (N_N I
t_ CONTINU _
t3 rJM_T-O=D
IF ([_T,LT, t| GO TO 7Z
CSLL _;o[T1 (_,JJJ_J_J_
1M X, _'y, MU, H3, HilT 1,Nil t2 _ MA T3 _M_kTk = PATS ,MAT6 I
T_ C (_N Y IN t_(-
IF ([T.-rQ,0I RETURN
FlO i_) J=t,JJJ























































"_L I'_CU I [ NE LI!A[ ( At A g C, HI Gt Ft K | t K2g 1(3o K_..O_ LQAC
1 _ w'. _Y. MU. MS.'aATI . MAr ? t MATO, wAT_ tM JT_.MAT6I LCIAD
LOAO
rHIg _UrlP_HTIN r LO_Oq ALL MATRICCS ACCOR{IING TO THE LDAO
_A_P:TrQg, t_Y_TCM ANC OUTPLT, (SING THE ._UBEOUTIN; LOAOl LOAD
LOAD
C OH_ _N I C.._tlf!/-F AO, SY_ TE M, OUT PUT, NXtNY, NUt NXC t NUC,N1, N _, CIgl TL t .OA3
% C nK_ rIIo,_t'J_'r_ _, F_nS, T_ESP,HC)D_CL _NSCALE ,_AV ,CM_T ,NK2, T FLAG, L OAn
t I GO ,rqeM , I_T ,P_Ar_], _I Xr C,NUL TR T_ SCAPL I _IOH, KOUNT LOArJ
INT' C_-v p.CAn,C_¥STEN,OUT_UT_Fr_CCNTU&,SAV,C_AI,OFA{]_ F_p_TQ.S= _ .OAq
[NT_-g "p gIr;ITt, OCCULT, }'0" LOAD
RFAL KI_K2,KI,KW LOAO
_I_CNg T_!_ _ (MX,MW) __1 (MX,MUi _C (_X _ MX ) _M (MY, MI( # eG (MY,M1() ,F (MY,MU#, LOAq
t K _ (WU, MY ) ,_ _ (MU ,_W i ,(3 (HI) _W X ) ,KW( MU_ HX ), D (MU_ NUI L OA O
CCMHCN/g LF_WO TT/ I_U%NAH LOAO
q_O _P-P_AT (I _,_ LC]AC_ ) LOAD
M_T|-H) LOAD
MAT_ :WX LOAn
CALL LOAnl (A_N_,NW,NHAT, LOAO
_ "_X, _Y_ FU , _"r'], MA Tl , MAT;' _ MA T_, MA I h IM AT5 _MAT 6) LOAn
_AT _ :_tr . OAF)
CALL LCA2L (n,NX,NU,NMAT_ LOAO
I M_,M¥, mU,M_, MAlt,HAT7 ,H_TI,MAT_ _M_ T_ _MAT61 LOAD
IF f{MAT.FD,_) G r] TO 20 LOAD
H_Tt:MX LOAD
HAT_=MW .OlD
CALL LCA,)I (C,N_,NX,NMAT, LOAF)
I_ "<,M V. M.), M_, MATt_ HAT?, HAT_ ,HA '16 _MAT5 ,MA T61 . OAD
r,h TC _e LOAD
?c] _AT_ =M'K LOAn
CALL /CT I(_NX_NW, LOAD
IMW_ MY,MIJ, MS_ MAT I _HAT 2 _M _T 3 _HAT_ _M_T _ _MAT6) LOAD
OC _1 [=| ,N_ LOAO
21 C(I,[I=t.O _OAO
6. CONTINUE LOAD
IF (PIXFD.EQ,1I GO TO 50 LOAD
GO TF_ (50,5_EO),SY_T--M LOAr_
60 MAT_-MU LOAD
MAT ?=MX LOAD
CALL LCADI (Kt_,NUt, NX,NMAT9 LOAD
1 MX,MY _MU, M_MA It_HAT?eMAT]eMAT_tMAT_ _MATO| LOAD
IF (NKP.FO, O| CO TO 62 LOAC
CALL LC_01 (_(2_NL,NX,M_AT, LOAD
|MW_ _Y_MI ,_ _ Plat _.,MAT2, MATO,MA TW,MAT5 _NAT5 ) .OAD
G? CONTINUc .OAO
[_ (N?.EQ,D) r,c TO 64 LOAD
CALL LOA)1 (KO,NU_NX,NMAT, LOAD
I MX ,wV , MIJ_ MS,MA It _MA T_, MA TO,_A ]W,MATS,MAI6) LOAO
IF (N_2, Eq,_I GO Tq 6h _Oa_
CALL LCA01 (_W,NU,NX,NMAT, LOAO
IMX,'_Y,MU,MS_MATI ,MAT? _MATO,MAT k, M#T5 ,MAT_ | LOAD
6_ CON T INLET LOAO


































,(;f!CqllT[h_ L(3A[ 7]17_ CPI=t FTN **. _+_5_]6( 011']917E, t'*.G'_.3q,
35
_ALL LOe_t IHtNY,NI(gN_6T.
] HX, MY t MH, MS,MA T t , 4A T ?t _AT3_ _AA ]kt H JTSq HJT6I
GC r _I I n_, c;_, _Tt _l , _UTOUT
"3_. _ALL LOAL3t {G,NY,NX,NMAT,
t HX, _Iy, PU, HS i MAT | ,HJI 1"_ t HA 1"3, M_I T_*_ _JIT _ t MAT_I
¢,_ TO 100
_ALI LC_01 (FtP, Y,hUgNHAT=
1_ k, _ Y, MU, HSt '<lk T I t HA r _ H 6T ."_,I, IAT k,_H AT 5 wHAT6|
f,C TC |00
:,8 (_ALL LC6_11 (%sNY,N_(,NM_T_
_ _', _1V, HU, N_. HA T t. HAT ? _ _AT J. NATG ,NiT _ tM ATe)
C6LL LOADL i_'.NYtNU.N_T,
109 IF I_'|x_O ,Eq, t) G3 T_ 7'00
LtO _*ATI=_U
CALL LCA01 IKI_,NUtNI(_NNAT_
t N_, _Y._U, HS, _l& Tt._A r?, Vi T ], 14A T h.MAT_,NAT6|
[_c I[NK_.E_,O) GO TO E6
CALL LC&Dt |K_NU_N_(,N,AATt



















































qlJ I:' _)lJ T_ Nr L _An ]. (AtNt_oNMAT, LOAN] "_
I _X, MY • _=, _%, _A Tt , e_ T? t MA TR, _& Tkt MAT_ ,M&TE, I L 04D1
_ (_l=" CN/';tJRWQ [ T / ,"_tJ _NA_ LO&D1
lr rO_T I?It_i LO&DI cl
_¢ (_r_r:(t|.NF°ql _*Tr)P .o&r)l _1
ida, [T_ (_it 100) _MA T,N,M,Nt,N? L OACIt I _
t_! _(_,_Ar (///,_OXo, _A_N_N r, DT_'rN_|ON CF NU_R_'_,T?, '= H_T_Y _HrIJL[) _3ADt t_
t _.',[_,, _Y_,[_',_ _UT [.3",[$," ;?Y_,_',,,',/! _.OAr)l t5
?_1 _ _11 I=1 ,N LOAIDt 16
_^_ tl,;'(]_| I_([, JI,J=l,_) _O_[3t 17
I17
;L_':!)Uf_kE "4_K_ 7XI?C_ C_PT-I FTN _*. _,7556! 0llOql?E 1_.17.W_.
SU_.k_UTINE MAwCF (".._.N.H.
tMX. "Y. _11_ W_. MET t. MAT2t _ T _t _'_ TL. e leBT_ tPAT61
[F([_IJ_IhH=_;-.?I WO[TF.( ]t.]'_0_


















































































I wt , w ',w , , ,'Av ] ,_,AvT, NHwA I_
MH_T_
I_l' rPq._rllrtT_i O-T_P'_[N_'; TP: Nt.M.O_TO@_ nF TPAN _ NHV_T.
rIj_i'T1rl_ig k_ _l_rIi_C, I_ "_ tk1"_ kHCS[ FIC, INV_LIIFg APE NM_At,
T_' _ _T-'_ ! _('_, _I_glIT[*4 '¸ _[_,FN T5 CALLF(I T,l _I,I NHPAT,;
t,_+ • _(.; NV._ U _ '_ MH_T_
,_l_ _T!_ F4_F)_ :IV _, hrl_I_ JUIY 5 T._ Nq_AT_
V _r C!IT_4, _NC I _qrl _IT| APF SAM_ q_TRIX N_4OAT_
_iMRAT,_
I;C_M CN/_ IINF%/_ F _tn, SY ;T E M , Oil T_UT, N_( vNY ,NU, NXC, M#UC, N! ,N?, C IF_T TL, NMRA T
I ('ONTII_ ,NIIMF _' ,F _S, TOFSO,MOn-L ,NSCAL _,_AV,CMAT ,NK?, I _LAG, HwIPAT _
_ IC,O, F0_ _ ,IPT ,_ AO _,'4 TX__ [%,_41_L T_ T,_C APLT,ZCIH_ IKCU_ T H'4RA T_
| F_ !, _ _";_ NHC_T _
I_T' _ rL_ _IC.I It ,SCAPL f, /OM N _41@_ t R
CC_MCN/&_ONF%/ PrLT, _'[NALT, TF_fC,FF_EQ,C)t'ILFR0,C, AINt*C_IN?,HN WqI_ATP
I_[_t ] NPT(III), OIJT_T (_(%1 ,T |TLC (_) N_4R_ T_
F;CMMCN It f_P_L t! _PT,_|U TP T, TI TL c NM_AT_
nTM_ "I_|DN A (_4W ,'41t), T%IMX ,MU) ,C (_X, _W ),_ (HY_ MW ), F.(wY, M _(), F {_4_ t4Ul, N'4RA IP
"W I( Ml(_ ,4_) ,W? [MW, _Xl _ W3 IW_( ,Ml(| ,_OC lp (MX I, ;_OOTT ( pw I ,* ()TR (M%( |, MNq_TL_
" ::'C T T (_'.') ./(_ I ,V (MX I .SAVI (_T:t .SAV_'{MS ) NHPA T_'
")IM:N';I(IN A(tStt=.), _(15,t_|, C(I=,131, HilS,Ic. tt _(tS,tn|, NMI_AT"_
1 F(t_,lr)), qllO,lOI '4NQATI_
CIMrh_TON Wt(t_,Igt, W_(tr,t_I, W3(I_,151 N_RATW
OIMiK_ION _OnT_(t_,), QCOII(t_Io RCT_I-), ROTIII_I qMRATQ
F:IM_NSION !,AVI(200), SAV?(_(]_I NMR_TR
nIMFN_ION VltSlt /It _ ) NMP&I_
POWMONIqLJqWOI Tl I51i:_'JAM N_PATP
INTer.;'- (%N_ NqQATR
DATA nil; /]/_qLIMY/C,3/ _4MIR_TQ
[_II"IIqNAM,G:.; _) W_ITEIJt9_O) NHQATP
_ O&Me'T (1 _ t_N_P_ Tc_' ) NNPATQ
C+q 10_ _l:t,_U '4MQATR
Ip@q=o NMRAT;
r)_ l_0 I-I,NY NMRITR
N:NN NH@ATO
:IC 50_ IW:I,'_x WqK'ATW
IF IHII,IWI._JF,0._I _,O TO r.Ni NMPATR
I_,OtJ T [Nil{ WMRI_T _'
_r_P_AT (//1._X,el,)_W _,[;'t • _F" H MATRIX' IS NULL _//! tINRAT_
WRIT r (7) QN;, n)UMY, or)MY NMIeAT k)
CCqT INU_ N '.IR A T Q
I_ |_(I,JJl.'P.,0.0l GO T(_ Wt _) NMPAT_
NhCJP=NN NMI_ATQ
GO Xtl ,._11 _QATQ
oO_vlKl =.1, NHPATP
IF (_,(I,K).'W; , 0, _ )R3TR (K I:l , _MR_TQ
F'CINT IN(JV NHRAT_
10 (.(0 LL:I,NN NHR&TQ






































[F IPCT>(K#mEC.e,(].gP.n(K,JJ),cO,[,_} GO TO _21 NNRATR E9
NhU_:h_,-LL MHRAT_ F9
GCJ T@ _]! NMI;'ATR *:1
T T:ST:'_ M_4RA T_ F]
RCTT (<Y =0. NMRA TR ¢5
.k? KC_IT INU r N'qR AT Q (6
F]C _,'_ L:I,N_J NHRATR &8
IF (K. FQ, L} GC T_ _? _IRAT_ Eg
IF |_Tf_IK).;O,O.O,OP, AIK,L),_C.O,OI GO TO _Z NWRATR 7_
POTT(L)=t. NIMRATR 7t
IT; ._f= I NIHRAT,_ _?
_,?? C"C_IT INU _ NMRATR 73
IF (ITEST.Ef),0| £,(3 TO _,(*_ NMRAT_ 7_
tlC _?] K='I._Nkl NNQATR 7_
RCTRIK)=_OTI(K) WMRAT_ 76
{,2] _0_t T T_IU c N _tR ATe _'7
&,_O P,CN T INU c NMPAT_ _R
c_f) WeITt ('4,_,,q,11 JJ, I NlqPATO 79
•,wt _O_'_AT (/t0W_4_NUWBF_IW,_' INFLJT DOES NOT EXCIT_ NUHPJER'_tIWt e OU MHRATR _0
I TP_)T _ / | NHRAT¢' Pt
r. 0 TQ _O_ _HRATR F*_'
.]1 W?iT tt)=;" (I,JJ| N_RATR _
MM= N* t NHRATR hk
qC _ _:?,H_ NNRAT_ _5
W? (t .K ) = -Hi [ ,K -I 1 NHR &TR P6
W?f_(,II=H(K-tt JJ| NHR ATe 87'
00 _ L:_,HN NMRATR 88
W2(K oL )=- A(K- I *L-1 I MNR4T_ 89
CC)NT INU_ NHRA TR qO
r" ceNT [NU; NHRATP cJl.
IF ([OT.LT.?) CO TO ?_0 WHRATR g?
WPIT- (_._[1 MHRATR _3
2_1 FCCMAT (/_' NIIMF_ATO_ MAT_ICEe'_'II MMRATR ck
_'AT¶=HW NNR&T(_ q5
_'AT_:_IW NMR&TR C,6
CALL _DITI (W2,MMt_q, NNRATR _?
I My _Y ,MU,MS, MA I [ _MA T2_qA T _,MA Thin _TStM _TO) NMRATQ _8
2_{] Ct]NT /NIl," WM_'AT_ ¢,9
If= " HHRA T_ 1C0
IF (_?(I. ot)| TBI,8,,1Rt MRRATR '[01
q(_ laO I[=t,LL klHeAfe 102'
r)_ l _ "C=? tH _'l HIdRATR '16_
IF |W,_(K_t|,NE*0,0t f,O TC _? klMRAT_ 10_
In COI_! t [NU v NNR& T_ 105
g_ TC" ?0P NM4_AT_ 106
2p M=K NHR AT@ IC7
7I[II=W?(M,[| NHRAT_ 108
IjO ",F) K=t _N NHRATR 10g
rio 1: L:I,N HqR4T_ 110
W_ (V,LI=- IW? (_(_1, J) / 7 ( I I I )'_ IN? It tL+t JiM? IN _t_ I p) NHRATR L11
I(; CON? INU _ NHRATR 11Z
2{} C ON T [_'!ll: - NMRA TR 115
_lq _0 K:i,N MMRAT;_ 11_
qo ";'_ L=I,N qw_'AT_2 115
122







WI( K,L; :WX(K, L) _WZ(K_% ,L+I!
_- CC_TINU _
_n C,CN I"INU r










_? qQ 6_ K:I,N
W_ {K ,L )= W_I(K ,M-If




F,I- -W? !I ,KKK _1 )_W? (KKK _ I, ! )+G |
7; CrNT INU_
qC 70 L=I ,N
W?{K,LI_W_(K,L)




I_ _[PT,LT._ CO T_ LSO
CALL %c[Ti (W2,1"M,_qM,
_ MW, MY, _ql, _S, wa Tl, M_ T_ ,MAT_,MA T_,MJTS,M_6)
I_3 CCitT[NU-
LlS. CCNT INU_
FOLLOWING qTAT_MaNT _O_E_ %_PT Iq7_ DUF TO COC InM no L_OP
INn_ OIFFF_ENC _
IF( I [. _,;. O_ I[=II-I
IN T_: FOpM°--
_n I_ _I=I,LL WH_ _ LL=I
II T:_INAL V_LU-; I% _ ON C_C
I! T:_TI_L VALU- T _, I 04 [QwI
IF (N.Ef_.O! C,C TC_ L_?
NC Ig0 ¢=I,N
(_n I_5 L=I,N
W_(K,L )=-W? (_+I, L+I) • ((W_(I(+I, i| _W? {1 ,L+I I) /W2 ll,t ) )
_r ECNTINL;
I_ CONT INU_"
I r {If) tq3,_q_,193
Ig_ RF) lg_ w'J:1,II

























































;_. _?UTIN_ ,;,I_TP 7317=_ ]PT=L FTN _.2t7506{ Ot/Og/?t 1t.+12,=_°
TF (k. NE._I _C T_ 1 )3 NNWATR 173
WRIT (]t21_| 0OTPT(I|, INPflJJ|eOE NMRATP tTk
_tg _O_WAT (//t_Y.'THE_,AtOt'/e,_IO._NUMERATOR GAIN IS _ ,Et?*_, NMRaTR 175
t*T_F_ APE _;_ ZEo0:S*I| _MR6T_ t?6
GO T_ tqP NHgATR 177
I_9 0C 4_3 K:t,N NMRAT_ 17_
Nt{K.J_=WI(K.JI NNRAT ° l_O
_0_ CCr_T INU_ NNRAT_ | 81
IF (IPT.LT,?I GO TO _ NMRATR 18_
talL SFITt(WI_h_F, NMRATD 18_
1MX,MY.MU,MS, HAT1, MA_?sPAT_,HAT_.MAT_,NAT6) MHRATP Imk
?_3 CCNTINL_ NNPATR t85
W_IT_ (_,20qt OUTOTII],INPTIJJt,_E qMRATR i@_
=0_ FOrMaT [//IQWee_TH_ =,AtO,*/'alO," NUNERATOR GAIN IS**FtZ.=I/= THE _MRAT_ 1R?
1 _PO _ _F T_E TPANS_E'_ FUNCTION ARE'/I?OX,=REAL PAPT=,I_X,_[MASIN NMqAT_ la_
?AP¥ PA_T_/} _NRAT_ 1_9
IF (HN.N_.O°ANO. SYSTEM tN_. _1 WRIIE (]tJOOO) NMRATR t_O
tOOO PQ_W_T |/ _ FOR MODIFIEO 7°TRA_SECRNS_ _OO _=0, POLE_/| NMRA¢_ 1_1
CALL :I_EN (NtWttW?.W_.ROT_,_OTIt_tVt qMRATR 1c_
tMWt_YtktJ.MS.qATJ,M_T2,_AT3tMAT_,M_T_tMAT_| N_RAT_ 1_3
CALL CPMT (7_ROTRt@_TIeN, NM_AT_ |_
tMW,M_,MU,MS,MATLtNATPtNAT_,MAIq*N_TStHAT6_ NM_ATR _q_
WRIT: (x.8_1 N_RAT_ I_6
_? rOPH_T (I/IOX,_ THF COEFfICIenTS CF 1HE NUMERATOR PCLYNONIAL C_E M_RATq lC?
IP_O FRCH T_E LCW_T POWE_ OF c_I/) NN_T_ lq8
NYI=N_I _MPATR I¢_
WRIT: {_,81| (Z(IAI_IAzl. N_|) NNPATP 230
_ FORMAT (c?O,q) NMRATR _01
19_ CONTINUc qMRATR _2
IF 10IGITL,_O.0) GO TO ltO NMRAtR 203




Ir (I .GT, t .OR, JJ .6T, I; CC TC 113 NMRATR _;8
_COT_(_W)= _,0 NMRATR ?_9
_OOTI(NX)= 0.0 NMRAT_ 210
It] CCNT INf. _ MWRATP 211
IF lgIGITL .Eq. 0 .0 °, SY£TCN .tO* 3 .OR. FR_S .EO. "1) GO TO ltO _M_TR 2!_
IF (I oGT. t =OR. JJ .GT0 tl _C TO rio NMRATP _1_
_ALL /TOWfN*NN.OC.t,I,QOOTR.ROCTI.ROTR,ROTI.LI_DEE. NMRATR _Ik
tMX,NY,MU,MS,NATt,MAT?,MAT_,MAT_,MATStNAT@I MNRATq _I_
W_ITE (3.1111 RN_ATR 216
ltl FC_MAT (/tOM. _ THE k-PLAN r mCLES ARE e//i NMRATR Z17
W_IT_ (3,11Z| (RCOTR{K),RO_TIfK),K=ItN_| _NRATR _1_
tt_ _CRMAT [/(_E_O.8)) NMRAIR 219
110 CCNTINUE NNRATR Z_O
IF (CICITL,EO*O.OR*SYSTEWtEO, 3*OR,FRPS,EQe-t) _0 TO 1ZO NMRATR 22t
CALL ZTOW (N.N_t_2.Z,POOTR.R(OTI.RCTR_ROTI_Lt_OE_0 qNRATR _
[HW.MY_MUtMStHATieMAT?tMAT_tNAT_MAT_MAT_ NNRATR 27_
WRITE (3._71) CE NNRAT_ 22_
121 FORWAT (//tOM, _ THE W-PLANE TRANSFER FU_TION GAIN IS _.EiS._/m tNRATR _25
I TH_ ZEROES ARF_II) NNRATR 226
WRIT_ (X.tI?I (ROT_(VItROTIiK|,KmltN| NNRATR _77
12_ CONTINUE NNRATR 298





_C T_ {]lt,_tO,3?Ot IFR
_t_ IF (MOqCL,EQoO| GO ro ]Dr
I_'l(MO_(I,21|°Eq.t) GO TO _02
[_ (IwC_),Er]. ?) GO TO 30?
IM_q=2
r,C TC _01
_Ct CALL _:_SP (_,NNt_E.[MOO,OO[3T_,_OOTIt_TRtROT]tSAVI*$JV_,
l[.JI,
t'A_,_Y, wU, M_, MAT t,qAr ?v MATer MaT_,M AT 5tMAT6|
_Z_ CALL P_;_ (N,NN.D_tRgOT_tROgTI,ROTE,RCT|t_;AVltS_V_,[,JJ,
I _ _, _ Y, M_, MS, _A T t ,H_T ?j HAT _. M_T t., MJT 5, H_T 61
G_ TC _tl
73_ WP[T¢ (_,21t) JJ
711 FOPW_T (//IOX,'COLU'tN _,I_, • CF TH_ B MATR[% IS NULL_/I























_LT_0_JT[NE Pen (NflU'i_NNtr,_[N. ROOTR_('TItROT_.RCTI,r_V]_SAV?_ PSO
_. II_V, TN_ P50
tHX_MY_II_HS j_AT1 ,HAr _ _ HAT_ _MA1_ _ M&T_*_&TG_ )SO
PSO
THIS SUBROUTIN _- _)MPUTES THE POWER S_FCT_UM CO_I_ESPONOINC, PSO
Tr_ TH r_ TPAN';FEP F_INCT[ON WHC_E _OL_S ARE (ROCTR_POOTZ# _NO )SO
WHCS- 7E_r)-_ _°E i_OTQ.¢_3T[). IT IS ASSUNEO THAT TttE INPUT PSO
T'] THF T_eNS_;P _UNCTICN I% a WFIT[ NOISE PROCEST OF UNITY _'SO
V_;IANCE AN0 hFHC; T_: P';f) IS GIVEN BY THE SCUARE _F THE PSO
"CCULU_ _r THE TP_NSFF_ FUNCTION. THLS ANY CCRRELATICN PSD
'}_S[_EO IN THE Ra_IOOM PPOCc¢_- ¢ _WCITING THE S_.¢TEH "_HOULO PSO
q: Tt_CLUOE_ AS A SHAPING FILT_'R IN THE =A v M_TRIX WHIC_ PSO
TP, _XCITE0 r}y WHIT _- k01S@.. _CTE THAT 0NIY c_XP0NENTIALI. Y PS0
PnQQFLATEI3 P_OC6_S HAY _ _0 _TPflCTU_. PSO
PS0
D [Hr'_lS ION QOOTQ (MXl , _OOTI (MX) _ ROTR( MX ) sROTI (qW) oSAVI INS) ,SA¥_ IMSI )SO
COMPLEX WN1,EN_,DDt_RO -_ PSO
CCMHCNICONOIQEAC, SYSTEM, OUTPUT _ N_( _NY,NU,NXC eNUC _NI _N _,0 IGIT L, PSO
tCONTU_.NUHEr_,FRP_T_ESP,NOOEL,NSCALE_SAV,CNIT,NK2_IPLAG, )SO
? [ GC, F 0_M ,Ip T,Q E _DX, M _ XEf), MIJLTPT t S CAPLT _/OH _ KOUkT PSO
TNTrr.ro PEAO,SY_TEH,OUTPUTt_P. QW,CCNTUR,SAV_CNAI,REA0_, F_P_tTRFS p =SO
COHMON IACONO / OELT, _ INALT, IFQEQ, FFPEQ _ OELFRO_G _INt_ G'_ IN2' H PSO
IkT--.r.E; CIGITL* SC_PLT_ _OH PSO
_E_L I_eQ*H PSO
_EAL PST PSO
COMHON/LA_E L/I hPT _gUTPT_ TITLE }SO
_EAL INPT1101, OUTPI | 20) ,TITLE(8) PSI)
C CMH CNI¢IJp_W_ I T / T S_J_AH PSD
qATA PST /10H_P_C # }SO
I_(T _U_NAM.GE.2) W;TTE(_,OgO) PSO




IFK_QRM. GT, Ol WRIT-" (7) OUTPT I I_Y I _ INPT (INUI _SO
WPIT C (x_60) OuTP T(INYItIHP T(INU) ?SO
_0_waT (110_,AIO,_/'_13, _ P0WEq SFECTRAL OENSITY_/lf_X,'F_EOUENCY,R mSD
1Aq/S - C._W,,_PS0 MAGNITUDE_/| }SO
FRF_:I_O PSO
IF (IFOCQ*NC_.0.| GO TO 7_ =ISO




I_ (IKP_Q.NE.0.| GO TO 71 =S0
rR_= I . t 5_,F_ EO PSI)
GO TO 7? _O
F-0 ::Q =q _LPRQ_ p R F(_ PSO
CCNTINLE PSD
RNI=CNDLX (|.0.0.0) PSO
PC_I :CMPL _ (1.0,0,0) PSO
90 7'_ I=I_NN )SO
IF {[.GT.NNUN| G r) T9 5 D_0
R_?_ _M_LX (-ROTRKI|, _REQ -ROTI(1) % _SO
PN1 =UNI_RN2 mS{_









































;N,_=_Pt ( I-OCCTP(II ,F_EQ -_O01I(I)| P%9
_nt=_Dt_D? P31]
_El --nt _DL > P"I
crl_lT TNtJ: _ ';_
_VI ( J)-qAINi_ ?_PNI/_D 1 _SF}
P;O
IF(FCPW._Q,O) CO TO _,0 PSD
WP [ T._ (7) cQ;r_ , _-AV1 (J! P<_q
CCNT _KL,, p_n
FrI_A T I t _X ,F 8, h, 12_( ,E t 2, _*) c'SO
_:FRFQ P_D
I=J_t _3[i
IF (F_r],LE,FFQEr) I GO TC) 1C0 P'::;D
CC_;T [NUF _ _0
W_TT; (._,._Ol V6R P_O
FC;*HA'_ (tOX,'T_-Z VaRIA_.CE IS'_i2,W) PS_
JP=_]9 oSD
wPIT-#7) Jg,RAVt(I ! PSD
)Sr_
•;4-TIJ ON





















|MX_My_PIJ,MS_M_T[ _MA T? t MA T_.M&T_ , PiT5 epJl_|
CIM_NqlON A fMX,M_ i,RDOTP (wX),¢COI I (qX)
CCMMCNI_ _qW_ TTl TStJ':INA M
[F(I_U'}_AM.C.=,_) WQITE (_9c)0!















17 IFIN-?) % I, I(*,I _
13 TFIICPNT) _?,8_,_P




t? W" = (A(_-[,N-1) - A(N_N)|'_*_
S = ¢,.O'_{N,N'J)_A(N-I,N|
TT:R : I'rFR * 1
I¢ (X.EQ.O,O.OR, ABSIS/X) .C-T, 1,0E-8) GO TO I=_
TF(x. EC, O.O)GC TO t5
IFIA"_I_,/XI.'-.T.t. OF-S) GO TO IE
IE IF ( _P'_(_(N-J_N-[))- AI]SIA(N_N))) 32,32_,31
31 F : "{P_-I,N-I)
F, : ._(N¢_I
3? F, = A(_-l,N-11
:- = AIN,N)
'4 = _°
1c, '_ : X ) '_






C.= IX )SC} 1?, 0
GC Tr) 2_




















































































































IF( _r_q(_(N,N-1)l .GT. 1.0;-1C _ _B_(A(N,N))| C,(_ TO r_





IF( _._-1 A I'_(WNN/_(N,N-I)_I -1.0)-1.0E-6} 63,6_E?










TFIITE_ .GT, Eql GO TO b3
[rI[TE; ,£,r, 5 ) GO TO _]
IF (£T) 70_,501,707
QC;N T [NIJ r






























































































































t P_.MY.M(].Mr. MA ll. HA T?.M_T].HA T_.HAT_.MATG) _T
J1 : N ° J _T
I_( _n_.l_(JL*t°Jll| or_) 10.1q.1l O_T
11 q_ : _lJl*1.Jt*l|'(A(Ji*l°Jl*l|'_I('.l÷6(Jl*t.J_*_)I*_(Jl*?.Jl*l_* _ _T
I-SI._* ".qS(_(J[÷_.Jt*_))I/_FN)-O) t0.1_.17 _T
17 IP = Jl _T
JJ=[P-J*I ]_T
1_ I(1; Jl ")_T
t_ r.¢11 =_ I [(_. _P |_ (A (I_. _P) °SIr. I *A (]P. [P*I| _A| IP*I .Io) +_ "I_T
r.(_ | :_ (T p÷_. ip)_ (1 _, Z. T_, 11 '_T
t _ r.(_ i =_.._ ]RT
2_ _L= ;111/<g+1.0 _T
P_! (t)= r, I?)/ (C ([ |*It< I 3_T
PE_ (_ =r. ( _)/ (G(t; *_<1 ")RT
GC T_ ?_ _)_T
PSI (2| :_._ _T




























[F(I-IA1 S'_, 3 5, ._'_
GC T_ _7
_; L=N
$1 DC _0 J=Ig,L
IF(I-I_ _,_1_, _cl
,;£ TO _1
_! _=_L_ (A (J,I)*aSI (1)_A I J, I+lt ÷Ct
A(J, I! =_ (J, II -_-
a (J ,I* 1)= J (J,I+ll-PSI (I)e'F
_? e (J t [+2l =A (J, I __)-PS[ (? I'vE
k_ CNNT [NU _
4_ - ="L'_PS I [Z) '__'I I_'3, I '."Z )
AI I*:_, I',t)=- PSI(1) _--'-




































T_41_ _U_o,PIINr _E_DS _LL I_UT MATRICES FRC_ _ISC_ ACCORDING _[}ISP_
T_ T+_ PA_A_TrR_,, SY_TE_ _E OLTPUT, USIN_ _ur_POUTIN_ R[;I_CI _I_C
_a[ SC
C{.._ c_/r- r_N_/_ _ [}, 5y _ TE _ ,OU TPUT ,NX ,Ny ,NU,HX 6, NUC, N I, _ 2t nIC, IT L, P{) I_,C
CO_T !J_, _I)M6 _ :, _ PP_, T _£ S _ , M_EL, N_CA LE, _A V, C I_ T, N_(2, [ FLAG, _DI _C
? IG_, r_, Ip _, _ _i_._, MI X tD,MIIL T_T ,S fApLT, ZOH,KOU_T _ _I _C,
[NI_C_ (_Ir,ITL, S CAPLT, ?_M _[}I_ r
_|_N_]_ _ (_W • MX _, _ {MX ,_UI ,C (wX , _W | ,i_ (MY, M}(|, _:IMY, _) , F (MY, _U), _gI_C
IKI {MIJ, _)_ ) ,K? (_U, PXI ,K3 (MU, M_I, _( PU, MX) , r}(MU, M LI _[ SC
CCMMCNI_UBW_ I _/ ISIPF}N_ M _OI$C
IF (I_UP_Aw,&_. _| WPITE (3,990) _DI_C
M_T?=_X RDI_C
C_LL PCTSC! (C,N_,_I_, _nI_C
1_x,-v, _U,MS,_AT_,MAT_,MAT3, MAT_, M_TS, MAT6) _'_I SC
CALL _DI_C1 (I(?,NU, N_, _ r)l_C
1"IW, _Y,_U,MS,_AT ! ,HAT _,_AT_,qAT_,_IIT_,MAT6) _ )I':C
C_LL _rlI_C! (I(_,_U, NW, RgI_C.
I MX o_ _, MU, M_, MATt, MAI?, WATt, MAT,,MAT5 ,MAT61 _I_C
r_LL _gI_C1 (I(_,NU,_, _ISC
1 MW, _ V, MU, MS, M_ T_, MA T2, _ T_, M_T_,M&T _,MAT6| ROI_
CaLL _I_C_ (G,NV,NX, _DI_C
I _, _v,_U, MS, MAT _, M_T ?, MAT ], MAT _,M JTS,M_T_I _DI_q
MAT ? :_J _3 I_C
CA[t _,_IZC_ (F,NY,N_, _ISC
_ATt:MU _I_r
C.A_L _OISC! (O,NU,NO, _91SC
REW [ hF) 8 ROISC

























































_Uq_['JUTINE _OUCE IN,J_HMt_t_tgwCtIT_STw _-_UC_ 2
1 MY, M Y, M,I, MS, MAT 1 ,HAT?, M_ T_, MAT_ ,M_T5, MATE _ _ " r_U_ : •
T_.r_ _IJ_OOIIT]NF _ETEQMIN=S TME I_EC_CIBtE SLnWaI_IC_S OF _=_IJC_
:c)uC= 7
J- _IJMRF_ OF I_UCI_L ¸ SUBMATPI_FS (I-5) _:OUP. _
WMIT_- ZI_ENSICN OF THE IT_ SUPWATRI_ _DUC _ g
_ - _ATP[X WHO_E ITH ROW Cq_TAI_S TH_ CRIGI_At _Cw _0 C/_LUMN _-nUCE tO
kUM_PS QF THE [rH _.U_MAT¢I_ _ gUC _ 11
:nUC F 1 ?
CCM_CN/CC)N{_/oE_O,SYSTEM,OUtC_U_,N_I,I_Y,NU,NXC,NU[,NI,_I_,EICITL, _EDUC: 1_
1 CO._ _!J_, NUMF R_, FR PS, T _E S P, MODEt, NSC_ tE, S_ V, CM_ T ,NK2, ! _t _C,, _ EqlJ _r ! k
_I G(!, F_M ,IPT , _E _33, _ IX-{),MULT _T ,_EAPtT,ZOH,KCU_T _ ;_UC = 1_
IHT:dEC D IGITt,SCAPL1, 7CH _ .'.g_l C ; 1 ?
INT_C c_ SCaN _E_U_= 19
COM_O_/%U_W_ I T / I SU ]_IAM ?:_UC _ _1
IF(ISU_NAMo GE,2 | W_ITE (],g_O) _ :-qUCE _?
_qO FO_H_T(IW,_EDUC _) _ =DUC_ _
DE. ;t J=1,1_ P;OUC= _
H( J, I) :_ Rc. DUCE ?b
61 CENT I_UE R_(_UC_ ?v
HM(T):O _ =OUCE _
6 r CC_tINt _ _E P_JCE _g
_0 tq I=I,N RFDUCE _0
qO 11 J=I,N _DUCE 31
qlI,J_=O*G _ ZF)UC£ _7
IF (_II,J)._E.O°O) _|I,Jl=t°O _:OUC= _
11 ¢'CI_ TNU: REDUCF _5
1_ CENT [NL_ R_DUC_ "T
_qll_ T= 1 _ EOUCF .18
_ CENT INU_ RE DUD= ]q
!)O ?! _=t,N _EOUCE a?
TF {q{I,K),E(]oO,O,gRoBIK,J|*E_,O,O| c,O TO 71 _ED!JC_ _3
_[T,J_=1,_ _EDUCE _
';C TQ 2_ REDUCE q$
21 CCHTINU£ REDUCF _.6
_0 CONT INUE ;tEDUC= _.7
IF (KQLNT,GE.N-11 GO TC Z3 REDUCt _g
F)O _ I:i,N _.DUCF :0
O0 2_, J:I_N RE3UCC- _'J
glI,J):r(I,J} _EDUCE _.:'
2_. CCNTINL-_- REDUC: ..3
c,C TC 2 _ REDUC*: ._
?_ CON TI_UK _ EDUC,, ; :5
90 "_Q I:I,N _Zf]UC= _'6
SCAN ( I )=[ _ EDUC_ _7






'1C _ J= 1,1q




IF 1C (;C'_Nll) __CAN| I I | ,cq, t • 9, 8N0,C (SCAN(I)_SCANItl I .EO, [, 0|
1 C(_ TO 17
f,O T9 _r,
_7 w IJ..JJ |='_CA_(I I
HMI J I =M,'4 |J) _l















KCN T = w_(]NT _I
_EAN [_N T I =_ C _N (K_ NT I
Xq C CNT INU.:
3K CONT INtJF
X_ CONTINUE
IF IK, GT,0)W:ITE (_,100|
10_ FOQ_AT (/Io _ _ORE THAN I_ QE{_U{IBLE SU_MATRICES*III
IF (K.GT.Ot TTE_T=I
IF (IPT,LT,_| GO TO 700
W_Tt |3,?01l
701 r'O_;'_T (I= MATRIW 4 IN REDUCF_/I
IN _TATEHENT OO 35 J=t,t0 IF THE LOOP G(?E'S TO COPPLE'TION
J WILL = 11 ON CCC
J WILL = 1_ ON Iq u
IF( ),CF, 11! J:J-1
nO 202' I=1,J
MMM:MM(II






























R E f]UC E
_EOUCE



























































_UnROUTINF _flCT (_,_,C,H,_,,F,KI,K2,K]t_,O, WL, k2,WiI,_OOT_t_')gTI, ;_)9T
]U°V, _)O T
_r'-4[_ _Un_OUTIN"- COMPUT _ _'O_T LCC[I AS A _UNCTI'C:N r.F TWO _9OT
CCI, CLU_ICN ['F _'H_" ROCT L_CI! COWPUT_TZON$ T_F _U'4_ATO_ _RO6T
?_Oi-_ a_N_ GAINS COR_--_rJI_.6 l_ T_ _- OPE_' LCOP _.Y':TS_ _OOT
_- C_LCULA TEDo °OOT
_']OT
N_'- NU_fl_-_ _F _'OOT LOCU_ oCINT_ _O_ THE _(],K_ r,_T_,_ _OOT
r ONTU_ _NLJM=ZR_ I FOPS, T_E S_, _C'_L ,N_CAL_,_AVt C_T ,_._, !FL_G, RL_O_
; [GC_ FO_4, [PT, R EAO3_'q [x.crJ_4ULT_ T _C_PLT ,7Ot4 _KCU _.T _ OOT
INT=C, ER REI_D_'_$TEM_(%UTPUT,_C_:I',CCNTUR',_JaV_0_AT,_ZAr_._, cRP_TR'F_ _OCT
__IT_C.P NIGITL,$CAPLT t20_ _OOT
_AL IF_q E CI, w'I, _ 2 _143, _(_, 14N _00T
CO_4_ON/ACONO/ OELT, FINALT, ll_l_:r%, FF_'_,,OELF_O,C, AINI,6._I_I?,M_'_ _OOT
I_(I ¢ MIJ, lwX ) _K _'(14U,"4_ i _(3 (_4U_(| ,K_ (14U,_4_(l, O (MU,HU ! _'_0_
r..o__4N¼/L _ L t i N_ T, rjL;Tp T, T i i"L_ :_O0 "r
_EAL INPT(LI%I ° OUT, T(2,]% ,TITLE(SI _OOT
CC_CN/'qUB_R IT t I_I_NA _ _OOT
IFII_UqN_M°GFo_I _ITE (3,9g_. _ ;_OOT
PO_4 AT fix t'_OCT _ _ 9_]T
_IT -_ _,300) GAINI,r, AIN_ _OT
_AT_=MX _ONl
M_T_ x I_T
IP (F O;R_4, C.T° 0 i W;_IT _ (71 _ST _[ lilLE _'_ST_,MOOEL_ C ]r_ITL_ -':CAPLT _']OT
TT=O°0 _OOT
! I= 3 _'OO_r
j j= _ R r)NT
DC _.0 '[=I,N2 _n('.T










































IF ( [, FF_. ?| R_=(,e, TN?
I_ CON TI'4U c
F)n _rj ;:I ,Nt_
IF (NI,LT,0) r,O TO (oI
JJ= J-t
TT= (J-ll _ C,JINI
GC TC) _,F'
:-I TT=?, • TT
JJ=_' JJ
IF (J,_O.1) JJ=O
I_ IJ. EO._) J J=l
IF (J._O.l| TT=O.O
IF (J, EO.?) Tt=CAINI
_? CCNT ZNUF





CALL _0 r) (TT_K_P,K_okI,NU,Nt_
t _vY, _"V, Ftl, MS, '4ATI, _IA T_' e WA T_ , WA T_. ,MAT5 _MA T_)
MAlt=_X
OC _._ JA=I.NU
WI( IA. JA)=-Wt ( I_. JA)
44 CON T [_(IE
Wt (Ia. lal=t.O*Wt IIA.IAI
'.,X CO*IT INUK
CALL I_VR (WI.W2.NU.P,








tH X. MY. MU .M_ _ MAT [ _M_ T _. MAT3 _MAT_. _AT_,I4AT6)
GC T_ 102





i_W, MY_ MU. MS. MATt. MAT_. MAT], MS T_, MAT_ _ WAif)|
I[}2 CON T INUF
IF (J.E_.?.ANC.I.EO.i) GO TO ?O0
























































































































OC Pn5 J_=t,NX _OOT 116
IF (NKO._O. II GG TO 20q SOOT 117
H(KKwJ_I=W](IXtJ_I/TT ROOT lIE
_C TO ?C_ RO0[ 11o
_Og _|KK,J_I=WtII%,JW)/TT _OOT 12_
20: CCNT[NU_ ROOT 1?1
[F (kK?.EO°31 CO TO _03 ROOT 172
nO 797 JW=I,NU _OOT 12_
F{KK_J_I=K_(TX,J_) ROOT 12_
?07 CONTINU- _OOT 1?5
?9_ KK=KKel ROOT I_6
NY=HU ROOT I77
GC TO ?O? _OOT 12X
701 CC ?q_ IX=I,N_ _OOT 179
nc ?J6 JXxl,N_ _OOT ]_fl
IF (NK?.EOoll GO TO 210 ROOT 131
H(KK,JX):W](IXijW)/TT ROOT _7
GO TO ?_6 _0OT I_3
_iO U{KK,J_IzWI[[X_JXII_R ROOT 13_
20( CONTINUE _nOT 13R
[r {NKO. FO.O) GO TO 20_ ROOT 136
OC ?08 JX=I.N_ ROOT 137
_9P CCNTIN_ c ROOT 13q
_0_ KK:KK_] _OT 1_0
Ny:?_NU ROOT l_t





CeLL MULT (q,WO,W_,N_,NU,NX, POOT I_7
IMW,MV_MU,MS,qATI,MAT?_M_TO,M_T_V_TS_MAT6_ ROOT I_
MAT?:MX ROOT Iwq
CALL _DO {1.0,A,1.0,WZ_WI,NX,_W_ ROOf 1ffl
]M_,MY,MU,NS,M_TI,M_T_eM_T],MAT_eN_TS,M_T6) ROOT 1_|
I_ (N_.NE*O| GO TO 220 _OOT %T?
WPlIE {3,721| J_ IT _OOT 1_]
72t FORMAT (II,tQX,_NO, ",I5," ITERATION, %ST GAIN =',Et_,_I ROOT 1:_
170_** PEIt PARIe,15X,mINAGINAE¥ _ART*II ROOT 1 e=
O0 TO 727 _OOT 15@
?_9 WRIT _ (],7) J, TT_ I, _ ROOT 157
FORMat {II,iOX,_NO. _I_ _ ITFRATION_ 1ST GAIN =m,EIZ. w,IOW,'NO. " _OOT 1_
I,I5, _ ITERATION, _O G_IN =_,EI?._I?OX,*REAL P_RT_,ISX, _OOT 15g
2"IMAGINARY aART*/I ROOT i_0
22? CONT INIJ c {0OT ill
CArL EIGEN |NX,WI,WS,W_,ROOTR,R_CTI_U,V, ROOT lf_
I_X,My,_U,MSeM_TI,MAT_tMATO,N_T_eM_T_,M_T6| ROCT le3
wC CONTINUe ROOT IE_
n_ 7W I:I,NU ROOT 165
OC 7_ _:I,NU ROOT 1E_
O(I ,J|=O.O _OOT 1E7
?_ CCNTINUE _OOf 168
OUTPUT:3 _00T 1_g







175 qO _ 1=I,NUIJ _OOT
IF (_(I,J),F_,0._| GO TO _[ ROOT
_1 CCNTINU_ ROOT
1_ 6_ CCNTThU _ ROOT
_Z T; {I°_°1_ GO TO 5_ ROOT
IF {T,_T.NU| I=NLU°Nll R_OT
nO _ J=1,NX _OOT
H(l , Jl =H(I,J) ROOT
l_f n(.J ,1 _ =_ (J, T) ROOT
S_ CON T IN'_r _OOT
_0 5_ J=I,NII ROOT
F(I,)) =_(I,Jl _OOT
5& CONT]_U r _OOT
NU=I _OT
WRITE (I,55) ROOT
55 FORMAT I/I,IOX,IROOT LOCUS OPlION CONFUTES THE ZEROE_ CF THE FIRST ROOT
1 NON ;rR_ _W'IIOW,'OF KJ 9_ K3 RESaECIIV[LY OUE TO INCICAT_0 ROOT















_Uc=vOUTIrJ_ %-TUP (Jt_4_MH*P*A_F_f_*HeG_FwKtIK_tK3*K&**n*WI_WZ,W]t S_-TIIP
? N_ , MY ,_II,M';, M 8T1 ,M AT2 , M'_T _ , MA T6 _ PAT'_ t MA T6 ) 5_TUP
L; S E TUP
4 T'_[_ '_)RPPOG_ _c__0Ur._ZS THE ('qI_I_AL INPUT MATPIC_ _ cO_ _ETUP
_: TH= CPIN aND r..LO(_c_O LO0P _Y_IEMS TO _TANOAR0 _CP H Akn SETUP
_'CAL-.-r THf RESULTIhG SYSTFM WITP A DIAGONAL CIMIL_ITY SPTUP
it r _NS_- CO.AT I CN, _ ETUO
(" _Cq_ CTI(_N MADE BY _, NO_P[_ J_LY 5 73 $:TU l)
._ _ ETU _'
_0MM('_N/_OND/_ _.'_, SYS T EH _ OHTPUT ,NK _NY _NU._NX C_NUC _Nt ,_J2 _lC, Ill_ S_TUP
] CONTII_ ,NUME_S • Fq°S, T_E _P ,MO 0EL •NSC&L E,, SAV_ CHAT *NK2, I FLAG, S " TUP
? IGOr, FOQM, IPT, R_ AO]t _IW_D, MUL TgT •SCA BLT ,ZO_, KOUNT ; ETUO
INT_:Gc_ _EAO,SYSTEM,OUTPUT,FOQM•CCNTURwSAV_CHAT,REAq], FPP_,TRE3P S:TUP
I kTrr, T _ DIGITL,SCAPL T• ZOH "; E TUP
C_MON/ACOND/ F]ELT,FINALT, IF@EQ*FFR_Q,DELFR0,,GAINt*£,AIN?, MMM ;:TUD
'_L K|, K2, K.3_ KW• IFRCO, MMM STTUP
r)IM_NSION M( | 0,20 t_ MM( _0 I ,,P(_) ;: TIJP
I%[W;NS ION A (MX _MX J _B IMK _MU) *C (MX_PI( | _H (MY_MXt t ((MY•MX} _F iM¥_ NU)_ SLIU p
IK I Iw_,, MX t ,K ? {MU ,MXI ,K 3 IMU,_ _ W t •K_.( VU,_ MW) _ O( MU_ MUI , S : TUP
'_W 1 ! ,4_(,PX) , W2 ( M_• MXl , W3 [ MX, qX} ,,_GCT¢_I MX t S ZTU (:'
0IMC'ISION WIItB,LBt, W_I15•lSt, W_(15,15) S:TU p
C LJIWE_%ION _tt_,15), r_ltS,tO|, CiI_,151, H(15•lEt, (,(15,15t SETUP
r F]IW--NqlOk FliT,IOt, DIIQ,IOt, RCCT_(151_ SETUP
r 1 Wl(I3,1=.l, K2ll0,I_), K_IIO,1Et, Kh(lO_15| _TTUP
C CMM CN/_LKOA T/NUPEI_ _,nENOM_ GA IN_ GRAPH, _LOCK _ ST AT F ,YTO Ve 7TOU •YZTOK, _;TUP
L [ TH [_V ,I TH INtl _,N ELOCK ,NYT 0V ,N ZT C U, _](y U,_ Iw_tZTOK _k X T ,N¥1 •NUT ,NY I, NUt ScTU °
_EAL NUM c-P S r_TUP
INT :GCl_ GRhoH, BLOCK_ ST ATE, YTOV, l TCU_ ¥Z TOK _ cTUp
r)IMEN_ION C_RAPH(_0,Bt _BLOCKf_0,3t ,NUNERI_0_St_[3_NON(20_S|, ScTUp
_' _AIN IF' P ) , STATE IZQ _4 ) • I THINY (3 0 | , I THINU (_0| _ YT0 V( ?0 _ _1 t _. _ TIIP
IT QU (?O•?| ,NXYU(BI , YZTOK( 20,2I _ETUO
_0"M3N/_.L_R[ T/ [SUBNAM S[ TUP
[El IgUQNAM. GE.?t WI_I TE (3,gg0t SETUP
IMIX:I S_TUU
ICY: ) _.:'TIJ[ )
MATI=MW SETUP
_ r_':M_( _ETUP
'AAT _=M X SETUP
_4/_T_, :M _( SETU°
_AT _=MX ; ETUP
MA TF) =_iX SETUP
IF (CMAT,EC).Ot GO TO 5 _ZTUO
C _, _TUP
c _L[HINAT_ C MATRI_ S__TUP
C SETUP
CALL INV@ (C,W2,NX,t, SETUP
[ MX, MY, '4U, MS, wA TI, MA T2, MA TX •MA 1 N _ MAT(_ ,_'AT_) ] ETU P
C'_LL Mt]LT IW?,_A,_Wt,NW_NX,NX, SETUP
I MW ,MY,NIU,MS,_A TI,HA T2,MAT]*MATW,MATB_NAT_i SETUP
CALL MAKE (4_Wt,NX, NY_ "_ETLI°
IMX_My,MUtMStMATI ,MAT _, MAT 3,MAT W,MQT_ _M _T_t S ETLIP
MAT_=MU _EIUP
CALL MULT (W?t,R,WI_,NX•N_(•NU_ ;ETUP
























































C_LL MAKE (n,wI,FX, NLJ_
|MX,_Y,VUtMSt_ATI,WAT?,M_T_pMAI_t_TStMAT6)
CMAT=Q
_: _C rC (_O,tO, IO|,SY3TE_
10 IF (_K?,EO._I GO T!) _0
_LI_IN_TF K?,K_ _AT_IC_S
















I_ (I ,_O. J) w2lI, I)= t.O
_9 CCN_INII_



















































































































































IMW.HY. MLI. MS_ M AT 1.MAT ?. MeT ]. MAT_ t M_I 5 q MAT6)
C_LL _09 (t.d3.Kt.I._.W1.W3.NU*N_.
14X. wy. FqJ . MS. M_T t . MET?. MA T3. MA T6. MATS. MAT6|
_ALL _0 (_.O.K3. t.O.WS.W1.NU_NX.
l MX. MY. MU. MS. NA T1. _ T_. M A T] .MA T_ .M A T5 .M ATe|
CALL 4_KE (_[.W].RRJ. NX_
1 M x. M y. _U. MS.Me T1.MAT 2. MAT 3. NAT'.MAT 5.M_T6|
qeLL 4AK _ (K3.WI._U.kX.
1 _X. 4v.Mu. _S* _A Tt. MeT ?. MAT_. 4_T _. _AT_. MAT_I
tALL MULT (KS.P.W1.NU.NX.NU.
I MXo'_V.MU. MS. _A TI_M_ TS. _AT3. WAT_.M aTS.MAT61
C_LL MULT (_B_WS.NU.NX.NU.
1MX .4 Y. M*J _MS. M AT |.MAT _. _AT _. MAT_ WITS. MAT6|
W_T_=MX
_LL _AK _ (K?.WI_J.NU.
1MX_ 4Y.4U._S 0M_ T |.NAT 2.4AT _. _AT_. M JTS_ MAT6|
CALL M_K5 (K_.WZ.NU.NU.
I M_. 4Y. _U.MS. 4 _T1 _ATS. MAT3. MAT_ . MAT_ 1 MAT6 |
C _# T IN U_
IF (CUIPUT.EO.I.0R. OUTPUT.FO*I# GC TO 51











I MX. _Y. MU. MS. MA T1. MA T?. _AT3. HA T_. 4AT5 .MAT6|
t _. My. MU. MS. MAT 1.MA TS. M _ T3_MAT_. _T_.MAT6D
CALL WULT (C..A.W1.NY.N_.NX.
1 M_. _Y . _U. MS. NAT[ .M_T?. MeT3 .MATh. _ATS_4 T61
CALL AO_ (1.0.H.I.9. W%.W?.NV.NX.
14 _. M Y. _U. MS. MA TI.MA T?. 4A T3.MA I_.MAT_.MAT6!
C_LL WAK_ (H.WS.NV.NX.
IWX. 4¥. MU. MS._AT1.MAT 2.44T3. MAT_. M_T 5.MAT6|
IF (CUT_UT*EQ.2| OUTPUT=3
IF (OUTPUT.EG._) OUTOUT=q
_;1 Tc (_IXED._E.I.0O.PEkD*EO._) GC TO 210
ALC_NT SYSTEM WITH CONTOOL SYSTEM HOOELE_ IN (LASS
MATi=4_
CeLL _OT1 (C,M_HX,































































































;It COt_T[_U c SETUP
CALL gL_SS {Ap_I_,H,F;,FtO,WI,_t_3* SETUP
tMXt_Y.MU.HStMATt_MATZtMAT_.qAI..HATStMATSI _ETUP





CALL _A_: IWttA0kXwNXt SETUP
I MX .MY .Ull. M_. _A Tt _HA T_HA T $._A lkt M _T_. MATG| SETUP
IF (N_PAL_.;_._) GO TO 5 _ _ETUP
IF INSPALE.E_._) GO TO _ SETU_
: _ETUP
S_E[ :_ :;GAL_ PY & _IA_CNAL _IWILIPIOY TRANSF-FMATI N SETU °
,: SETUP
IC_=t SETU°
_ALL ASCALE (NW,J_H_qMta_WttW_,W_,ROCTR_ STTUP
_w_HV.MU._S.,AIt.MAT_._AT3t_AT_.MATS._ATb) SETUP
_]_ _ I: t,HX SETUP
D_ _O K: 1,Nil SETUP
(I(K,II=K! ((,lilT(I| _ETUP




I¢ ($YSTEM. r_,I.OR._IW_O,E_.I) GO TO 66_ S£TU °
00 _ I=I,NY SETUP





CALL MA_E (A_Wt_N_,N_, SETUP
IMX,_Y0_U,MS,_ATItM&T_tNAT],MAT_,MAT_,MAT_) _ETUP
IF ([PT.LT,t) GO TO _2 SETUP
WRITe |StrOLl SETUP
t_ 0 FC_AT (tHt* tO_,_T_4E REOUC;D AND SCALED SYSTEH IS_) SETUP
CALL ]FIT (A,PtCtHtGeF_KtlK_K]tKktOt ;ETUP
1MX,_Y,_U,HStHATt,MATZ, HATS,MAT_,MATStMAT&| SETUP
5? IF !qIGTTL, NE,I) GO TO 80 SETUP
IF(NTTOU.EO,O,AND,NVTOV.EQ.O) EO TO W_S _ETUP
l_IX:l SETUP
_0 T_ _ _ETUP
SETUa
OISCRETI?E CCNTINUOU_ Pe_TION CF SANPLEO-OATA SYSTEM SETUP
SETUP
_6_ IK {_wH._q.O.Oi GO TO _55 SETU_
I_ I_YSTEM, NE.II GO TO WS6 _ETUP
GO TO _57 SETUP
_6 W_IT; 1_.W5_1 _ETUP
w_ FORMAT (/,_ °OOT LOCUS AND CLCSED LOOP OPTIOkS NOr ALLCWED WITH NO SETUp
-DIFIEB 7-TQAN_FOPMS_/I SETUP
wS? X_=MMM_DFLT SETUP
CALL EAT (ww_A,WI, W_,WS_C,NWC, SETUP
tPX,_Y,wU,HS,_ATt_MAT_NAT]_NATAtMATS,MAT_) _ETUP



















































CALL AfF) (t, tCtt**FeP_NY,NUC*






1M_,MY ,MLI , wh_.,,MATt ,MAT? , MAT3 ,MAT4 _WAT5 ,HA Try)
C_LL MAK: (H,W3,NY,NXC,
tMW, My, WU,MS, MATI,MA T?,MA T_,MATW,MATS_MAT61




IF (¢(I,J|°NC_,[) GO TO _6t





XW:X_*H(I,_) wB (K,_ Jl
_A_ CCNX [NU_





1MW, MY , WIJ, MS ,HAT 1_ HAT ._ MAT _ NAT &* MAT_e MAT6 )
NkI=ZOH+t
r)o ? I:ItN_(C
90 _ J:t ,NXC
A(I, J|= Wl(I,J|
7 CCNT INCE
IF (TG_,ED,0) GO TO _I
MATt=MW
wAT_=MlJ
C_ALL MULT (WZ, B, W3, NWC_ NXC, ZOH,
L W'¢, M Y, MU, MR, MATt ,MAT ? _ MAT], MAT4 ,MAT5 ,N&T61
MATW=MX
r'_LL HAKE" (R,W],NW_,_OM,


























































































_1 IF (_O_._Q.N']C) CO TO Wk? _ETUP ?_7
I_ (70H, LT. NIIC) _0 TO _ SETU¢ 2&8
<._.L, FOPM&T (/t _ 70H F,RE&TC_ TH_N NUC_I) SETUP Z90
_,_ _0 _,_ [=I,NY SETUP ?ql
r)O '*_T J:NNI*NIJC SETUP 2(_2
IF (FfI.JI.N:.0.I _E) TO ,4_ ¢:ETUa Z93
,4_,_ CCNT INUa SETUP PRk
GC T0 _ SETU a 295
_.WE W_ItF (_,WWSI _ETUP 2c6
_,_F FDCUAT (4= F MATRI_ HOT NULL e) _;ETUP ?c_7
,,*'.,7 DO _q I:t. NXC _.ETUP 298
DO h_q J=NN%,NIIC _ETUP Z_-g
_X:_.0 SETUP "_[0
O_ _ V=t. NXC _,ETU a _01
XW:WW*WI ( I.K| _(K,J| SETUP _fi_
_T0 CCNT [NLE SETUP l_3
g3{l .J)= WX SETU m 3r_w
_.o _C_T INUV SETUP 305
IF (u_.HE.O.0) GO TO _70 _ETUP _0E
_0 _r? i=1,NY SETUP 337
(_0 _:_ J:NN1 _NLC _ETUP _r8
Xx : }. 0 ; ETUP 3r}9
DO _._ K=I.NWC SETUP ,]tO
WW:_(_*H( I_K;" alK,J) _ETLIP 31l
45_ CCNTINU r SETUP 31_
_(I.J) : _x SETUP 313
_r_ CON T_NLIF SETUP 31k
' F_ _ _'l t I:I,N_C SETUP *_IS
Or) _:1 J=NNI,NUC _ETUP 31S
_(I,J$= WT(I_J! S__TUP ]17
,31 CCNT INL_ _ETIJP T18
rlUT pUT :_ _. EIUP 3t-9
_,_.? CCqT[NUF SETUP 3_0
t _ IF iIaT. LT.I) GO Tq _0 _,PTUP _21
W_I T-_ (_, 111) SETUP 322
111 FC_MAT IIH1.,t0X, _' THE CESC_TIZ_O SYSTEH IS _ ) _ETUP 323
CALL S_IT (_, _lt G, H= G, Ir_ Kle II;_, K3_ K_ 0. SETUP 32q
t MW. '_V. MU. MS. MATt ,NA t?,q_ T3tMA T_,N_T S,N ATG) SETUP 325
Hq CONT I_UE _ETUP 3_6
IF (MT_0.NE.X) GO _*0 _00 SETUP 32'7
IF (IwIX.Eq.?) GO T3 530 SETUP 3Z8
; ETII_ 329
St,q_YgTFNS OESCR] _E l]I N STEP[ ItlO STEPZ OF NIXED LOADING OPTION SETUP 330
A_E CC_UPL_-D _;$1NG YTOV 4ND 71CL SETUP 331
SETUP 332
IF I_,'_LOCK.EO._I G0 TO _00 SETUP 333
MA I I :M X SETUP 3_
MAT = :M_ _E TUP ]_;
_r (:M W _ETIP 336
"_A T :, :_Y _ ETUa 337
C_LL 7CTtIWt_NUT, NYT, SETU _ 3_8
1H W, .V, Wtl,MS_ NAT1 , MAT?_ HIT3 t NATw tNAT_MATGI '; ETUP 3_9
I_ (K?TOU.Ef).0| GO TO _00 SETUP 3_0
qq X31 T:t,N7TCU _ETUO 3_1
WI( " TOU( I ,_| _ ZT0t) (T _ 1) ÷NY1) = 1° O S 5TtJP 3_2
101 Pm_ T IHLI- SETUP 3_3
146






]00 I_ 14YT_)V._,0) 60 tO 107
_O 3_3 I=I,NTTCV
Wt (YT')V ( I ,_) _NUt ,YTOV (I+ I ) I=1. C
30] C ON T P_U r
MATt=MY
MAT_:MiJ
t3_ CALL _ALLT {F,WttWA,NYT,NUT,NY|,,











1 _X ._Y._tr. M_, _A T |._AT _, MAT ;.MAT h, M _T _+MATA!
MAT q:MW
CALL MAK_ _ (H,WS,NYT,_XT,
| M_ ,_f, MU,MS.MATI ,HA r_ .MAT],MA 14_MATS,MATf_)
















CALL WAKe" (F.W_ ,NY T,NUT,
_MX,MY, qI) ,M_ . _A] | ,MAT_ IwAr ]. WATW, _£T5_ MATA)
_ATl:w_X
CALL _L_LT (@,WI,W]+NXT,NUT.NYT,




I_W,MY,MU,MS +M AT I ,MAT _, NAT_.qAT _+MAT 5,MATS)
CALL AD_ (I.0,&,|.O,WI,A,N<T.NXT.











S E TU c'
StTUP
c.TUP




























































































I'4 W,M y, wIU,MSI M J 1 It HAT ?i M _T 3, MBT _, M_T _ tWAT_)









CALL _[lq (1,1it_ ,I.(},WI,W?,NXI,NUT,
IM X _M y, _IU. _;, M JTt ,M_ T ?, MJIT], MITL,, MA Ir_ ,l_&T61
C_LL M_K_ (U,W_,NXT,NUID
_,]_ CCNT INUf
IF IT_IV.N_. t) F_O TO {,66
,._ IF (_EA_.EQ,_.OR,M[_{_TO,Er}0t! C,0 T0 ??8
C,C_ T¢! 7_ }
/?_ r_" (NVTTOK.EO,_| r,(_ T0 ;'?{:I
CCNST;_UCT r_'¢C_Af;,K qaTRICE_ KI AN{: K] F_0M ¥ZTCK




I _W, My, MU, M'_, M_T1,MekT_ t M&T3,Na T_,MJTS,MAT61
C_LL _CTt (W?,NLT,N_IT,
I _X, _Y, _11, M_, _ T I, wi_ T_, I_itS, M_i TW, M liTi_tlw lit6)




W?(Y;TC)Kl[,?}tJI _ F(YZTO((I_IItJ) _.W?(¥ZTOK{ItZ)tJI
71 c C(_NT [NLIF
I=I*l
TF (KYeTCH ,EO, ?t r;O TO ?50
DO _00 J=I,NY/TOK
i_f) _C, 1 L:1,2{}
IF (y?I')wlJ.?) ,ErJ, ITNINU(L)I GO TO 800
_(]1 COtH IN!V
WPIT (,],_ID. ) Y/TOK(J_!
_101, _:CQ_AT (l%Oi',_l_O, _,IS_ e INPUT NUe. T BE SAVFO FCR FEFqB_ICW'_/I
DO _0F' L=i._O
IF (ITWINUf?I-L),EO,O) G(_ TO riO?
IF (Y_TOKIJt_ttGT.ITHINU{?1-L)) G( TO 80.]
I TMT NU (2_-L)=! THINU (21"L t
_07 C0_TIN( ;=









































































_X, MY, PU,MS, _AT i ,MAT2, P_T3,tWATQ,P_T_,MATbi
IF (NYTTiIK o_Q, I) GO TC) _I?
,,,} T ) 7t!
_} _ _LL _K v IwC_Wt,NUT,NWt
1H X. _ Y. _U. MS. HATS .H_ T_ t HAT _ . MA T_. t MAT_ .M_Tf_ )
CALL wIi_K= (K_,_W2,NL_T,NUT_
t _w. ,_y, MU, MY, ,w_ T L .HA T_, MAT _, MA T_ ,MAT5 ,MAT6(
IF I_YTTC) K ,(;T. ?l WRITE (3,_'?Z)
777 FC_W'_T (/*ONLY ? LO0_S ALLC)WFC'I
732 00 7_ L=|,NUT
_F (K?IL,J| ,NE, 0.0!l GO T_ _'_
IF (KWIL,J( .NF. O,O) Gq TO 73q
7X_ r.CNT [NIgc
73_ NK ': 1
[;r 1,1 77_)
730 If (I .LE, NYTTOK) GO T_ 711
gO /'6 J=I,_UT
t_c_ 2'_7 L=ttNLIT
W? ( I ,l ):-W2 (JiL)
;'_7 CfINT TN!I c
WP (J, } )= 1,0_2 fJ,J)
7l_ CC'; _ INII-
_T1=W4W
C_LL I_V_ (W?,W],NUT,I,






IMW._V. _'U. M_. _A Tt. HA T2 t Mi T3 _ HA T:_ tH AT5 .M _T _})
_AT l:'qW
HAT?:H
CALL MULT (W _ _W_ ,W_ e NU T ,NUTt N){ _
'[ M'W, M Y_ k'l,J t MS, MAT'[ _ HA T ? _ H A T _t NAT k t _ _T _ _ H AT f}l
MATt =w_:
CALL M_W_'-- (K(tW2_NUT,N_(t
I PX_MY,Mtl, MS,M& TI,MI_T_MAT_MATk, M(_T_t MAT6|
_'?_ CC_T INU _
FIO ,_17 J:LtNUC
KklI,J|=D,0
F_ r.CN T TNU{























































































IF (<V(;TEP .NE. :') GO TO 7?7
r
f F_P CLC_FO L_OP ANALYSI_ INrCGPOGATE FEEO_ACK NATRX,KI







I F'X, _Y, HLJ, MS .MAT [ ,M_T ? i MAT 3_ MAT _ i,N J|T5 .i" A T_ |
PAT2=M_
M AT X ----4x
CALL AP.D (L.O,A,I._,WI,W?,NW,NV,
MW .MY _MU _ Nr_ _MATt ,MATE , MAT3 ,MAT_, MAT5 t MA T6 )
CALL MA_T {A,W_.,N_(,N%,





%MW. MY_ NU. MS. WAT$,MAT2, H&T_,WATW.MATS,MATAI
4AT_:M_
MAT_=4%
CALL MAKc (EI,WI_NX. NU.
IMX.HU,MY,M9 ,M ATI,MAT Z,MAT 3, MAT&, MAT S, MAIAI
MATI :_4T
MAT ? = "1|1
CALL _ULT (F_KI_Ht,NYeNU,NX_




|M_.MYt_),HSeMATi ,_'4a T2 , MA T3 _ HA T/_, MAT_ ,MAT6 |
CALL M_KE (_I, W2,NY,N_(,




I _ X, .4y, wU, _S, qC T1, MAT _, HAT3_ MATh ,NATS,M ATA)
MAT _=MW
MAI4=M%
CALL _IAK.-" IF, WItKY, NU,
IM_wY.MU,M%.NAT I ,MAT ? _NAT 3 _MAT_,MATt:_MATS)
SyT. T :'M:I
?2 l F:rp',IT INU C
IF (_CA_.EO._*.AND°S¥STEM.EO._) GO T") _28
IF (PIWEO.N=.I) GO TO 7Z'L
_ IF (NqLOCK.E_.Ol GO TO 5ZO
f_



















































































































F ( I, I) =F (J_ [TPINUII I I
_2_ F'CNT INU_
[F I_YST_M =_C, _ ,_, MULT°I *NE. _) GO TO _27
G_ TP3 _rj_.
_?? 10 ,_75 J=I*NX
_1 ( I , J)= wC_.( [THINU ([1 _ J|
K]t I.J )=K]|TTHINUII ) tJ)
325 CCNT INU{
qO _;'6 J=1 ,_UT




32? C('NT ]NU c
_JG_ I¢ (ITwINU(I_t) .EQ. 0) C.O TO _2_
]q, CCITT INH_
._20 IF (I.LT.NIJTI NU--I
_71 fTC_T TNU;
TF (_A_).EF)._.OR.MIXZD.EQ.t. OR.R_cAf_°E0.3| GO T( 12_
C,C TO G?Q
72¢ C(_NT INU c
T_ZN TNE OUTPUT V_:CTOR (HI_EO LOA_ING CPTION)
nO _1 [=t.30
qO 02 J=ttN_(T
H f| . |I =H (I THINY lII .J l
_,2 CONT INUF
f_0 $_3 J=hNUT
F II. _l =F IlTNIN¥ (I). _ )
-'0_ CONT INUF
IF (rTHINt'(I_tl ,EQ, OI Go TO -_l
=01 CONT INil v
21 IF {I.LT.NY) NY=I







tH _. M Y. MU_ _. MATt. NAT_ MAT3 •HA Tk _NA T_J _NATal
IF (MIWEr).EI).II EO TO 102
IF (IPT.LT.I) GO T(3 200
102 WRIT_ (S,lOO)
tOO KORMATII_t,tO_, _ Two_ FINAL REDUCEI] SYSTEM IS_II|
CALL SPIT (AtR_C,MtG_F_Kt_K2_K'J*K&=O_











































































































_U_C_t]lJ T I _IF _PET { A,n i C, Hi F_t Tt KJg K2 t K3 t K_*e C)* SPIT
1M X, _, MU, MS, MAT t ,HAT?,M_T _,MAT_,MAT5 _MAT 6) SPIT
SPIT
THI_ c RUBPnUTIN; P'}INT_ ALL MATPICES ACCOrDINg. TO THE SPIT
e_RAPaT_Q_q SYSTEM ANC CUT,L|, LSING SUBROUTINE SPIT1 SPIT
SPIT
CCW_C_( IC (IN_IREA O, .Kys TEq eOUIPLIINX _NY_NU_ NXCI MU C eNI*N_t CI($ ITL, SPIT
i CCNTII q, NUI4T QS, l:pp_, TRE Sp, MOD_L ,N_CALE,S&V_CM_ T ,NKZ, I FL _G. SPIT
_ICO.FOFW, I _T.Q 5AOX_qIX Er) _MULTRT,S(A_LT ,70H_K CUNT SPIT
INI-G=R READ.SYSTFH, OUTPUT,FORw_CONTUR_SAV,CHAT_REAP_* FPPS,TRCSP SPIT
i NT EC.cR _IGITL,SC&PLT_C H SPIT
_IMC_SIqM _ (_x ,M_). B {HX _WU) ,C {M_ pX ), H (MY, MX)e G{MY_ MX) ,F( MY_ MU| _ StoAT
IK1 (wU, wW I_K_ (MU_ MX) , K] (MU_WW! _KW (MU,MX) _DIMU_MUI SPIT
REAL KJ,KA,KI,KW SPIT
COMHONISUBWRI T/ TSIJ_ NAH SPIT





I _ fORmAT {// 10X_eTH= & MATRIW I_e/) SPIT
CALL SPITI {A,NX,N_, SPIT
I MW_ My, WU,MS,MA T t,MAT_ MAT 3_wATw_ MATStMATG) SPIT
HOLT: {_,11) SPIT
t| F(]PMAT (I/ IO_,eTHE q MATRIW IS_I) SPIT
_AT _:MI) SPIT
CALL SRITI (q,_X. NU, SPIT
IMX.My. Mu,MS,MAT1 .MAT _e MAT_, HATk _N_T5 _M ATBI SPIT
W_T_:M_ SPIT
[_ (CMAT.EO.O| GO TO ZI |°IT
WRITE I.X,20) SPIT
Z' FO_wAT (//t_X_:TH_ C MATRIX I$_I) SPIT
_ALL _PITI ((_tNX_NX_ SPIT
I pW, _,y, MU, MS,HA TI _MA T _ _ HA T3, _AAT_,HATSeMATG| SPIT
_ CONTINU-- SPIT
GC TO (_C_-r.O.6OI_SVSTEH SPIT
b_ WRIT_ (T,I?| SPIT
17 FO&MAT Ill IOYtVTHE K| HATOI_ IS_l) SPIT
MATI:HU SPIT
CALL SPIT[ (VJ_NII*_4X* SPIT
1 _X, _ Y, HI|, MS, _A T [, MAT ?_ HAT 3, MAT h ,N_TS ,MATS) SPIT
IF (hK_,--'O.O| GO TO 62 SPIT
WRITE" (3,1_) SPIT
_3 FCPWAT {// ¶_I(_THZ K_ MATriX IS_#I SPIT
CALL SPITI {KA,NU,NX, SPIT
| MW. MY .MUMMY, _A I_ _ r ?_ HA T3_MATR,14AT_,MATO) SPIT
6? CO'_T INU _ SPIT
Ir ('4%cO.r_S_.f) TO 6_, SPIT
WRIT_ (],1HI SPIT
I_. FOcqAr (11 IL)_,_THZ K3 MAT_IW IS_'/I SPIT
CALL _PITI (<],NU,NW, SPIT
1 _X _ _'Y, _lJ, M._, MA T1, HA T?_ wAT3, _AT_ _ MAT_, PATGI S PIT
Ir (_K?.cO.O| GO TO &W SPIT
WRIT |3,1_) SPIT
IT rOCkeT {1/ i_X.*TH; Kk MAT_TW IS_/) SPIT
CALL _PITI (K_*,NUINX, SPIT














































Tr (M[X-q.rq.l| GO TO 50
G[) rg 2_%
WQITC (_,161
L_ FQ_MAT (/t IQX_TH_ H MATRTW I£_/I
17 _C_MAT (/I tOW,_TH_ _ _ATRT_ 15_I!
i_ cravaT (//LqW,_T_ F MATRI_ I_g/I
















































































































_X. "+Y, _t+t_ MSo HA Tlt M_ T?I _4A T_ MA T_*HATI_ _H _TG)
0[H-NI_ON A(MAT1 ,NAT?)
_(PMC_/_UBNRT T/ _SUqH_H
I F ( T _,l),)kf t,H. G_'. _ ) W:) ITE (l), q_i
FCP'4A T (_ X,_C)ITI _' )
WGIT- (_,101 N,H
FO_ e, T (?II01)
r)O ?) [=I,N
CON TI_IU r
F_HAT I 10_'1.7,_ +)
RFTU_N
Et_ "



























rtln_3UTIN¢. THISI IA.RtCIHtFtWItWL_,W3.PP, OTRtROOTI.U. Kt,Pt/.V, _PITt
1MX._y ,MLI._._A TI,_AT ?.MAT_.MAT _.N_TS.NAT6! _PITI
_PIrl
TH[_ SU_P_)TIN_ COMPUTES A TARULATEO TIME HI_TOPY RESPONSE SPITt
Or TP _ _Y_T_P. TNPUI TO THE SYET_M IS UNrIEP US c_ CCNTPOL SP[TI
T_gUF. H A CALL TO _UF]RGUTTW_ II,_UT ([ELT,T,U) WN _E _CtT IS S_IT1
TH_ TTM_ INC_EHENT. T IS T_E TI;'E. AND U IS TH_ I_PUT VECTOq SPIT]
CF nIM:N_Thk _X. TH; RESPOk_E IS COMPUTED USING THE STATE SPIT!
TRAilS[lIOn) F_ATPIW. IH c_ TRANSITION MATPIX IS CCNPUTEC nY THE S_IT[
qqHTOHTI'_ EAT U_ING T_E S£PTFS EXPANSION TF=C,$aNI]_h 9 TEN TEDHS SPITI
OF TH_ %cRIES APE USED. SPlit
CCRPCC'TIC)N MADF _Y C.. NORRIS JULY 5 _3 SPIT1
SPIT1
CCN_CN/COND/PFAO._YSTENtOUTPUTtNX_NY_NU. NXC_NUC_ItN_.CIGITL_ SPITE
ICCN TUR.NUMFRS. |R cS. TRESP.NO_EL.NSCALE.SAV.CMAT ,NKZ. I FLAG _ SPlit
IGC. FO_M, IPT, _E AD3. H IXEC tMULTRT _S(APLT tZON_ KCL_,T S_ITI
CCMMCN /ACOND/ C_LT.P IN AL T_ IP_E_. FFP_O.OE LFR(].G AINI, G AT N_.M SPlit
I_TCG£P QEAF),_YSTEM,OUTPUT,FORP.CCNTUR_SAV.CNAT,RFA_3. F_,TRESP _PIII
[NTTGEO f_IqI TL tSCAPLT ,70_ SPITt
RFAL K1. IFR-Q_ M SPIT1
CDMMONIL AB_L /INPT.O_JTPT, TITLE _OlI 1
o -':"f_L I'IPT(10). O'JT_T (_O).TITLEI_) SPITE
3 I_-NSION A (WW.MXt,_ INX_MU) ,C IMW.NW) ,H (MY_MW) .F('sY _HLlt _ S_ITt
I wIIwW.M×) ,W?(MW.M_) .W_ (M_ tNXl _ROOTR [MX),ROOTI [PX),UfMXI. _PITI
?K_ {M_MX J _(M_MU|tZ (HX|, V(MX| SPITI
'3[_CNSION A|tS.Ir). q(IS.1C). 0(15.15|. H(|Stl_-1 SPITE
QTwcHSION F(tSt|_I.Ki(IO.151, D(IO.iO1e _(1S)* Vf1%). U(1SI SPITt
CIH:NSION Wl(1-r_1:_It W_|tc_tlG)_ W_(I_,15| SPITE
F'I_N310N ROOT_IIS;. ROOTI(I_) SPITI
CIMF_NSION K?(IO,IS|. K3(1_,15). K_{Intis| SPITI
_FAL _ST SPITt
CO_HON/SUBWR IT / ISJBkAM S_IYt
F) ATA _ST/IOHT INE I SPITI
I F (I SU_NAM.GE.21 W_I TE ( 3,q')O! SPIT1
IP (PICITL.NF.OI GO TO EO SPITE
IF IPULTQT.GT.O) GO TO 60 SPIT1
CAIL CAT (UCLT,A.WI.W_W3_C.NX_ SPITE
I _X, wYt MU, MS, _A Ti,_ TPt MAT _, NATh.M _TS_M_T_| SPITE






CALL 'wAKc (AtWitNXtNW_ SPITI
INN. _y .HU. MS. MATI ,Ma T2 _M_T_ .HA TW_MATStMA T6) _PITI
MA T_ :_11 SPI T1
CALL MUtT (WT_W_,N_tNWtNU_ S_IYI
1_Y .WY _MU, MS. _ATLtNAT_ _MAT]. MATW _MATS, M&T6I _ Pl T 1
NAT?=MU SPLIT
NAT:.=WX SPITt
CALL MAKF (_,WI,NX. NUt SPITt
I MX, _Y. _U. NS. _A T L. MA T2. NAT _. MA I _ _M _T5 tM _T6| SPITt
&O CCNT TNLI c" SPIT1






















































90 t [:? ,N_(







NUU = NqJ("$ |
TF( F :'_' M, ", T, 0 I W_I TE(7) P_T_ T ]TL _ *SYSTEHIMODEL tD ]GIRL1 _CAFLT
NYH= NY _fiU
[F (_HLT_T._].t) NY_J=NY+NUC
[F(_LOmi_T*O| WR[TEI 71 kYUt ( CU1FT(|) t E= t_NY) t (INPT (Jl _J=lt NU)
W¢I _ (_.t]) (OUIP T(I),[:t,_VI,IINF T(JI_J:t_kUI
1_ FO_T (/1= TIM c "(tSI?X,A10))II)
[F (PULT_T,NE,_I (',3 TO 98
71] CCNT [NUE
CALL INPUTV( DELT, T,U,
t MX_ _Y, MLJ _ MS = NA It, M6T_ _N_TS,HA I_ _Id_T5 _NAT6)
]O CC_ T INU:-
O_ _t I=1 ,NY
,9(} (_, J:i,NLJ
_Cr_T [(I) =PO0" [ (I) ,r ( T _JI =UiJI
_t CONT [Ntl-
W_[T = (_,101 T,(POOTTITI_I=t,NYi_IU(J)_J=t_NtJI
[FIrO_TM._Q.(]) GO TO 7















T= T + "_CLT




IF (ICK.FO.tl GO T9 70
CALL TKPUTV (_ELT, T_U.






































































































7_ CC_PJT INIJ c
rC _I I=$.NIJ
_C t_' J 1.NH
7? C8_ TINU_
7(I}=WY
?l CO_T 1_L_ _
Y_=0.
X_: _ W* W1 ( T. ,)) "R 0CTO ( J!
?_. CC"JT TNI}r












X X:Y_(I.F | I _J )al (J|
_3 q ()NTTNU;
oCCT [! I) = _OOfI ! I )*X_(
82 CCNTI_UE
[_ (FO_,Er],?) GO TO 16
WRITF (.],I0| T,IR00TI(II_I=I_I,Y}_I/IJi,J=I,NtC)
[F (F0PH,EQ.0) GO TO 17





W1 ( 1,1 |=wX
_r CCNTINLF
Df _ _7 T=I,NXC
_(X : f),
r)0 _ J:I_NUC
XW= _*B(T,J) "7 [J}
8h CONT [NU r














































S _I T1 176
_PlTt I 77
_PI_" J 17@a











IF IKCT*L£*'4ULTPT) I_,N TO l_q
w_CT = 1
I (_w:= C}
IF rhV_.(_T.NW) C,F1 TO 170
rlC_ ,I 1 J:NWW,_W





_X=X_'tt, (I,J)_ V (J|
_)_ COklT INU r
WI(I ,t |:WL¢I , I} _X_'
c_? CCNT IN_|("
IF (NUU.GTo_IJ! GO rO t_0
t_0 _, I=NXX,NX
X_= _0
DC t _- J=_UIJpNU
-_ C_NT [NUr





LI, T_=- _. f]
IF( F_M'o C, T00) WqITF(T_T1.,TT,TT,TT.TT_TT,TT,TT,TTtTT,TT_TT.TT,












































'_I;,IOOIJIINF SW7 (C_LI.IG(]. _W?
IM X, _Y, _il, MS, M_T I,MAT 2, MAT 3,MAT&, P iT5 ,PAT_. ) SWZ
UP_TrC I-q-7_ TC IN('LbC_ OIFFEI_r-NTI&TOR _LOCK 5WZ
U_ITCF) ?-I_-7_ TO CORc_E(_T r,AIl, CCMPUTATION WIIH WOr=1 $W7
_r,M_CN/CON_IPEA{], Sy _ TEM, OUTPUT, NX,NY.NU, NIC,NUC, NI ,N ?, _IG[TL, SW7
I"CNT_I_ ,_J_JM_, FI2Pe_, T_E _P,MOf_L ,N_CALE,.qAV,CMAT,NK_ [ _L AG, _WZ
?Tr, I_O,cC_,I_T,_:_O3,_IXEF],MULT_T,SCAPLT,xOH, WOUNT SW7
i_TCF__ RE_,_Y_TFM,_UTPUT,FCR_,CCNTUII,SAV,CMAI,C_03 , FRPS,TI_FSP SWZ
INr;_E_ DIGITL,SCAPLT,70H _W7
rC_wCN/qL_CntlT/kUMF_,{]EI_OM,GA[k,Gp_pI_,BLOCK,SIATE,YIC'V,TTOU,YZTOK, _WZ
I _ T_I [ by, [ THINU, _LOCK, Ny in,V, NTTCU, _ XYU_IwYTTOK,N XT ,NYT,NtJT, NY t, N!_t $W7
P_L NP_M ;I_ SWZ
I_,r_Gr_ C,l_aPH,_LOC_e, TATF, YTO¥ ,_TCU, YZTO_ 5WZ
N_._rNqION G_APH(2_,SI ,_L_C_({2(.31 ,NUMEP {?0,SI , CENC)M (_,m. l, _W7
xF, AI'J (2_) ,STATE (20,_I , IT HINY (_0 _, ITHINU {_ _ | , YTCV I_0,2 _, IWZ
X 'TOU (?0,2| , NXYU {_I| ,YZ TOK(?0, 2} $WZ
I)IM;N_ ION NIPI?0,T| ,PAR_M(20,_%,CAPAMI20,S| _WZ
tt F_H_r (I_,IX,EI_,_FI0,_I SWZ
'_ xn, 3 I:I, NqLCC_ 5W7
F]EN(I_ IT ,K)=C • SWZ
[_(IC,_°_q,I._NCoI(OUNT. GTot| GO TO 310 _WZ
IF {Ir,C. EQ, I| GO TO 3t0 SWZ
W_IT _ |_,_00| _W?
I_ F_M_T {TI__,TF1rl°_| _WZ
:-00 FOPMAT ( /I _ _LOCK OIAG_AM INPUT PARAIIETER$_//_ NO. Typr_,?W,_ON _WZ
t N= ?'_ ,_;X , _MOr) _ ,tg_ t_PARAM _/| _ WZ
')O 10 J:t,NFILOCK _W?
_EAI_ I1,ttl (NII_(J,LI_L=I,?I,(CAI_JP[J,K|,K=t,S| SWZ
WPI_! {X°t_,| (_I_(J,L),L=I,?I,(CA_IM(J, KI,K=I,¢ I $W;_
t_ CCNT INUF _ W7
_I0 DO _It I=I.N_LOCK $WZ
,_0 3It K=I, ¢ 5W7
_II _AM( I, _(I=C AR_M { I, K | _WZ
qn t2 J=t,NFILOCK SW?
3AIN (NIP(J, I | I =PARA_I(J, 1) _W7
GPAP_I N| p (J, I | it| =NIP|J ,1 | _ W7
13 GFAPH (NTPI,J,I)_K-II=NIP(J,K) _WZ
I? qLOCKINIPIJ_I I,I)=NIOIJ_I) ;WZ
:1_ 1O0 I=I,N_ILOCK _WZ
L=NI _( I, t| _ MT
IT=N| p (I , ?I SW_
F.C TO (lOl.tOP. lO3, tOk, tOS,lOE,lOT.tO8*lO8.t08,108|,lI SWZ
lOl OL_CR( L_)=I _WZ
ql OCK l L, _| =I SW Z
NL_FQ( L, ll=I. _WZ
r_ !'iliUM { t,it=l. SW?
F-C TO I0_ SwZ
103 I_ INIP(I,/I.N{,C) WPlT:- [_,l_t $W7
1_ _C)_AT (I_ THIS DIGITAL DIFFERI-NTIATOR IS NC GCCt)_l| SWZ
aLOCK IL, 2 )=2 SW
q_lwCTR(L_ 1 ) =0. _W7



















































tO] IF (NI_IIt_|.EQ.I! GO T_ 170











tOW IF (NIOlI_tl. E0._l GN TO t.t












10_ qLOCK (L, ?)=2
qLOCK (L. _1=?
IF (NIP(I,II.EQ.t) GO TO 151
Ir (NI¢(I,/).EQ.?) GO TO 15_
0ENOMIL_I)=t,
GO TO t00
I_t P&RAN (I, _ )=T ANH (.5*PAR_M (I. ? i'CE LT}
PAR_M(I,3)±TANH(.5*PAR_M(I,3I_DELTI
tS_ _NU=PARAMKI_?)
YN=PARAM (I_ _ t







IF INIPII,7|,EO,I| GO TO 16l












































































































rlEN(]t" (l , _)=1,
f;C) Tq ICO
tbL PARd t'( r, 71= Tt, NH (,S_P_R Aw (I , 2 I or FL TI
16" XN:OdOd_ 11,2)
NUMFOIL, 1I:-t.ffi.C_XNI
NIIUF a ( L, _ ) :- NUME'q l(L, I )
qCN_IH|L , L } : | X'N-1. It ( WN _t , )
P.EI_W(L, 21= L,
qq T_ 13r_
tO_ IF (N[PI],TI.Eq.t! GO TO 171
IF (NIP([_T),_O*?) GO TO 177
qLOCK (L ,2l=t
"_LqCK (L, 3 I:l
NUHFR (L, 11:1.
q:NO'_ i1 _ 11= t. / (P&R&M (I, ?)=PAQA_(I,3) I
OE_IOW(L,?I=t,IPARAMtI_?I',I,I PARA_fIp3)
q_NOM (L, t )=I •
GO Tn I00
771 PA;AW( I, ? )= TA NH |.$*P4RAM (I, _l eOEL T }
PAPAM( [, _)=T ANH(, _*PARAM (I, ] )_ELT)
t72 XNU=PARAM(I* 21




NIIMF V( L, _}17,
NUMFP (L_ X):I,
[]r_ NqM (L, I ;= I I WK-t , t _ (XNU't, I )/( ! XN* 1.,) _1 lO4U* 1, t I
n_'NQM ( L, 21 : ( XN-t. I / I )tN÷t, ) + {_(NU- 1 o I / {XNUet , )
O_NOHIL, _r1=1,
CC T_ 100
tJ_ IF (NI_II,?),EC,t) GO TO i_11




qFNq P(L, _):1 . / (DAR_ q (I _21 _2)
[_[_0 M (L, 21=2. = PARAM( T,,] )IPARA_' If, 2 )
_EN9 _(L, I )=t •
r,F: TC t0q
181 ALF A :-PAgAM(T_2I_ P_R4N( I, 3)
,_F Ta : S CRT (pApA p (T, ")| '_'_Z-_LF A*= _ )
a:AL_Ae_FLT
r_=_r Te,_q -LT
r=(; _(p(_) eCOS(B) et.) _e2eSTN|fl) _;_eEXP(_,mA|
U= I_P (?._A) -t, )/O






























































































W h=P ARAM ! I. 2 ) _ W7
DENO_ (L. I)= ( 1.-2.4_ARAH( I. {) _XN* XN4_?) I(I. ,2. v PJRAM ( I._ )*XN_XN_* ? ) SMZ
3ENOM(L. 2)= ?. • {X N4___-1. )I (I . _2 ._PJRAW (I. ]l OXN* WN*=?) ;W7
qENOM(L. _)=i° _WZ
I_ (hlP(I.?|.N@.O) GO TO )tO SW_
II=NIP(_.?i-7 _WZ
GO TO (I00.271.2_?.Z731.II $W?
qLOCK (L.;)=3 ;WZ
NUMCO(L, l)=t, lPARAM( 1,41 _? _WZ
NUMF_ (L .?)=2 .vPAPAM ( I _ 5 )/PARAW (I_ _) SWI
NUWE R IL. I ):1. ;WZ
GO Tq 1rio SWZ
_LOCK (L. 2)=_ SWZ
NUMCR(L. 1)=t. _WZ
GC TO 100 SW7
_LOCKIL, Z)=? SWZ
NUM_Q(L.I)=O. SWF
_,o T_ 100 _w_
If=NIP(I.?)-" SW?
C.F_ T6 17]0,232,2._1,_301,II $WI
IF I_IPfI,?),EC.?} GO TO 230 SWZ
PAPA M( I, _1 :T _NH (. Kv OARAN (I ,¢, I=CEL T) $ wZ
GC TC 230 SN7
IF (klP(I_T),FC,_) Gf) TO _30 SW2
AL_A:-PARA_(I_q )• PARAI4 (I _ _) _WZ
A=ALCA_gELI ; WZ
q=qTT&_DELT SWZ
IJ=(FXPl2. _a) -1. |/0 _WZ
V=_,'_IN (B)_ EKP (_ lID _WZ
W=3O;T(U=_2*V_=?) $W?
oakUM( I._)=W ;W2
PAQAM(I_ _} :-ill W SW_
GO T_ (2w0,2_1,?_2,2_3),II _WZ
NtIM_R (L, ! )= 1, 3 WZ
NU_ :_ (L. 2) =7 • $ WZ
NUMFRIL. l)=1o SWZ
GO TO 100 SWZ
vl_= _ec(eM ( I. W) SWZ
NUH E R ( L .2 ) =_ , V {yNVV Z -1 * ) / (I ,4._ , _' _JRl _( I. B | vYN_ YN_Z ) _ WZ
GAIN (L):GAIN (L)'_It**?.*aARAWII,SI_YNeYk'_IIYN_? _WZ
C.C TO tO0 SWZ
YN=PA_AM I I_W| _W_
NUME : (L. I )= (YN-t.) / (YN÷ i • ) SW_
NUM_; (L. _)=_. _YN/(YN_.) _W_
NUWCVIL. _)=I. _W2
GAIN (L 1= r.AIN (L)* 11, +VN )/YN SWF
C.C TO 1nO _W2
NU-_O ( L. :')=0 • SW 7











































_UflC'qlPTIh c ;_t 7]/7,.* CPT=t FTN _,_"_75[J6[_ Olllqlr_ 1_°1_'.'-Qo
2 _5























EO_[ _/_LENCr (Tt,R (1) I
OIM: _,_ ION 3(21
C=A
aHI=AT_N _ (_(_l taft,) )_57. 3




































SUnROUTI_E WDISC ( A, q ,C,H,G, r ,K t,K?, K],KW, O, W31 _,C
1MW, wY I_U,MS,MA T I,MAT 2, MaT 3, MAT_,MATS, MaT_| 4Ol_
WDISC
T_AIS SIJ_ROUTINF WRITES ALL INPUT MAT&ICES CN DISCq ACCC_DIN r, W%TSC
TL) THE PARAMETeRS, SYSTeM ANC OLIPUT, USING SUBROUTINE WOISC! WqISr.
CMHCN/C ONDIk _A O, SY _TEH ,OUTPlIT ,NX _N Y ,NU, NX C, NU C_ NI, +;_, C Ir_I 1 L, W DI Sr
I CCFJT I]o, NU_ R'_.t FROSt TQ E%O, MqOFL, NSGALC, SAVI CMA T INK2, ]_L AG, _,D I%C
?IGO, FORM ,IPT, REA33,_IW_D,_AULTRT ,_CAPLT, ZOH,KO_JKT WQI SC
IhTEG[P READ,SYSTEM,OUTPUT,_O_H_GONIUR,SAV,CMAT,R_AP.3, CPpC, TF4:SP WOISC
INTFGER OIGITL,SCAOLT,/OH 401qC
RF_L KI, K2, KX, K_ W_[_C
C CHM r.NISUBWR I T / [_J_NA_ W DI _-r.
IF(ISCJnNAM, G_,2) WRITE (_9901 431SC
qg{_ FO_'_ST (IX, _WOISC" ) WOISC
MAT_=MY WqISr.
A T ?= MX W 01 SC
CALL WOISCL (A,NX,NX, WOISC
t MX, MY,MU _ M_, MAT t,MA T? _HAT3, MATW_M &TS_ MAT6) _DI_C
MAT?=HU dOISC
CALL W_ISCI (R_NW,NU, WOISC
t WX _ MY, MU,MS, MA TI ,MAT? , MAT3 _MA TW _ MAT5 _MA T_) WOISC
MaT_cHX 431S e
CaLL WOISCl (C_NX_NX, WDISC
tWX,MY,HU,MS,qATt ,MAT 2 _ MAT3, H_T_ _ MIATS_ MATGII dOISC
MATi:MU WOISC
CALL WOTSCt {Kt,NU_NX_ WOISC
IM_ MY, PU, MS_ HAT _,_ M_T _'_ MAT3 _, MATW _ MATg, MATE) _101 SC
CALL WOISCI (K2_NU_NX_ WDISC
t MX, wV, PU, MS_ WATt _MAT_ HAT3 _ HATk _ _AT5 _HATA) WDISC
CALL W{%ISCI (K],NU, NX_ 401SC
tMX,HY_ _U, _4S, MATt, Ma T 2_MAT 3_ MA Tk, MATS,HAT6) WOISC
CALL WOISGt (_q_NAJmNX$ wqISC
t M w, uV, MU, WS_ MA TX,NA T?_ MA T3_ MAT_,H ITB,M ATA) 40I St.
M aT ! =My WF} ISC
CALL W_ISCl (H,NY,NX, W_ISC
I _, My, MU_ HS_ HATt,_T?_ HA T3, HATW _HAT_,MATB) WDIRC
CALL WnISCt IG,NY,NX, WOISC
I PX, MY,MU_MS,MA It tMA T? _MAT3, qA3_,MAT_, MAT _| #OISC
MaT_=_AU W_ISC
CALL WOISCX (F,NY,NU, WDISC
t MX, Wv, MU, MS, MATt _MAT2 _ WA T3 ,MA TA, PAT5 ,MATAI WDISC
HATt :_4U 4 f_I ('C
CALL WOISCt |O,NL,NU, WO[3C


















































































[NT_Q PEAD,SVST_M_OUTPUT,Fr_w,_CNTUR ,S_V,CM_I,_, _tT_F_ _
I)IMCP4SION A{MW,M_,_|M_,_U),C(_,PX)_|MY,MWJ,C(PY,_|,F|W_t_UJt



































































































SU'_)UTI NF 7OTt t'AtHeM,
l _ W, _Y, MLJ, MSo M_ r 1 _MAT ?, Me.T 3 p MATA e MaT5 tHAT6)


































_L'_°QLJT[NE ?rcw (N, NNIC£,I,JJ,_O(]I_RC('TI_POTRt_(]TI,LI,DFE,
t MX, _Y, MU, MS, M_ TI,M_T?, MAT3,_T _,M JT_,M_T6)
T_[_ '_IJ_ROUTINF CONVERTS Z-FL_NE TRAkSFE_ FUNCTIONS TO
W-PLaNE T_NSF[P FUNCT[3NS
OIM:N_IOrl _OT_(_XI, POOTI(MX! ,PCT_IMXI ,ROTI¢'4X)
COM_q_/_'IBWPl T/ ISIJ_NAM




IF II,GT.I,0_,JJ,GT,I) GO TO I
LI=O
IF i_9_((POOTR(I(I-Io! +_90TI(Kt ),GT°IO,_'*(-_It r,G TO LO
LI=Ll_I
POOTR(K) =0. 0
ROOTT fK) =0, 0
K=w_t
GO TO It
10 IF (PrJCTI(l,(t,NE,O,O# GO TO 12
NEE= OEF/ (1, • POCTO [K t )




_,:1 1, _PqO TP (_t t_?
r)EE = flEEI (G_.C_)
ROOTR( K| = (_('R- 1. }IIG +Bl
_00 TP (K+ I )=_qOTR (K|
RCOT[ (KI = [2,, _ROOTI( KIII IG* ¢_)
ROOT [ { K+ [ i=-ROOTI (KI
K:K +2,
11 IF (K, LE.NN) GO TO 2
_ETURN
t DE= OE_ O_'E
NSAV=0
t3 IF (ARSIIROTOIWI_,I,I+ROTI(KII.LT.|O,'_e(-6)) GC TC I_












14 IF (QOTIIKI.NE,O.| GO TO 16
DE=r)E_ lI • *_OTR ( KI )

































































































G= ( I * *_(I TR(K) ! **?
qCTO (K)_ (A +_-1. |/ (r._f_ I
_TI IKI: (_. _ROT! IK) I /IG_ql
ROT I |K+I I=-_OTI (KI
K=K÷




IF (_CTQ(IT|.NE.-IOQ0.) GO TO E2
K=II
O r) 21 L=K,N
r_0T _ (kl= ROTr_ (t +11
ROT I IL |= _Ol I Ik _ 1 I





IF (N. _'Q. NN)RE TURN
N=NN-NSAV



































































Stln_OUTI NF COPO ] Or'C)
,: " OPO
r COPO
r _eI_, _.e S_IqPCUTINE C C P 0 PLCTS DAT_ GENE_;I_'rc'_ qY THE C 0 N ],'IPO
F _OF, RAM, THE F(_LL_IWING IYPES OF PLOTS AR: _VATL_PLE. COPO
F 1. TIME ,HISTORY COP('}
g _, TIME HISTORY WITw CenTeR ENV_L,',F: _OPO
, 3, FPEQUENCY _ES_CNSE COPO
r] _, POWER SPECTPAL OENSITY ;_PO
C =, ROOT LOCUS COPO
q 6. 7-PLANE ROOT LOCUS 30PO
r 7. ROOT CCNTOt p COPO
C S OPO
r TH; PAXIMUM NUM_'_-R OK POINTS FOR ANY ONE PLOT IS _98, TH _OPO
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME _ISTORY PLOTS IS 2E. AN AUTOMATIC CORD
_" PLOT REQUEST I_ GENF_ATFD AT THE ENC pr TH dO_ ;OPO
r ....................................................................... COPO
C _OPO
EXTERNAL CSI&_ ; OPO
DOUQLE PRECI£1CN SNAME :OPO
C(]MMCN/(]ST&RCIETML,CTMU_CENVLoCENVU/CSTARPIFTML,rTMt!,Fch_,L,PENVU _,0PO
C C OPO
aQRAYS IN FOLLOWING DIMENSION STATEMENT DEFINE T_E PO,_EP AN{) CUPVC,O _OPO
&PC_Gr_ACH CSTAR CPTION ENVELOPES FOP TIME HISTORY PLOI;, C£)PO
C COPO
0IM:NSION _TML i 20 ), C TMU (?0) ,CENVL (20 !_CENVU |_ I, _ OPO
X PT ML 112 I ,gTMU (_3) ,PENVL it _ )_ PENVU ( _'3 ) C OPO
REAL UNCLEIt0_W),VP(t00O) ,TM,FR,VP2ii_001, :OPO
XaIO( 1O),YLOG ( _,9| _LOG( 9l ,NOT A, PTITLE (81 tCOMMrNT (1_), ] OPO
X PS, RL, TIME (1000 I, V (2_;) ,St 0 ( t (]DOt , $20( 1000} C OPO
INTEGER OROER(t0) _LOW_N IGH, LOWY _N IGMY :OPO
INTEC, C_ vEP COPO
INTEGER TWO, FO_R, SYSTEM COPO
E_UIVALENCE (FREO,IFRE) _OPQ
T bIEr, E@ QEMUSeTITLE [8) ,LABIa) ,CNE _NAME 12_I_ENV _CSCRIIV, CSPOA COPO
[],ATA ORqEr_/I,0,2,5, i0, I,*,12,1h 3, 71, ]OPO
_'£.SC _UVlt OHCSTARC I, C OPO
WCgP3AIIOHCSTARP / CORD
OATA TW_I21,FOURIWI_PEMUSIIO?kI_ :,OPO
XPCII 0MP0CO I, C0oO
XFQI_{]HFR;q I_ ::OPO
X PSI I _'H _"P F.C i, _ OPO
W TMIIOHTIME I, COPO
PL/1 CH_OLO I, _ OPO
WNCPLCTC.IOI_NOT_IIOHNOT APP I, C0P0
_PTITLE/" i.,,-mIm¢ PLEA','SE REAOJUS',"T _FN EVER", COPO
_"V _IVE TO. ","TEN OLOT P',"_C,E- < e._. * "'/, CORD
" * "' C OPO
Y'" ' _ _ R't" F O _ A T't" E O P A "_"P E R " ", .'-OPO
w" -,_" "t" "_," "'It _QPO
W g IGl_, 1_,, _E;,, _0, • 18 ,. ?0,, 1/_,. 25,, 18,, ; rl/, 'tOPO
W' Y LOG/. ILl 39 *. 1161 ,. _'_10 _, .2 788, • 361 "_ ,. _" "), . _31_., S OR(3
_( .67Ztt.EgCZ,.TZ_3,,7_Oq,O.,O.,.Tgq3.,_l?9, ZOPC)
x' 0,, {], ,, 86._3,. 87_1,0, t 0. ,, c1_1., %_q_,, 0., 0., COPO
X • g68_, ,9777,0,, C,/, COPO


































WLAn_'L/IOH WAG-nO I,LARrL IIt 0FPHI'r)EG I, L&I_FL2/| 0H
!,
_; _,CT U _) PLOT FACTC}gS _JO oc&O DATA FOR AUTO PLOt RErIUEST
C
H_LF- ?./ ?= 5a,
CeLL _LrlTS IUNCL_'_;wU.qt61
('_LL FACT(] _ (t*l
C PeAl} {1 ,50_)SN_MEI_UqTASK
3L}l, FC_M4T ([I,.,l|_{,?_lO,=,l(,I_.t
WRIT (_, 406|
_I( FO_e,T ("|',lflX, °" PLOTTING HAS RERUN'|
OUE TO
O_l^ 3_T " CONTAINS PL01 OATA WgITIEN BY C 0 N T R 0 L P_t_GRAM
r FO_ _,_r;H CASE _UN IN THE CONTRCL PI;OG_AI i THE FOLLOWING IS W_'ITTEN 0
_ECORrl 0N_ NPLOT=NO, OF PLOTS
RECORO TWO TYFEzTYPE OF PLOT {MUST BE TIMEtFREqtf;PEC,ROL
_" TITLE=80 CHAI_ACTER I_.OT TITLE
'_ SY_,T=_=_ IqPLIES ROOT LOCUS
C MCDEL= NOT USEO









IF {(YC_,NE.I|,ANO,(NOKP.EG,_|I GC TO 59
IF {NOK=.E_,Z) REWIN_ 9
IF (NOKP,EO,?) GO TO 113




_'I (; TF(NCO.NE,O) GC TO le
Ir (N0(P,NE,?) GO TO Itl_
_cAO(q} NI_.OT
IF (:3F(_I,NE._) GO TO q9
IF (KOKP,PO._) GO TO [iq
11t _ _GNTIeHIE







IF |hCKPINEI_| GO TO L11
RFAO (9) TYPr,TITLE_Y_TEN, MOOEL,I01G,SCAPLI
IF |;Cff(q),NE,Oi GO TO 9g










































































































111 _JE_D ('11Ypr. TITLF,;vSTcm_OO_L,ICTr;.o%EApL T ;r)po
IF (':0_(?! .NEo _l ';g Tq 9) _OpO
TF(fTyOC.Er_._Llo_q:_ o (I_TG°cO..ll| wOITEIg| NPLOT 30PO
TrllryP=.Er_.OLl._N_).([rjIG.=q.t)l W&[TEIPI TYPE.TITt:,SYSTEMtM0q-Lt _OP0
1 I_r,,_C_PLT 30DO
tL F CDN T rNII,- ;rjpo
IF ( |TYCE°E_° T_'| .OP. ( TYcE° E')o F_ | °C_. |TYP_o,CQ*_S | .OP° ( TYPC.;Q. _L)° Ok C CPO
_.(TyCror'].°Q)| G(] TJ 2 _OPO
wRIT- (l,qo_) 30PO
qo5 F_PNAT (]OY,"TY_ FIEL_ _OrS hOT CONTAIN V_L[O O°T]qN--WILt CONTIN COPO
_L)_ ScAOCHING FCQ RFf;ORC WITH VeLTC TYPE FIELO') _OPO
r,c TC _,g _OPO
1 CONTINL _ COPO
IF ( (NCO. =q, 0 % .OR, (NCO. _O. t } I WPITE(]_SCOI TITLE 3OR0
g*]_] FCPWAT I/_,_AEO| COpO
C _ OPO
c T5 THIS 6 TI_4_ HI;TORY PLOT? _OPO
IF(TY_r.N_,T_) GC T3 2 ,_OPO
qc_O (?INYU, lNA_E (J) e J= I ,NYU) _OPO
H= I _ OPO
RE_9 (? lT IM_ (M#, (V(K) ,K=I,NYU| COPO
IFITIHE(M)°LT.0,) GO TO _ _OPO
r 30PO
E r_t_ SET 5 [S _ TEMPORARY TIME HTETORY OATa STCRAC, E OOPg
r _ opo
w_IT-(s) {v(K ),K=t ,NYU) COPO
M :M * [ 30PO
r,o TC _ _0PO
M -H - ! 30PO
PEWI_q _ _OPO




C .... DO LOGP q0 WILL PLOT NYU TIME HISTORY PLOTS .......... COPO
on %0 KK=E,NYU ;0PO
ENV=_ ; OP_
_0 tO _C=I.M _OPq
t0 Vc(KCI=V(KK) S OPO
C _OPO
CHEKK FOR A C_T_R TYPE TINE HISTORY _OPO
C $OPO
[FI(_AMF(KKI,NEoCSCRUV).A_.(_ME(K_)._E.CS_0A)) ENV=I COPO
TP(_NV,EQ,t) GO TO g C0PO
C C OPO
C IF CSTAR OPTION_ NORMALIZP OATA BY OIVIOING BY LiST OAT_ VALUZ, ;OPO
C COPO
00 _S KC=I* W 3OPO
2_ VPIKC)=VPI(CIIVP(MI ;OPO
_WIk_ 5 COPO
IF(HOOIKK,WI,NE.1) GO TO _1 30PO
I;(KK,_O.t| GO TO _ ;OPO
C 30PO
C _P&CE TO NE_T PLOT PAGE _OPO








































qZ CALL PLOT (_,oCqt2,OCMv-]) _OPO
CALL FACTORIHA LF| _OPO
PALL AYqQ (0, ,{).,"TIME HISTORY---SECOND$",-ZZtR*SoO, ,TIMF: IMttl, =OPO
_rcM) =OPO
CALL _ACTOq(I. I 3OPO
TFI<x, EO.t| T I_E (M+Z 1= TIME (M+2 I _ I,_7 COPO
YO=-?_. 3OPO
V_,=! i. COPO
CALL _Y_qOL (,5"CM,_],?'CMt,_OwCM_TITLE,O.,80) =OPO
GO Tf) _ _ 3 O_O
_t YN:-b, COPO
YD=Y_*_o 3OPO
_3 CALL PLOT (O.,yN_CM,-]I C0PO
CALL SCALE (VPt2,_,Mtt) COPO
C OPO
IF (-_V hOT ZQUAL TO ONE. r.EN£¢_ATE APPROFRIATE CSTAR ENVELOPE COPO
30PO
IF(':NV._,t| GO TO _q COPO
IF( (N_HE (KKI .EQ. CSC_UVI. ANr_. (@P(Nt?I°LI..8)l VI=IN#2I =.8 COPO
IF{iNAHF(KK|,EQ°CSPOA|.A¼0, (VP(M+_),LT.t°)) VPIM+))=L, ._OPO
>q CCNTINU = 30PC
CALL CACTORKHALF| 30PO
CALL AW_O (O°,O°,NAMC(KKlltOt?°St_=.OotVP(M¢!ltVP|N_2|l ._OPO
VPI _*_ I :Va(M+2) _1°77 COPO
CALL FACTOR(t° ) ;OPO
: OPO
IF ; _V _T EQUAL TO (]NEt GENFI@A/E APPo0PR[ATE CSTAR t_NVEtOPf =OPO
30PO
IF{rKV,c'_.t| GO TO _ COPO
IF(NAMC(KKI°NE,CSCRUV) GO IO Z_ COP(]
CTML (?C) =TIM c ("*?) 3 OPO
CENVL ( !g ) =VO (_÷l | _ OPO
C ENVL ( _(] ) =VP (M ¢2| ; OPO
CALL LINE (CTML,CENVLttS,t,O,O| COPO
CTM!J ( _C| ;CTMLi ?0| COP3
CENVtJ( 191 =CENVL (19| = OPO
CENVH (_O I:CENVL (20) COP(}
CALL LINE (CTMU.CENVU_18_l.0.01 30PO
C,C TC ?6 =OPO
_ PTWL (%_=]:TIW- |P_?) COPO
_ENVL[ |I ) =V_(M_]| COPO
¢_NVL {!_):VP(M$2| COPO
CALL L Ie_: (PT wt. PCNVL. i 0. t. Q. O) COPO
_TwU (? _1 :DTML ( t_'| _ OPO
=E NV_, { ?? | =_E NVL It I t C 0P3
OrNCVL [?_ ):PFNVL (12l =OPO
CALL LIN: (PTMUtPFNVUtZttl,O,{| COPO
?E CONT INU c :OPO
CALL LINF (TIHE,VP°M,t,O,O) 30PQ
COPO
NOPLOIS Kr_EP. _ TPACK OF NUMB;I@ CF PLOTS =OPO
k CPL CT _: NOPL 01 _ _ i C OPO
WelTE ( ], _0_) NAPE {Kl{I C OPO
:_ ¢C_MAT (10_(,A10,'" TIME HI_TOQW PLOT COMPLETEO'! COPO
go CCNT INUE COPO











































KaA('c TO _,_[-XT PLOT aAGE 33P0
C,ALL eLnl (_._']_0JCMoYO_CM.-,I) C!)PO
I;(_ T F' q,_,} C !)P(3
F" _ OPO
'" IS THI_ A FRrQH[NCY RcSP0_SF I_LCT? C3PO
? Tr(TXPF.HE.F_) F,O TO 5 ]OPO
C F" OPO
,;....................................................................... ] OPO
r_._* FpE,)U_NCy RE_PONSF AND PF_W_ SPECTRAL QrNSITY PLEat "ECTIOh _i.o. _OPO
r C 3PO
PEA f_(7)NH{]F, (NAME (J} ,J:L,NUnF) _ OPO
, ,_ OPO
f .... PCAF_ ANq CONVPRT FREQUENCY QES_CNSE 0ATA .......... _OPO
K CHFCh( TO SEF IF THE@E APE TWO {'o PCU_T PLOTS _,]PO
C _ _pr)
• IrINI,'D_.EQ.TWO! READ(I)FQEQ_VP(KI_V_?IWI cr_Po
IF( NbCF. FQ. _hUQ) REAO(_ ) FRcO_V_ {K l.VC_? IK ),el0 |K I .S794K) COP')
IF(IFQE. CQ. qqI GO TO G C]PO
TTM_ (K):ALOGt fltreE") | 3 Oan
K:K*$ COPO
r',rl TO "_ COP(]
K=K-1 :OPO
cr_ T_ tT COP3
30Pn
I_; THIS A POW. R SPECTRAL r_N_ITT PLOT? COPO
_, _FITYOE.NE._)S) GO T0 _3 COP0
L 3OP(_
t_.... T_+T' =cCTION WILL R_{] _NO CONVCRT POWER SPECTRAL O_N;IIY f)_Ta 30PO
c; C OPt_




l{" RFAQ (?1 _ RFt_. V_ILU_ .'_O PO
[FIIFal.PQ.9_) GO T C] |_ _OPn
r _ "_:F _,r QI6, ?R 3Z COPO
T [_= (_1 : ALOC. lO (FPEQI S OPO
[_(K,EC, L} GO TO 3_, COPO
TF(TIMrlKI.LP.PTIM_'I GO TO 13 _0_0
3 r PTIM_:TIH_{_% CORO
IF (V ALIIF ) 1_,_ ?5 _34 30PO
14. V P( K l: el I)Gt O f "VALUr ) _OPO
r,O TF' _ C_PO
TW VP fK I : ALl|G| 0 |V6LIIE| _OPO
GO T'_ _,_ C?OPO
26 VPIKI:0 _OPO
_ IF||VP(*_I).LT.YI| YI:VP(K| Crlc'O
IF( (VPIK}},GT,YAI YA:VR(KI COP_)
1_ KzK ¢'1 30PO
Gf_ Tf) |o COP(]
1_ K:K-I .'; OPO
C ....................................................................... _ OPO
(: _ OPO
C F)ET[PMINE _( AXIS MINIHLIM _Nr) INCREMPNT COPO
11 rlO 20 J:t+|l COPO




































qr _3 J=l,_ _OPO
L=J C OPO
_=_+I COPO
Ir(_,EQ.HIGH) GO TO A _OPO
30 CONT [NUF _OPO
8 XL_I4:I 7, ]0P0
IF(TrOT. _Q.P_) XLEN= 18. COPO
XqI%T=(XLEN/LI*CP _OPO
TI'E (K ol ) :LOW _ OPO
T IM_ (K *? )=1 • / XCIST C OPO
N_I ;= 1 _ OPO
C C0PO
C .... PC LOOP 13t WILL PLOT CNE PSO CR TWO FREQ. RESFChSE FLOTS ......... COPO
C C0PO
5E _0 101 _V:1,2 _OPO
Xc2,_CM _OPO
y=i_._C_ COPO
IFIKK,_.I) GO TO 221 _OPO
X=0. _OPO
y=-t_m_CH COPO
[F(T_°E,NF,P_) GO TO 221 _OPO
X=0.0 COP0
y:t_,_CM C0P0
_2t IFKKK.NE,_I GO TO 703 _OPO
CALL PLOT(K_Y,-]I _OPO
GO TO 11 _OPO
COPO
,_ G_NE_TE x _XIS (LOG| FOR P_ C_ FKEOUENC¥ RESPCNSE C OPO
," _OPO
703 IF(TVOF. E_.F_) GO TO 700 COP0
CALL PLOT(C_ O,_-3t COPO
C&LL SYHP0L|. 5_CN,_5 .EeCM ,._Q_CN,TITLE_0e ,80) COPO
GO TO 701 _ OPO
_)C C_LL OLOT(X,Y_-3t COPO






OO _0 J:t,lK _OPO
CALL _YN_OL (Xk,YNe*_SeCN_13,0*_-l) OOPO
IF(J.EC. LK) GO TO _O COPO
90 30 Jl=t,_ _OPO
_p=_NtWOIST_LCG(JI) COPO
CALL SYHBOL (XPtYN,._CW,I_,O.,-I) _ 0#0
PL=PL÷I* COPO
Xp0=Xp-.05_CN _OPO
CALL NUMqE_ (XPQ,YN-,30_CM_,I_CN_PLt0_t-I| ;OPO
_ CALL PLOT (_O_YN*_| =0PO
PL:I, 30PO
_n XN:XN+_OTST COPO






















































xNN- L ZIW _. OPO
9{] 4 0 J:l ,LK coPr)
CAlL "4_)HrlEP (XqMtY",I-oZCI'CM..7_'C, PD10.e0mP-t# :OPO
CALL NU_qFR lXFM,YN-.Sq=C;M,,17£_C_,XNO.0,_ -tl ;OPO
I NO= _'NO* 1 . : C}Pf}
)Cp_ : XqH* WDI _ T ._f}¢_O
_0 vr- _ "(T _'+w r3IS T COl)r)
30PO
IS TH[_ a PZF1 PLCT? _OPO
IF[TYPF,_Q.P%) GO TO 1"% _OP(}
OPO
",:NFQATF YawIS (CM% FOP F_FOUENCY RESPONSE fiN0 PLOT C)ATA LINE CC)PO
OPO
r_LL _YMF_OL [T._=CM,YN-I.I_ICM,o?-_CMI'F_EOU =NCY Qc_,(:CN_C--IPAOIANS COPO
x ISF C"o 0, ,3t) C UPO
'_31 ¢OPM_IT {Ft0,=,I CO p(}
_FAq (I,_(}_} DqR _OPO
IF I_0FIII .HE. 01 GO TO 9{}_ COP(]
[_ {D_)R ,EO. O,) GO TO q0_ _9PO
VMA "g: - _0 O, 30P_
qO }O_ IJK=t,K CC_PO
IF (VP{IJK) .GT, VMAXI V_AW=V_IIJK) ;:)P(}
r,r}N TI NUE : (}I_0
V e'A X :_ LE}_ T ( IF I I((VHA K _rln_ 12, II COPO
V p I K i..1. ) = VH_ W'- 6. _ - DO,"_ COPO
V_ ( w{ _', I : r)c)r_ : OPO
VMIN:VWaX-I 1 , '1_" D DR COPO
_r) go6 J_L:t,K ._OPO
IF (VP(JKtl "°LT, VMIN} VPIJKLI_VMIN COP(}
CCNTTNUE _OPO
GO T(} aJo3 _(}PO
CArL SCALE {VP,6.0,K,II C(}PO
CONTINU! ; (}PO
LAI_I 1) =LA%EL _OPO
LA"( _I=LAREL_ _OPO
j=p _.OPO
[_{NUD [E,EQ, t% J=J-_ COPO
LA_IoI:NAMF { l_tl ]OPO
LA_ (t*l =NAME{ J_2| : OPO
CALL FACTOP( Hm'LFI _(}PO
C_LL A'WqC (O,,0o_LAR,Li0_6.,qo,,VPIK+II_¥PIK÷_|| _OP(}
Vp ( v _'_ ) = Vp( K+2 ) _=1 ._' 7 COPO
CALL FACTOP(I.) C(}PO
NCFLOT _=NOPLOT_+I COPO
CALL LIN _- ITIP_,VP_<,i,'),OI COPr)
GO TO )P ;OPO
(}P(}
F,_NE_ATE Y AXIS (LOG| FOP PSD _OPO
COPO
1_ CALL _YM'I_L (S,_C_,-I,15*CM,,25_CW,'_OWEP SPECT@AL OFNSITY--CYCL :OPO
wF_/%£C",0,,_4) _0P0














[FI';,?C, MIF',HY) C'.3 TO 21
r_ F;ONT_NU c
:'I Yr) Ig T= (,_c.J/LY ) mC _
T N!]: ._';.IL ¥
VP (K *! )=LOWY






IFIJ,EQ,LKY) C,C) TO Ik0
F_O_ 103 J%=t,g
IFIINO,LT,W] Gfl TO ?5
rFlT_0.LT,61 GO Tq 7"
IFII_'O,LE.8) GC TO ?_
T_II_,O.LE.I?# CO TO 79
IF(JI,GT.5| C,C TO 73
gO llO j?:t,_"
VQ:YN_Yg IST_¥LCGIJ_, Jl |
1L3 CALL ';YMi_OL (0otYOi,_eCM,l_tqO._'1|
F.:] rq I_,
77 I_(Jt,F,T,31 _r) TO 76
r,c) t 0 Tq
?_ IF(JI,F,T._} _,(_ TO 76
YQ= YN*YfIIgT_ YLOG( J2, J$ l
7E IF(J!._F}.Q| C,O TO tO0
YC: YP! + Y_IST_LOC (J! |
CALL KYMDOL (0._¥Q_,._mCM_I3_Q_.,-I|
[F([_C],LT,w_ GO TO 100
_,ALL NUq!]ER (-,_5"CM,YQ,,tG'C_,PL_0°,'I)






O0 I i_ I:I_LKY
r,ALL N'JM_3E_ (-,5_CM, YBM,,3"CM, t0._90°_-I|




Let .g ( 11 =NitM_ I 1 #
L A_ {._l =LApCL?
Laq(Al =_IA M'- (? )
CALL ;YHFIOL {-I,3'_.M_tO°]mCM_,]_CP_LAB$90,,_O|
60 TO _
















































































tl VP_fK_ t) =-?70. COPO
VP2 (K+?) =_0, • I. P7 _ OPO
LA'I ( 11 =L AR':- L 1 C OPO
LAnl ]1 :LAQEL _ _ OPO
J=2 COP,')
[rI'_U3[E,FQ, I I J=J-_ ._OPO
LA_I?)_NaMr (/*t) _OPO
L ,In (4)=4AH;_ (J_2) 30PO
CALL _CTO_(HaLF) _OPO
(:ALL AltqO IO,,O,,LAB,40,6,,qo,,-??O,,EO,I COPO
CALL _CTO_(I. ) COPO
NCPL OT _= NOPL _ TS +I _ OPO
CALL LINF (TIP£,VP2,KtI,O,O) _QPO
]oAC{ TO NEXT PlOI PAGE COPO
I" IFIKK.EO,?% CJLL PL3T (2_._gqO_C_tO,,-3) ]OPO
I_(KK.EO, t) GO TO tO1 COPO
c,_ TO 101 COPO
r 30PO
c PL_T PSD OATA LIN_- _3PO
,i ." OPO
?_ CALL LINE (TIM_,VP,(,I,O,OI _OPO
NOPLhTS=NOPLOT_+% *_OPO
_2 T¢(IF_:,EQo@q) GO TO 36 COPO
vE A_ (7 IF _EO, V_ t UF,V ALU_ COPO
GC T } _2 C OPO
]G CO_JT INU c COPO
C _ opn
7 _'oAC- 1"0 NEXT PLOT _lr, E COPO
CALL PLOT (2),c,q_O'_C4,O,,-]l 30_0
_PIT:(_, 111]1 COPO
111 _ F_P_ATIIIOK,"F S 0 PL_TS CO_LEI_O"/I COPO
GO T@ g_ C0PO
I01 rONTTNU _ _OPO
r COPO
r,.......................... FNO OF CC LCI]F 101 ......................... _OPO
C _ OPO
'A_IT_ (_, t11< _ ) COPO
trip PC4WAT (IIIX,'rREQtJENCY PESPObSE PLOTS COMPL_TFO"/) COPO
C C OPO
C CHECK ¢0_ MORe+ THAN TWO rP-_f)IJEN_Y _ESPCKSE PLOTE COPO
r, COPO
IFITY°c,cO,PS) GO TO ggg ;OPO
IFINL_L',EQ, TWC) GO TO qg9 CCPO
IclNUnf_,Eq.2) GO TO ggq 3OPf3
D_ "30 J_S=I,K COPO
VP( JKS)=SIO( JKS} _OPO
200 VrP (JKS) =S2q (JKS) C OPO












































;'I If(TYI_,,r_,,_L! _lA!)AT)e_,e, COPO
w : T Ar_'; (_l _OPO
F COPO
_Hr-cv r_)_ A 7-PLAi_:( q13OT L[ICUC (IOIG=t) ._OPO
COPN
[F(r;_K_,-O,?% _0 r_3 |qot _OPO
IFIrFII_;,NE.1 I CO 1,3 ?0t COPO
Y[:>" t COP_)
3 OPO
I_ ....................................................................... C OPO
^_e_7-PLhN[ _OCT LOCU_ SrCT_Oh i_eewe_ _OPO
c ._OPO
CALL PLOT (17*_CH, Zo*CM_ "]) ;OPO
C_LL PLOT (C,,?Q**CM,_) COPO
?=1, _OPO
_f=?0,_C '4 :OPO
CALL c,v_nOL (0,_Y,,_=C_,_I,o_.,-t) ;OPO
CALL _i)_11E_ (._CM, Y-._=r_,.?5_CM,Z,90._t| P-OPO
7=7-._ COPO
,_0_ y=y_r .e_ COPO
CALL _,¥qPOL (?,_C_b._C_,,_vC_,"7 - PLAN_ KOOT LOCUq (,1 UNITI._N (';OPO
CALL OLOT (O,,y,X) COPO
X:- 1 ,_= =_H :OPO
C_LL PLOT (_,V_?| ._OPO
7=l.? COPO
OC 70"_ J=l,] 30PO
_All PLOT iX_Y,_I COPO
CALL PLOT iXeY, 9! _OPO
CALL SY_60L (X,V,,?*CH,t_*3.,-]) COPO
CALL NUH_t_:_ (X,Y*.tS_CH,.I_5_CP,_,q0.,11 .30P0
CALL PL_)T (X*Y_,tc_vCM_]) ;OPO
7=_-,4 COPO
_Df X = X _,'-, o_'C H ._OPO
CALL _YWqOL (-16,0_C_,,_C=I_,24=¢P_T[TLEIlIegO,e80} COPO
30PO
FCR oCOT LOCII_ EAI_H GAIN [NCRENFNT HA_J _ DIFFERENT _YNBCL PLOTT=D COPO
COPO
CALL _yMA_)L (-IS.*_'4,3,_Cq,,?4_CM,'GAIN INCREMENT OP{_ER---", _OPO
Xg0. ,2]) COPO
Y:Q, t_CM _OPO
X= -I _ , 15 _CM : 0¢>0
f)O ?0_ J=l.1 _ _OPO
CALL _¥Mr_DL (_,Y,_IGIJIV?M-I.2,OR_FRIJ)_._-tll _,OPO
q1=1.3! COPO
r)£. 2:1q J=I, IC_ 30PO
_t=_i-,0l COPO
310 (J) =_,1 ,_OPO
_q_ r I_: ( JD=-sqP T ( [-_1] (Jl =_?) COPO
_10{1111=-1,! COPO
_;tO( 102l =,?_ _ OPO
TTM _ (101 I=-1,2 COPO
T [ME (In?l=, ?_ ;OPO
180
EIO
Cait PL%T (-12.'C_.9.,-_i 30PO
r_aLL LTN *_ (TIPE._t].1Oq,I,g,OI 30P3
]1 --l°01 COPO
"1_ _ J-t.lO0 C0¢>CI
_t r} I Jl:Ct :OPO
CALL LI'J c (TTMr,_l_,lO0_l.l.l]) _OPQ
Y£_ v-.l"?. _ COPO
VM_N -,], 30PO
YMa v =t •" C OPO




:''''" FCLLOkINr. _:CTICN INVCLVF e, RC(T fOCUS OR ROOT CONTOUR 3OPO
OPO
qOC _0o'_aT (_F10.01 COPO
IF (EC_:([) .NE. D) GO TO qqR C0P0
WOIT: ( 1, _O_l} yMTNt yN_lf CORO
OP 0
,'_ ;,¢h-_aT_" % Aw'[S COPO
, C OPf_
CaLL SU_OCLI YM_X,YMI_Z,_5.0, I. ,| 0, _YCREY} 30PO
W'OT =YCRFY COPO
XM IN :- t_ • _W_T ] 01=0
X'4_X:(.. _XOT COPO
C_LL FACTORIH_LFI ;OPO
TF(TYOE. E0,_L) CALL aXIS (0.,0,,"ROOT LOCUS',-I0,_.,;,,XHI_I, COPO
XX(-T_?. I 30PO
[F(TYPE.NF,qL) C_LL AXIS (0.,0.t"ROOT CONTOURW,-J_,9,,O.,WMIN, _OPO
XX(_T_, I _OPO
C' _, LL F'ACTOP(1, ) _OPO
C_LL PLOT (t..'C_,P..._) COPO
('ALL OLF) T (t_,'CM,26._C'_,)) ;OPO
CALL sYNrtOL (Cw,_5.2_CH,._04_N,TIILE(t),0,_ 80) P_OPO
.3 30 PO
L" IS THI'; a POOT CCNTOUR PLCT 3OPO
IFtTY_.NE. RL! CO TO 6t _OPO
,: _ OPO
r. _CP _OOT LOCUS EACH G_Ik TNCP__MENT HAS & qIFFER_hT _YHBOL OLOTT r'] _OPO
F ; OPO
CALL SYHf_OL (CM,?_.}=CM,,_W=CN,"CAIN INCREId_NT OPRE_-°-"_0.,Z_) COPO
(k=T.tO_CH COPO
yN=_. IS_CM ; OPO
OC 170 J:t_lO _OPO
CALL SYMBOL (WNeYN,.?_'CM, hgOF_(JI_0,_ "1l 30PO
t;'O WN= XN* ,85'_CM _ 9_'CI
_t CC_JT INU c _ F)OL3
Xh=I_, :_CM ._ OPO



















































nr_ t¢O J:l,_ _OPO
CALf OLOT (%_.*CM,YN,3) _OPO
CftL SY_l'lOL {l_.Ir,'%YN..4_CM.t_,90.,-ll COPO
C4LL NuHnER (_N,YN,,?6°CM,YBO,O.,I| _OPO
y k_ v*..(', _C'4 COPO
1_ YCO=YOO-Y5 COPO
Y r_r Y =Yf_I_EY_ _ • 5_ COPO
XCT : _'O T" ?,5_. _OPO
[F[TYPC.NEo_L) r_O TO 6"* COPO
_]7 CCIHT |NU c :OPO
C OPO
C ....................................................................... COPO
C .... _C LOOP %qO WILL OEAq T_¢ _O_T. _ WITH N @EING THE NO, OF GAIt INC_-'.H _OPO
C .... &rid H IETNG THE N_, OF ROOTS TC RE PLOTTED WITHIN E_CI_ GATN [NCREHE :OPO
C .... nOTH ?-PLANE fiND REGULA_ _COT LOCUS ARE PLOTTFD HCRL ._OPO
C COPO
qC 1_0 J=t,N ._OPO
O0 |qC K=t,M COPO
IFIK.EC, tl PTF=t. COPO
IF (NOI(P.NE,Z) GO T_ lr_5 COPO
RE _n (g) I, IT THE (Lt ,VP (L) ,L= t ,T I COPO
IF (L.'(}F(qI,NE,C) G3 TO 19C_ 30PO
IF (NOKP.EQ,2) r_C TO 115 _OPO
I csq CONT INUE 30PO
_Ef D (v 1[ , (TIME (L },V" iLI ,L=tt I ) 30PO
TF (T_)IC,EO, I) W_IT---Ig)I_ITIMEIL)tVPILI_L=$_I| COPO
tl ¢. COHTINU_ 30PO
LL=O C OPO
_0 t_3 L=t,[ COPO
C ; OPO
C TH_POW CUT ALL FCINT$ OUTSIFIE W ANC Y BOUNDS COPO
C C OPO
IF ( ({VP(L)), CT,YMAW ) ,OR, ((VPIL) I ,LT, _IN|.OR, ( (T IHE (1)). GT, XHAX). O _OPO
_R,((TT_tLt|.LT. WMIN)| GO TO 16_ COP_
IF{I(VP(L)).EO,O,|*AND,I[TIM-(L)I,EQ,O,)| GO TC 160 :OPO
IF(IJ. NE,tI.O_.IK.NE,II) GO TO 27 COPO
_(N-- (r IME ILl- _(MIN)/Xr)T 3OPO
YN= I V¢_(L 1 -YHIN ) IYCREV : OP0
IF (IOIr,, EO, 1) XN= ([,_*VP(L))/WCT COPO
IF(I_)IG, EO, 11 YN= (t, +TIME (L) I/YCREY :OPO
IFINOK¢_. EO,_ ) XN=-VP (L t/_qT :OPO
IFiNq_O. EO. ?) YN=t1_,,+(TIW'-(LI-t,)I,OCSI/2,5W COPO
CALL _YMnOL (WN_¥N,,_5_CM,_O,,-t) _OPO
GC TO 160 GOPO
_7 LL=LL÷t _OPO
TINE (LL) =TIMe(L) C OPO
VPILL) =VPfLI ._OPO
t_R CONTINIJ_-Z _ OPO
L=LL _-OP0
[F4Ir)IC.,NE,_) GO TO ?08 ;OPO
{}0 ?Oq JJ=t,L COPO
VT= VP( JJI C OPO
VP (JJ_ =TTME (JJ I 30PO





























SUPPOUT[_( COP _ 7_/7_ OPT=I FTtl _,?*7506C 01/Og/?E 1_*??,_7,
_P5 VPlL *I t: -Io 30PO
V& [Le21= YCREX _ OPO
TIHW IL .11 =- t. P 30PO
TIMF (L +? )=XDT ; OPO
IF (NOK_.NE,_| GO TO 21i COPO
._q VP(L*t)=,9? 30PO
T[M c _L *t )=0o 0 C 0cO
Gn TO ?11 COPO
_2S VP(L*i)=VMIN CORO
VP (L *2 )=YCREY = _DO
_._ TIME (L 41 |=XMIN ; OPO
T I M= [L +? |=XOT C OPO
ZtJ KO=K 30P0
IF (K,GT, 10) KO=K-t0 30PO
CaLL LINc _ [TIPE.VP.LtIt-I.C)Rf)E_(KE)} COPO
7_ 19P CCNTINU: 30PC
1901 ('Chl INL_ COPO
IPIIOIF.,NE,t) GO TO 1900 30P0
IF (KLF,NE,NNKP) GO TO 1900 COPO
I_ [NOKP.EQ. tl GO TO tg00 3OPO
7C5 CALL PU3T (17.iCM_?,_CMt-31 _OPO
CALL F_CTOR(,7B?_) COPO
CALL AXI_;(O, ,O°,16HZ-PLANE EXP=NEEO,-16_to,,go°, ,q?, .01| 30PO
CALL AXIS(0..8..gHI_AG AXISt-g,6o.IR_..0.,.Ot| ;OPO
CALL sYMnCL(-7.5,0...tw0 TITLE{ ]) .g0°,80) ;OPO
710 {;ALL _VMqOL (-?.,°_..t¢.,'GAIk INC&EMEkT ORDER ---'.q0..ZL,| 30P0
YY=4,_ COPO
DO _8:*_* J=1,tO COPO
_ALL _YWnOL (-/.i,YY..14.0ROERIJ)t0.,°II COP_
?t5 CALL F_CTO_it°O| =Opc_
W_I_:.gl 30P_




YCP SY=,O 1_7 _ qPO
K LP=KL P*t C OPO
wRIrr (3, 11111 COPO
111_ FO_MAT(2OX."=XPANOE_) ROOT LOCUS COMPLETED'! ;OPO
?2_ r, 0 TO 207 COPO






CALL _tn_OUTThf TO PLOT ZEPOE_ COPO
C. 3 OPO
CALL _EAno(YMAX, YMIN.XMAX.XMIN,XOTtYCREYtlOIG _TIN:.VP,NOKF| COPO
Ir([)IG.N_.t i WRIT C13,11181 30P0
IF{IqlG. CQ.II wRITE( 1. tIIZ} 30 pO
1117 ¢CCM_T (?0X,"_ PLANE ROOT LOC_S PLOT C0MPt. ETEO'! C0_O
C = OPO
r, SPACE TC NEXT FL01 PAGE COPO
IF(ICIG.NE.I| CALL PLOT (30*kc. E0"CM,(},,°3I =OPC
IFIICIF,.EO°I! CALL PLOT [25,_q_0_CM.-Z._CM, -3! COPO
NOPLGT S: NOPLO TS _1 C OPO












































9 _ r.C T_ _q_ COPO
r ; OPO
r ....................................................................... _OPO
C_w_OF_T _OHTOUP PLOT _ECTION .4_*_*_ _OPO
... OPO
6? IF_=2 COPO
F,O TC _7 _OPO
6_ IF_:I COPO
_? RF_ _ (71I o (TIMa |L )oV_ (L) oL=ID [I _OP _3
[F([TIP:ftI,EQ,-I,)o,_ND°(V_{II,EO,-1,)) GO TO E_ COPO
LL=O ._OPO
O0 ?_0 L=i,[ _OPO
IF( ( (VP(L)),GT.YMA_),O_, |(VP(L )) .LT.YMTNI,OR, ( (T_ME iL ) ),GT.XMAX1,0 ;OPO
X_.(tTIH_(L)).LT,XM[NI) GO TO ?EO 30PO
Ir(((VP(LI)._C.0.).A_O.((TIMEILI)oEQ.(_.)| GO TO _EQ COPO
XN= [ TIMT (LI-XMIN)IX_T COPO
VN= { VP (L # -YH TN%/YORE Y ,30PO
IF{IFS.CT.'}) GO TO &r ;OPO
CALL qYM_OL (Xh. YN, .30eCM,W.lJ., -11 OOPO
_0 T(] _f-O _OPO
%; CALL _YMBOL IWNeVN,.J0=CN.t,0o*-J) COPO
_Er CGNT INUE 30PO
IF{IFS°FO,OI GC TO _6 COPO
G C T 0 67 COPO
6;_ I {_I C,= 0 .'OPO
WRIT c (_,111_) _OPO
1t1_ _OPMAT (20X."ROOT LC)CUS PLOT CCHFLETED't 3OPO
]_[q FC)OM_T [)0W."QOOT CONTOUQ PLOT CCI_PLETEO') _OPO
C OPO
C ....................................................................... _OPO
C SPAC c TC _I_KT PL01 _AGE








qUiT _: ._ LT_IT CA_3 FCR F_CH qEGULAR _OOT LOCLS OP POCT CONTOUR





r_N.:¢_.T ¢- ALITrlHAT_C PLOT _EQUFST
CALL PLOTREO (SNAWE* SUBT A_K* 0, 9. Ot O, O. NOTA. NOt'A _0.0. { '
_(Pll TLE. N (PL(_T._. O ,IVSN_CO'IM_NT l
























































C THIS _llq_OUT[k r ¢_._1"]_ ANC OLCT._ TFE 7ERO_S 0 t_ T_ p TPAN__FCR 9EAr_}
', FUhCTIC_i fOp A ROOT LOCUS REAOC
£ ....................................................................... REJ90
C _ EADO
IIIHENS ION TIHEIII,VP[I I REAO0
IF (INOKP,NE._) ,OR, IIn|G.N_.JI) GO _(_ i_ _EIDC)
oEAC (q) I,(TIHE(LIoVP(Lb_L=Itl} _EADO
IF(COr(gI,NE,O) GO TO 161 REAOO
IFIINOKP.EO._I.ANO, IIDIG,EQ,II) GC TO 11 READO
173_ CCNTINU r RcAf)O
oEAn{?) r, (TIME (L),VPILI ,L=I, I) _EADO
IF (IOIG.EQ,[ ) WRITF (9_ I,IIIMFILI,VPIL),L=I,I) READO
11 CCNT INU_ READ_
no 160 L:I,I _EADO
IF( ( VP(L ),GT, YMA_) . OP, ( VOIL ) ,I T,YPIN| *OR. ( TIM_ ¢ (L), GT .XH_X ),_P, (TIM _-IDO
-:_(LI,LT._MINI} GO TO 160 REDO0
_N= (TIM_ (LI -XHIN)/YCQE_-. 019 _EAO_
YN= (VP(L) -YHIN| /YCP EY " ,0_9 RE &OE
IrIIDIG, NE°I) GO TO 159 _EAO0
WN= |I,2-VP(L| |/YCREI(', 039 _EAqO
_k= I1, _TIME IL | )IYCREY-, 0_9 RFAO0
If= (YC_rV.EO,oQt77) XN=-_P(LIIVC_EY °*039 _EAnO
IF (YCREY,EQ,.Ot?/| YN=(tE,_(IIMF(L)-I.I/.OOBII?._w -,O_q QE_O0
I_9 CALL SYM_OL(_t_,yk,.t_.O ,5._0.t-1} _EA90
160 CC_'T INU_ _E_qC
161 CC_ T INL_ READC






























SUr'_ClIlIKC '_"TAP ?_/Tb OPT:[ FTN _,?_.?_P,60 O]/Ogt7 r 1_,,73.0q,
t_
_0
SL, p_L)UTT_E C _Tt,_ _ STA_
: CSTAQ
C ....................................................................... CSTAR
r" TFIq "_tJ'I_OUTI_,."- r'ON[AXNS THE EKV_LOPE CU_V_ FOIR CST_ OPTIONS CS_A_
(_ ....................................................................... CSTt_
r _ ST e,P
C(Me'CNI_STAVCICTWL,CTHU,CFHVL_CENVUICSTARPIPTflL_PI_*U,PENVL_PENVU C STAI_
FIIMTNSION CTML(20),_IMU(_0! ,CEKVLI_0)tCENVU(_0)_. r':STAO
l( PTML (I_|_PTHU (23t _ PEIeVL (12)_ rENVU(23t C STA(_
C_TA CTML/ 0.00, .ZOe ,_,0_ .50_ ,FO_ ,70, ,_0_ ,91}_ CSTAR
X I.O0, t,IQo t,?O, 1,30, 1,50, 1,7C, 1,_0, l.qO, CST&q
X ?,00, S,OO, O._C, _,00/_ CSTAR
XCE_VL/,C3, ,OOO, ,775, .M=r_ ,8]C_ ,890, °885, ,8_5, ,_OC, C_TA_
X .?_5, .79_, ,_tO, ,855_ .905, .926, ,g_o, ,_$0, :_T&_
X ,950, ,009, .000/, :STA=
X_T_LI/Q,_, .020, .075, .ltq, ,180, ,?00, .]OO, .)_, ,kO0, CSTAR
X .600. ._0_. 1.0C_, _.100, 1.200. 1.30_, 1._00. t.50C. _$T_
x 5.0qO. 0,_03, 0._0011 CST_R
W_r_VU/R,_, .800, 1,?00_ 1._00, 1.6Q0_ 1.645, 1,730, 1°735, 1.72Q, _ST&R
X 1._5, t._5_, t._O0, 1,1_E, 1.105, !,070, 1.0C5, t.050, CSTaR
X 1,_5Q, O, P3_, O. OOg/ CSTA_
C^7_ _TML/ q,O0, ,20, ,_Ci 1,_0_ 2,?R_ ?.50, Z,751 3.00, CSTA_
_.75, 3.5Q, OoO0. 0,00/, CSTAR
X ,_5, ,00, ,rE/, CSTAR
XPT_U/0.G. ,0t, ,06, ,lq, ,16. .ZO, .30, ,_2, ._0, _STAR
X ._0, .70, ,80, ,)0, 1.00, 1.20, 1.33, i,_O* 2.00, _$TA_
X _._O, _,00, ],50, 3.qO, O.O0/, _STA_
XPF_VIJ/_*0. .E0, 1.0_. I.SC. 1.50. t.62, 1.8_. 2. LO, Z*08_ 3STAR
_._&, ?.71, _,23, 2,Z_, _.21, 2.06_ _°_0, 1,9_, 1.71, CSTAR




























_ljr o_JHT [ NE e,IJ_C _( _-IAX, _'MT Nt _, KF _C tO_ Ve SCAI, E| 31JQ_CL
_ Url SCL
C ....................................................................... !_UQSCL
T_I_ _Uq_OUTI_F rO'_tlTr_ THe SC_L ING FJCTOP _:OR POO_ LCCUS _LOTS _UQ_,CL
[ ....................................................................... eUn_CL
QT_CNSInN _111
F)ATA FAr,/1, ,_, ,_. ,[_,I
IF(_.EQ.0,! r,0 TO t_'
SL _ N=S_ [V/I _ °
q=A/ _L_N
[F(_,r,T.._.AN0._.L_.Io! G0 T_ k0!
I_InoLE.5.; F,Q TO I_
C,C TO _I
17 WPIT:(X,_0}
_0 _:O_M_T('" O_TUM M_XI_U'_ AND MINIMUM _RE THE S_ME'"




_('_L _ :F _C (J1 _I0._( I -t |
F,C r_ 5
_. C F_ T INUr
C,(] T] 5
"}t} _,c_ J-t,X
_i['_ L_ =F_C (5-J }_ trY, _" (-I_t)
GC T')
_a ££NT [NL _
r _:A_Gr] i_ _IH _C_lF ;
lq IF ( W M[ N. _,T. 0 . I X_[N: _MI N-A
_! XMIN. LT, 0. ! W_'I_=- XWI NoSCALE-A
IF¢K_AC°F,T°_) GQT 35_
_M_. _= v_TN*SCA LE _£L_N








S URSC L !l
_IJBSCL tZ
sur_sCL 13
$ U_':;C L 1 _,
_U_SCL 15
SUBSCL _6









S UR':;_ L _6
.'S.UPS r L [_7
SUq_CL P8
_;URSCL 2g



















T_E CONDITION CODES AND INPUT CATA ARE CCNTAINED IN TEE NAMELIST CODE
AND ARE LISTED BELOW. ALL OF IHE CODES AND DATA ARE INITIALIZED TO ZERO
AT THE START OF EACH CASE UNLESS THE SAV nPTInN IS SET
CQNDjIION_CODES (INTEGER VARIAELES)
READ , SYSTEM,OUTPUT ,MIXED ,DIGIT L,FRPS ,NUMERS,TRESP,NX, NY,NH,NXC,NLIC,
ZOH,NI,N2,Cr]NTUR,MULTRT,MOtELtNSCALE,CMAT,NK2, FORM, IPT, IC_,SAVT
IF LAG,READ3
I!_PUI_J_A!A (REAL VARIABLES)














DATA MATRICES INPUT THROUGH LOAD SUBROUTINE
DATA MATRICES CONSTRUCTED IN USER WRITTEN MATRIX SUBROUTINE
DATA FR£_ PREVIOUS CASE ALTERE_ IN USER WRITTEI_ CHANGE
SUBROUTINE
DATA MAIRICES CCNSTRUCTED FROM eLOCK DIAGRAM INFORMATION
IN CLASS SUBROUTIKE
L)PEN LOEP SYSTEM ANALYSIS




NO AC TI EN
MIXED SYSTEM ANALYSIS (SEE TABLE V.)
SYSTEM MATRICES ARE CCNSTRUCTEC IN A TWO-STEP PROCESS,p
STEP I SPECIFIES _PEN LOCP PLANT IT.E. SPECIFY A,B,
C,H_C,F REGARDLESS OF VALUE OF SYSTENI).
STEP 2 AUGMENTS PLANT WITH Ct]NTROL SYSTEM DESCRIBED
BY BLOCK DIAGRAM USING CLASS.





IF DIGI IL # O, DELT SPECIFIES THE SAMPLE PERIO[ OP THE

















FREQUFNCY RESPCNSE CALCULATED FOR EACH TRANSFER FUNTION
S-PLANE IF DIGITL = 0
W-PLANE IF DIGITL = 1,2 (BELT REQUIRECI
S-PLANE FREQUENCY RESPONSES CALCUI. ATED FROM Z-TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS WITF DIGITL = 1,2 (DELT REQUIRED)
S-PLANE PO_ER SPECTRA CALCULATED (DIGITL= O)
NUMERATCR ZEqOFS CF S- OR Z-TRANSFER FUNCTIONS CALCULATED
NUMERATOR ZEROES _{IT CALCULATEC
CCNTROL WILL CCMPEJTE TRANSFER FUNCTION NUMERATOR ZEROES
FCR ALL INPUT-OUTPUT PAIRS DEFINED BY THE INPUT AND OUTPUT
VFCTORS. FOR MIXED SYSTEM ANALYSIS, THE ITHINU AND ITHINY
OPTIONS ALLOW UNWANTED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS Tm. RE ELIMINATED.
NC ACT( ON
N TRANSIENT RESPONSES CALCULATED. 'DELT SPECIFIES INTEGRA-
TION STFP SIZE. IF DISC INPUT ROUTINE IS USEC, THERE MUSI
BE N INPUT CARDS AT THE END OF THF DATA CASE GIVING THE
INPUT STEP FUNCTIEN.
DIMFNSIONS OF X, Y, AND U VECTCRS. IF MIXEC : I, NX, NY, _ND
NU SPECIFY DIMENSInNS OF THE (?PEN L(_OP PLANT (STEP [).
STATES ADDED IN SIEP 2 OF THE NIXED CPTICN AUTOMATI-
CALLY INCREMENT NX, NY, AND NU.
DIMENSIONS OF STATE AnD INPUT VECTORS CORRESPONDINC TO THE
CONTINUOI, S SUBSYSTEM (PLANT) CF A SAMPLED-DATA SYSXEM. THE
PLANT MIST BE PARTITICNED IN THE UPPER LEFT POSITION qc THF
SYSTEP MATRICES (A,B,H,F,ETC.) NXC _ NX , NUC <[ NU
FCR SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEM_, THE hUMBER CF INPUTS Trl THE
PLANT WHICH APE OUTPUTS OF ZERC-CRDER-HOLD CEVICES. THFSF
MUST BE THE FIRST ZCH COMPONENTS OF THE INPUT VECT[IR, U.
THE ROOT LOCUS CPTICN ALLCWS TW_ FEEDBACK CAINSITO BE
SPECIFIED. NI IS THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF TPE FIRST
VAPIABLF (KI,K2} AND N2 IS THE NUMBER OF ITF.RATImNS 9F
THE S_CCN[) VARIABLE (K3,K4). (CCMMCNLY, N2 =0).
IF NI _ O, GAIN INCREMENTS ARE ARITHMETIC (0,1,2,3,..}
IF NI < n, GAIN II_CREMFNT_ ARF GE[_FTRIC (0, t,2,4, 8,.)
Gain increments of second variable are the same as the first;
NCT APPLICABLE N2 must be >0.
ROOT COhTDUR NPTICN FOR PARAMETER VARIATION STUDIES
CONTROL DFTFRMINFS ONLY SYSTEM EIGENVALUES AND RETURNS
TC TOP CF PROGRAM FCR NEXT VARI_TION. CONTINUES UNTIL CONTUR
SFT TO ZERO. (USED WITH IFLAG,READ3,SAV,AND CHANGF)
FER SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS, CCMPUTES MULTRT TRANSIENT
RESP(INSE POINTS FCR EACH SAMPLE PERIOD SO THAT INTERSAMPt E
QESPONSE _AY BE I_VESTIGATEC. F!NLY TRANSIENT RESPONSES
ARE CALCULATED IF MULTRT IS SET.
189
_ODEL q NCT APPLICABLE













STATE VECTOR TRANSFORMED TO IMFROVE NUMERICAL CONDITICI_IING




C MATRIX IS THE IDENTITY MATRIX
C i I (C REQUIRED)
( C NOT REQUIRED)
r)
I
K2 = 0 , K4 = 0
K2 #0 FIR K_* # 0
(K2,K_ NOT REQUIRED)
(K2,K4 REQU IRED)
PRINT ONLY FF)R OUTPUT
PRINT AND PLF)T OUTPUT
PLOT ONLY FOR OUTFUT
THE CCINTRCL PLCTTER PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY SCALES ALL PLnTS
EXCEPT ROCT LCCUS PLOTS (WHICH REQUIRE AN EXTRA
DATA CARD).
CCDE FOR EXTRA PRINTOUT FOR DEBUGGING
0 NO EXTRA PRINTING
I ,2 EXTRA PRI NTING
CODE FOR CATA REQUIRED BY CLASS SUBROUTINE
I KPUT DATA REQUIRED BY CLASS (TABLE V, STEP __)
CLASS USE ¢ DATA FROM PREVIOUS CASE
r)
t
DATA MATRICES NOT SAVED
DATA MATRICES SAVED FCR SUBSEQUENT CASE_S. IF MIXED = I,
CCNTROL S_VES MATRICES DEFINED IN STEP L (CLASS INPUT
DATA, STEP 2, IS NOT DESTROYED AND IS AVAILABLE FOR
SUBSEQUENT CASES) .
O_ SUBSEQUENT CASE THE CONDITIEN CODES AND I_PUT DATA ARE
ZERF]ED BEFORE THE CALL TO CARD. CARD REAES TITLE,NAMELIST,
OLTPbT LABEL ,AND INPUT LABEL CARDS
ON SUBSEQUFNT CASES THE CCNDITICN CODES _NE INPUT DATA OF
THE PRE _ENT CASE _ILL BE USED. CARD REAr_S ONLY A TITI E
CARD FOR ALL SUBSEQUENT CASES. (THE OPTION MAY BE CANCELEn
BY SETTING IFLAG = 0 OR BY ENC r_ DATA DECK).
NO ACTI GN
ON SUBSEQUENT CASES, READ DEFAULTS TO 3 TO FORCE PROGRAM
TC THE CHANGE SUBROUTINE. THE CPTION IS USEC WITH IFLAG
F[]R PARAMETER VARIATION STUDIES.
19o
LN _P_J!_QAIA_D ESCR_JPT£ Cbl (REAL VARIABLES)
DELT TIMF INCREMENT _=(]R TRANSIENT RESPQNSFS ANCIOR SAMPLE PEP lnq
FOR SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS, SECCNDS
F [NALT FINAL TIME FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSES, SECCNOS
IFREQ, FFREQ,DELFRQ
INITIAL,FINAL, AND INCREMENTAL FREQUENCIES FCR FREQUENCY
RESPONSES OR POWER SPECTRA. DELFRQ = I.I IS GOOD FO_
MI'ST APPLICATIfDNS. FREQUENCIES MUST BE SPECIFIED IN
(DELFRQ CANNOT EObAL 1.0)
RADIANS/SEC. (S-PLANE) EVEN FOP DISCRETE AND SAMPLED-DATA
SYSTEMS. IF IFREC = 0., PROGRAM CEFAULTS TC AN INTER_!AL
SET OF FREQUENCY POINTS SPACED BETWEEN .I AND 150. RAD/SEC.
FOR SAMFLED-DATA FREQUENCY RESPCNSES CONTROL CEFAlJLTS
IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER,
IF DIOITL¥O AND FRPS #-I AND IFREQ=O
IFREQ = TAN (.I*DELT*.5)
FFREQ = TAN (.g.3,14.,5)
IF DICITL#O AND FRPS #-I AND IFREQ_O
IFREQ= TAN (IFREQ*DELT*.5)
F CRFQ = TAN (FFREQ*DELT*.5)
CODE FOR MODIFIED Z-TRANSFER FUNCTION COMPUTATION FOR
SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS. M IS THE FRACTIONAL SIMPLE PERIOD
DELAY AND IS IN TEE RANGE 0,< M <_ I. M = I.rlVES THE
STANDARD Z-TRANSFERM IF THE SIGNAt H_S NO JUMP DISCONTIN-
UITY AT THE SAMPLE INSTANT. M = O. GIVES THE Z-TRANSFPRM
WITH A ENE SAMPLE PERICD DELAY. HCWEVER, NUMERICAL ERP'IRS
LIMIT W TO M > .2 . THEREFORE, IF P:O., THE PRF)GRAM
DEFAULTS TO STAND_RO Z-TRANSFI]_M ANALYSIS. ONLY OPEN LOOP
CALCULATICNS (MODIFIED Z-TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AWE FREQUENCY
RESPONSES) MAY BE PERFORMED WITH THIS OPTION.
GAINI, GA IN2 ROOT LOCUS GAIN I I_CREMENTS FOR THF TWO FEEDBACK GAIN
VARIABLES ALL{]WED WITH THE ROOT LOCUS OPTION. IF NOT SFT,
PmOGRAM DEFAULTS T{] G_INI= 1.0, CAIN2= I.O.
]-9]-
APPENDIX 3 ---.,


















PROBLEM LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AIRPLANE & CCNTRCL SYSTEM
I,M!XED=I,SYSTEM=I,OUTPUT=2,NX=4,NY=5,_U=2,NSCALE=O,SAV=O,
O, FRPS=I , I FLAG =O ,RFAD3=O ,DELT=.05,FI N_LT=3.,
_=C, IFREQ=.I,FFREQ=20.,DELFRQ=I. [I,_EKD








































i_,. 0[_P PITP LIST I_G
_'_'*:LE eq_tE'M L_TE_L-fT_ECTIONaL AlPPLANE 4NO CONlPOL -_YSIEM
RgNTTNtjOU _, e YSTEH
OPF_ L_OP
LOan _CIJTIP- INPUT
T_ A NqF _ FLINCT IONS
FP_ qlr_NCY _--SPrN9 ce
TP_HRI ENT _zSPCNS;q
_!Y = q %VST:_ : t FRPS : I
'H' = 2 HI X--If : I NUM_ _ = @
N>'C : _ 0UT°IJT = 2 FORM 0
NUC = 0 r)IGITL : 0 CONTUP : (]
70'_ = C I_T : 0 MULTPT = 0
NI = C KO{_T : I W0e)EL : r)
N2 0
rHr a MATRD( I_
-,-4:2-.+C1 ,1790Z_0! -,IF]0E*_? -3,
-._]_0_*00 -,1000C*_1 ,1000E÷_? -q,
-.#nQO--02 -.1000-+_I -,?_00E+00 ,1100E÷00
,11q0-+]l -0, -0, -0,
TNF r_ MATRIX IS
,, ?






T_F r _AT_I_ IS
.10CC=+II -,?_0O--;I -O. -g.
-°200O_-Cl ,1000-+01 -0. -0,
-3. -0, ._2_0E+01 -0,
-0, -0. -0. .tO00F_Ot
TWL _ M4TOlX IS
,10:]0=*r1 -n, -0, -q,
-0. ,1OO0T*qt -0, -0,
-_. -C. .1000E÷01 -0.
._. -r. -1. .10_0_,01


















-0. -_. -0. -q,
-g, -0, -O, -0,
._, ._, -g, -r,
-3, -C, -9, -_,
-g. °0, -0, ,nTnor+O1
_LCC_ CIA_CAI" T_4PLT P_OAMETE°S
N3, TYPF f"?IK'N_ C MOO
I I -_ -C -0 x
? _ -C -0 -0 I.
_ °C -q -0 L,
= B -0 -0 -0 3
IT_TNY
1 7 _ ,, 5 -O
ITHTNU






































THE ,'_ MATmlW IS
q
-._O00E-O_ -.100O_+qt -.2cOOE+OO .1100_*00 O. ._375E,02 O. O. O.
.lO_n_+JI q. O. O. O. O. O. Oo _.
-.?O_qF+ _1 O. O. O. -._500E÷02 O. O. O. Oo
O. _. 3. O. O. O. .1_00_*01 I. 3.
O, ,_O00E+01 O, O, O, O, O, -.lO00Fegt qo






























































T_[ rTr, E_ VALUFS OF TH£ CYST:M AP c











TH_ OOLL PATE/ _ELTA A_ NUW#RATOR G_IN IS ,3WgBE_03
THE 7;_OE_ (_F T_F TGANSFER cUNCTION &_E











;OLL CAT=/ nELTA AC fReqUeNCY RESPONSE S-PLaNE
F_EQUE_CY A_PLITU_E RATIO _H_SE ANGLE
_A3/]EC q'_ CEFREES







• I_'I_ -.1267qr+37 ,6EO47F+_?
._>07_ -.tlEf_:+3? .57Bg*F+_?
,;X'_ -,lt2_XF+O? ,E39t_F+02
• ?_ -.19_57E+0 _ ,500X_E+02
• Kit2 -.[0707;+0? ,4?681E+02
.3_a_ -.qq_11_+Oi .3q2_F+O?
• _!q -,]ABqX_+CI .32q25E+O?
._7_ -.g 7tlBE+Ot ,3005TE+02
• _8_ -. ]O2_E*PI .24902E,02
• _2 -.BT_5_F+01 .I_504E+02














F, _5_q -.611_IE+_1 -°47387E_0t
6._001 -._ogEsE+01 -.Sg255E+01
7._1_1 -.BOT??E+O1 -.71q69E+Ot








V_W QAr_ / qELTA AC NUMFR_TOP GAIN IS -.8003E+0!
T_F TQANSFEQ FUNCTICN APE














YAW QAT; I nFLTA
F_.]U_kCY
A_ FR_QUrNCY RESPONSE S-PLANE
APPLITUEE RATIO PHASE ANGLE
_R CEFREES





. _Ic? -°t08k?E÷O_ -.lk676E_03




1, t 02_ -._20C_E÷O! -,166_9E*03
t,?P_g -._Oq13E÷01 -,1_780E_03











_.?7_P -.T69?gE_01 -.18236E, 0_
_._=Q -.76991E+01 -.l_3ZSE*03









T_: qETA t qFLTA AC NUMERATOR GAIN IS .FECqE+£1
IN--- 7"QOcS OF THe T_ANSFrp cUNCTIO N a_¢
































/ DELTa _'C FPEQUENCY _PRPCN_E S-PLaNF
































_,_7;? -,18_0_*0 _ -,_95_E+0_











TH_ PHI / qFLTA AC NUMEPATOR G&IN IS ,3_gBE'I'O]
THE 7_.'IES OF THE TPANSFEP PUNCfION ARE
VEAL mART IMAGINARY PlI;T
-,¢,Oq] 7q3OE*O_ - = t*63¢J2'08 ¢_E_ O2
• _'_ 9375 E*£: _ 0.
-. t?]9 856XE*01 O,
-. 17_.g q]q_E+01 O,
• ¢..__k ? 7_,7 E-91 O,







PHI / OELTA AC FREQUENCY RESPCNFE S-PLANE
_REOUFNCY AMPLITUCF RATIO PHA_E ANGLE
RAO/SEq qq CEFREES
• 1000 .;E_OXE*Ot -,3_575Emgt
.L11C ._?RZE*01 -.7499BEt01




























lb._?7 = -.Xtq_3_*O? -,11k_tE*O]
1"..5E5 -.';?_gr+O? -,11811E*0]
aY / qELT_ _C NUMERATOR GAIN IS ,2gE2FeO_
TH_ TQAhSFC_ FUhCTION AqE







TH_ rCCrFICIENT_ n_ THE NUMFRATOR POLYkOMIAL ORCEPED F_OM THE
,rSOgC73xr÷05




_Y / _FLTA AC F_'cQUENCY PESPCNSE S-PLaN _


















































































THE gqLl .;_TE/r)ELT_ _C NU_E_AT0P GAIN IS .1801E¢0_
TwE 7 PELFS OF T_, _ TP_h_9_ FUNCTION _._-
_:AL OAPT [MAGIN_PY PBPT
°o 10CO93CQE+Ct O.
-. ?ECr)'lOOOr _f _ O.
• r_112 _;95_E+ Ot O.
-. IOSCIO0 (_OE*O_ O.
-o 3E32 e;'_tE+ _t 0,





OnLL RATF/OFLT_ _C FP_QU_NCY RESPCNEE S-PLAN;
F_CQI_=Nry AMPLITUDE Cello PHASE ANGL_
• t 3_5 ". t 781gE *07 ", _9895 _+ O_
.11tC -,17975{+C _ -,317_E+02
,t518 -.tSB_?E+n_ -,3847_F*0_
.t870 -.lqEQ_E+O? -,_37_TE+02
._076 -.tg672E_O _ -._EBT?E+02
• 25_ -.20585E*07 -._2371E+02
,_I_2 -.?Ibl_E*C? -,5_IgIE+O?
• _98 -.2>28_+37 -.6105LE_02
• 38_ -. ? 2927E+ 02 -. 638_9E+0_




• _062 -,?_t87E+C? -.81631E+02
._Q_ -,29876E+02 -o8637_E+02
1.107E -,]q7E?F+02 -.887t9E*02
t, TP_9 -.]16WQ=+O? -,91035_+02
1.x_65 -.]?5E_;+C2 -.91302E+02
t._O_O -.X_5OTE+O2 -,9_2E+02
1.67_q -,XW4E_=+O _ -,gl_7_E+O2
?.;E?_ -._6_04_+07 -.10127E*0_
2,_8q2 =•_737_c+0_ -,1028ZE+03
P.5_10 -,_X?7c+O ? -,10_13E+03
2._2_6 -._q?E_E+C _ -,105_0E_03
..
203
• _57= -._ 174> £_9; _ -. 10680E+ 03
L,. 7_ -. _0_:+_ _ -. iP_58F+03
5.27_6 -. +]5_+07 -,10611F+03
6. _ 0_1 -. ,, 47_? = +_? -. f, rJk_9 E+(]3
7 • _ Is1 -. _4_ 77£+C? -o 10337E+03
q. _4 ?_ -. _ZI?=+07 -, 99091E+ 02
i0. _ -..+ 3915; +d _ -,97508E*02
L3,t c-?q -. _* t_cj_E+q? °, _J59FJ_E'+ 0 _
1 _. _.qc? -. +?q6F, F +0_ -)cJ6_J5 _,E+ 0_'
t_,qTq;' -._732_E+07 -,9_t_E+02
16,5_:F -, _'1575P*_2 -.97700E+ 02
1_ . _EF r -. _*r 77F =+ _ ? -. 9767_c_0Z
20.,_7 -.]q?_O_:+P ; -.93_9F+02
THF YAM
T_c 7EROF CF THE
_T c /O£LT_ RC NUMERATO_ GAIN IS -.371WE+0_
TC_NSFER F,INCTIqN ART




























































c ( 0 ? 1
7 2151
,_ _q7
O ," & 7,f,








































THE O_TA /9_LT_ or NUMERAT0_ GAIN IS ._375E*02
THE 7:_C)cS OF THE TPA_SF=R FUNCTION A@_











OREE_ED FROM THE LCWFST POWE_ Or" S
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p:T_ Inr'LT_ _C F;_rJUENrY O'-_'_ON c¢ _'-OL_N r
F_POU_hCY A_PLTTUr_ c PATIq OHA':;--_ ANGLE
QADI_C_ nq OEFREES
• 'IOCP -.7_.h.'lqg.01 -.29_X3E+_]
• 11_.(" -.?_g;'r+Ot -•StO4WE÷03
.1ZT? -. 778 _t. c,..O l -. 21278 E.I. 0 ]
• I _-_ -. =_Ot 19E+ Ft -. 2152_E,=.0]
,1__e -. _ _F3_.c÷Ci -. 21798E+0"_
• 207(- -. q_13OF+Ol -, 226R_E+03
, _0r -. _ 75262÷01 -. 22997Ee03
• ? c.=,8 -. i n2_8 E+_ ? -. 2._1WE+ 03
• ?8"_q -, 10770 E.I. C? -, _XE33c.,I.O._
• _t=,? -.1 I._,E+02 -,2395tE+03
• ,x_ -. _ tgE _,£'+ 0 _ -, 2,W.266_'+03
• x _t,:_ -. l ?6?? F + ,,_?_ - • _'_.576E+ 03
• -_10 -, I _]152*3_ - •2k882_*03
• _75 _ -. t WOk_E+02 -. Z_IBZE*O _
• _ "_] 1 -, 1 _.79g_÷07 -. 25_7_':4' 03
. f _c)5 -. t 55 _6E'÷ C? -, 25770E.1'03
• ¢5_* -,LS_C1E+O? -.2E06tE+03
• 72_-,T -, I 7;_43F÷ t_? -. Z6_¢;0 E_,03
._0_? -.t_1162÷07_ -. 266_02+ 03
• _g+g -.l_973E+q? -.Z6932E+03
, c_9 _" -. tqg=,9 c÷ 02 ,877_42+ _2
1.10?6 -, 739]_E+07 ,B47852*0Z
1.72_q -,21gEC¢+07 ,818192+02
1. 35 _'; -, 2 302qE+0_? . T _'871 E'='O_
1 .': O_,C -.,:L'-_.i=,OE+ O? . 75973E+02
i,_ 779 -. ?-337 _ _-+C2 , ?_1672+02
1._'_ _0 -, ;_65F?c+07 .?05022+02
?.')ts_ -,_78]_,V÷0_ .6_02*,E+0_
2,2"_P -. 2 _tE;'_'+n2 ,65796C+0Z
2 ._i _ -. _ 05_7_+02 .6_855E+02
2. B C-O_ -. ¢ 1979 F÷02 .62Z_0 _+02
"_,1.xO_ -._]|*P_E+02 .6101Z£+02
3._T? *. ]_9172÷07 ,6018_e02
]•_57_ _ *._6_82+r? ,5©7862+02
_.. 752_ -, _ 9_.t_.E+C ? .60 321 E+OZ
5._?_6 -.*I016E+02_ .EtZ?OE+OZ
_. _559 -. ,,,,?'5412 + 0 ? ,62671 E+O2
(_._ 001 -. -,._95"_c+0 ? • _4St 6E*OZ
v, 21-_t -. _-35_,62 +37 .667'91E+ 02
,00_ -. _*7017c+ 02 . (q479E+02
9.aE76 -. _'_87¢*E+ 07_ . }'EO_OE +02
lq.qS_O -._12562+07 .79 836 _".' OZ
12. I _ 7q -. 5760_E÷0 ? .839_9E+ 02
t _. _,:_ _2 -, =;_q l=_C+ O? . 81_SO_,E + 02
1_* qTq7 -,5518_+02 -,2666SE+03
1_.E?7_ -.r, E3gSE÷O2 -,261_6F+ 03
20.._ _7 -._ qS?'_g', O? -. ZqOSOF+03
THE _I IqELTA RC NUMERATOR GAIN IS





-. IC0030_0F+ _ O.
THe CnEFFICIEkT'q qF TNF NUMFRATOR POLYNOMIAL OROEQED
._37a027_=+72
.tCCC_OCCE+Ct
"ul /MELT& _C FPCQU_NCY _ESPONSE S-PLAN c
F_E]U_._4CV AMPLITUOF _ATTO PHASE ANGLF
VA_I_;C OX CEFREES
• t0O0 .7180_E+01 -,11q_3E+03

























_.:O_t -,6_qtc+ _= -.19_4VF+0]
CROM THE LONFST POWF_ OF S
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_._7 -.6!377_*C _ -.1£06t_+0_
THE
/nFLT_ _ NUHFRATOR GAIN IS -.1E?IE_05
T;_qSF_ FIJNCTION _













_v /D_LTA ¢C F_UENCY R_SPCNSE S-PLANE




• 12_2 .,1516r÷01 -.t596_E*02
,1_ ._DO75E*C1 -,1669_(+02
.t51B ._8_0"E+_t *,178k6E_02














































































-._5_5E+00 -. 73_F_* O0 -.4_IOE+O0 . O21?E- 01
-._-EtE;-C_ -, _090 -:1 .cTSOE+OO llthSE-01
.2,28:-01 -.q'_+ -]_ -.l+t?--01 .1001E+01
-+ tglm,P_- Ot . 1_7_ -31 . I =_6_F- 01 -. 205ZE-O+
-.2_2;-gl -o?'_60:- ]l .1£_P-37 . l_.61E'OZ
-.+,3_0_+ 3G -.t314=+'1 . 561+F-')1 , 11_6E*00
.?_.'>_E-q_ . 7¢+_7:-q1 ,t 1£0--- ql -, _lV2E'C_










TIME ROLL _TE Y&W RATE nETA PHI
C. 0 • 9. O. O.
. =_r_Oc- 0 ! . ;'Go-- ql -. B'>_E-01 .132E-02 . ?q_IE-C3
,t_i;*_C .129;+nl -.h++ BE+O0 .150E-C1 . 3_EE-O_:
. I r_0 r + 0 ] . P 1 q : + 00 ''?IqE+ot *901E--01 "191_'01
,?_gt +F]£ ._C3E+01 -. 1tOE+02 .hSSE* O0 ,qSOF-Ot
. p_lO;+O C .I Uc:+O? "'5_7E*07 .2_4_*nl .1.6+E*06
._uj_+_ .73"_+_? -. 267P+ _ _ .I15E+G2 .2_0E+01
,3.,0=+0C .X_t_*OX -. t _ttE+ 0£+ ,B88E*02 .tt3E+O_
.41) Of+O0 .177:+9+ -.6_+5E+0_ .280E+03 .557E+02
.#?q_+_O .87X_+OU, -.I17F+06 .t37E+O_ ._7_E+O_
.SgO;+C? . _.?q=+o 3 -. t'r, 6F+ _6 .676E*0_* .13_+_t
.3_5+00 .711-+06 -. 7_8T*06 ._73E+q5 . 663E+0_,
.600E+O0 .I0_E+97 -.378F+97 .16_+06 . 3?rE+{)5
._E,]=+O0 ._11_+0_ -.1_6E*08 . BOSE*06 ,160E+06
.7]Or+_ _J .?_IS+O_ -. It_P*OR .3q_E+O7 ,78qE+OE
.7:OT+JC . t2h-+09 -,_0F*39 .tqSE*O8 ,388E*0}'
.803_+q0 ._O_++Oq -._ptc+10 .9=-8_+08 .tqtE+O_
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TA!_LE I. CfINTROL PROGRAM AI',ALYSIS CPTIOrIs
C.3NTINUOUS SYSTEMS





















STANDARD OR _ODIFIED Z-TRANSFER
FREQUENCY RF SPCNSES
IP ANSI ENT RE SPENSES









iZ- PL AN E )










TABLE II CONTROL PROGRAM JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE AS OF 11-1-74























ATTACH (JWELIB, ID=JWE, PW=ADDY, MR=l)
FTN (LR=OUTPUTI
REWIND (LGO)
COPYL (JWELIB,LGO, JWE I








678! PUNCH (YELLOW CAROl
212





ATTACH (JWELI El, ID=JWE, PW =ADDY, MR=I J
LABEL (CARD) SEE DESCRIPTION





BKS P (INPUT )















ATT ACH ( JWELI
LABEL {CAPDI
















ATTACH (PLOTRC, IO= JWE, PW=ADDY_MR= t)
LOAD ( PLOTRCI






PLOT CARDS (SEE DESCRIPTION I
678 c] PUNCH (YELLOW CAROl
213
JO9 CONTROL CARDS USING UPDATE FILE .-..
WITHOUT PLOT TAPE
JOB Nt CM?2'J O0 , TWO'77.
ATTACH (CONUPF• ID=JWE, PW=ADDY,MR= 1 I













6789 PUNCH {YELLOW CARD)
JO_ CONTROL CARDS USING UPDATE FILE
WITH PLOT TAPE
JCBN_CM7Z_JCC • TW777 _NT_.,
ATTACH(CONUPF•ID=JWE,PW=ADDY,MR=I)
ATT ACH(OVRLY • IO=JWE• MR= I !
LABEL {CARD) SEE OESCRIFTION
UPDATE (P=CONUPF)

















PLOT CARDS (SEE OESCRIPTION )
6789 PUNCH {YELLOW CARD)
THE UPOATE FILE CAN _- USED TO MODIFY SOURCE ROUTINES IN THE CONTROL
PROGRAM. UPDATES ARE USED TO INSERT OR DELETE CARDS OF A SPECIFIED
SUBROUTINE, EXAMPLES O_ THE UPDATE DIRECTIVES CAN BE FOUND IN IME
UPDATE PEFERENCE MANUAL, THE SOURCE LISTING FOR THE CONTROL PRCGRAM IS
CONTAINED IN ROCM 2115,
214






























T_,_L [- IT [. CONTB' I " SySTF_ ,_ L4FDELS
_ . CON IINUF]IJ c7 CYS "r_-_'_ _MnDFLS
] . OPEN LOOP
2. CLQSFD LPrt °
C_._.= Ax * Bv,
u. : K_.x , K2. k-t ,Pw,,,,,,
_= H× -, G_. -,-F_,.
• ROO T I FJC IJ_




C. SAMP! FD-qb, Tt_ £YSTr:H !4[IOFLS




2. CL]NNECTIL]I,_S PkT['," T[] DISCRET[Z_,TION
WHE4F (- IS PF[-lhEh _v '_IUV AND ZTF)U AND _[:FINES CC%N__CT[C]_IS
mADF _EFr_P,[ TH r Pi__l _S DISCPFTTZED (SF£. T#BLE VII B.)
]. PISCPc-.]IZFq £YSTF'_
"-,d- L_-_x,jt
¢] o'; + I
t+. CQ_,I_,ECT] ]_i _ t_FTFr, DI ._CrFTIZAT]F'N
[<4:[ ;[dF4
WHEF_E r_ I_ _'._:FINED "_Y YZTQK AND [)EFTNES CC.NNECTIC_,S _A[)L AFT£_-
1-4F PLANT I_. D]SCEFT[ZfD (SEE TSBLE VII B.). FrR RCGT LqC, US,
T_4F £ECfq_ FCN_'FfTlP_ SPEC!FIED BY YZTCK (IF _NY) WILL r, ENtERATF
K_ (SINILA _ _;; KI_) qCFfr4I'd{, A SFCONC FEF!')£ACK VAR[&P_LP.
q, FINAL SAuPi t C-r)AT_ SVSIF u
= Axe, * _u,.,.,'_
I
_,.,., : Klx_"( Dv,_._,,,,v_
FRC_ ].
FPrm 6. ( ]= I)
_- TFEKF £1"B!"ATR 1CF£ _AY CCNTAIN NCN-ZEqC E-LI!MENTS.
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TABLE IV CNNTROL PROGRAM DATA DECK FORMAT
CARD i TITLE CARD FORMAT (IOA8)
ANY LITEPAL DATA DESIRFD TO LABEL ALL PRINTOUTS AN8 PLOTS
SARDIS) 2 TO N NAMELIST CODE (SEE APPENDIX 2)
INTEGER VAR IABLES
READ, SYSTEM, CUTPUT ,MIX ED,D IG IT L, FR PS, NUMERS, TRESP,NX,NY, NU, NXC,
NUC,ZnH,NI,N2,CCNTUR,MELTRT,MDDEL,NSCALE,CMAT,NK2, FCRM, IPT, IGO,
SAV, IF LAG,RE AD3
R EAL VARIABLES
DELT,FINALT,IFREQ,FFREC,DELFBQ,GAINI,GAIN2,M
C_RD N+[ nUTPUT LABELS FCRMAT |GAIO}
LITERAL OUTPUT VARIABLE LABELS USED l[J LABEL PRINTOUTS AND PLOTS.
ORDERED IN SEQUENCE CORRESPCNDING TO NY OUTPUTS, Y. LEAVE BLANK IF
SYSTEM = 3. Will read the greater of 8 or NY outputs.
CARD N+2 INPUT LABELS FCRMAT (GAIO}
LITERAL IKPUT VARIABLE LABELS USED Tfl LABEL PRINTOUTS ANC PL3TS.
ORDERED IN SEQUENCE CORRESPENDI_G TC NU INPUTS, U. LEAVE BLANK IF
SYSIEM = 3. Will read the greater of 8 or NU inputs
CARDISI IN+3) T_ (M) SYSTEM nATA (SEE TABI E V AND APPENOIX 2)
SYSTEM DATA AS SPECIFIED BY tOAD,MATRIX,CHANGE,OR CLASS. IF READ =1,
EACH DATA MATRIX IS READ RPW-WISE WITH FORMAT IBFIO.41 AKD EACH
MATRIX MUST BE PRECEDED BY A DI_EKSION CARD IFDRMAT (21tO)) GIVING
THE NUMBFR OF ROWS AND COLUMNS [F THE MATRIX.
CARD M+I TRANSIENT RESPONSE INPUT DATA
INPUT IS CAttED BY THIST TO GENERATE THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE INPUT
VECTOR. THE INPUT SUBROUTINE C N THE DISC REAnS ONE DATA CARD FOR
EACH RESPONSE DEFINING A STEP INPUT fin THE NU COMPONENTS O_ THE
augmented and thinned input vector, u. (format(TFlO.4))
THE ABOVE CARDS DEFT bE CNE CASF. AS MANY CASES AS DESIRED MAY BE STACKED
TOGETHER FOR A SINGLE CCMPUTER PUN.
IF A PLOT IS REQUESTED THE PLOT CARDS AS DESCRIBED IN TABLE II ARE
REQUIRED
218
TABLE Vo DATA REQUIRED BY CONDITION CODES
SI£2_1 READ = 1,2,3
SYSTE_ REQUIRED MATRICES
! OPEN LOOP A,B_C,H,G,F
IF MIXED =I, THIS IS STEP [ OF THF MIXEC LOAOING OPTION
2 CLOSED LOOP




IF CMAT = 0
IF NK2 = 0
IF OUTPUT = [
IF OUTPUT = 2
IF OUTPUT = 3
IF N2=0
READ = 4 ; OR,
C MATRIX NET REQUIREO
K2,K4 MATRIX NOT REQUIREC
G,F MATRIX NET REQLJIREC
F MATRIX NET REQUIREC
G MATRIX NET PEQUI_EE
K3, K_ MATRIX NOT REQUIRED
IF MIXED =I, THIS IS STEP 2 OF THE MIXEE LO_DING OPTION
CARD I NB LOCK,NI T
IF NIT = n GO TO (_w)
CARDS 2-(NBLQCK+I )
FORMAT (215)
ONE CARD PER BLOCK FF)RM _T (12, 13,515, 5El0.4 )
NUM,TYPE, (CENNEC ( I} ,I:l ,_) , rOD, (PARAM! I ) , I=l, 5)
NtM = RLnCK NUMBER
TYPE = BLOCK TYPE (I-10) SFE TABLE V[
CCNNEC = SPECIFIES INPUTS TC BLGCK. FIRST THREE ELEMFNTS MAY SPECIFY
CONNECTIONS FROM OTEER BLOCKS (_+). FOURTF ELEMENT MAY
SPFCIPY EXTEPNAt INPUT (_+). Table VI
MOO = SPECIFIES TEAT G(P) IS S-,Z-, OR W- TRANSFORM As specified in A
PARAM = PARAMETERS DEFINING BLOCKS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE VI
GO TO (_)
NAME I_£E D3MENSICN - EC6EAT
(-,-r) GR,_PH IhTFGER NBLOCK X 5 515
BLOCK INTEGER NBLCCK X 3 315
NU.MER REAL NBLCCK X 5 5FI0.4
nENOM REAL NBLOCK X 5 5F10.4
GAIN _EAL NBLOCK 8FIO ._
(_) ITHINY INTEGER < # CF OUTPUTS 1615
S TOP IF MIXED =n UNLESS READ:_ and SYSTEM =3
IIHINL INTEGER _ # CF INPUTS 1615
N%TOV,NZ TOU,NYZTOK I _TEGER 315
YTOV I _TEGER NYT CV X 2 2 15
ZTOU INTEGER NZTEU X 2 215




TABI_E Vl IRANSFER FUNCTION STANDARD FORMS (NIT : t)
FOR READ = 4 OR WIXED =I STEP 2t THE CLASS SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS BLOCK




























TI_E SIAKDARD F[1RM_ G(P}, IS INTERPRETED /_S Alk S-,W-, CR 2-PL&NE







IF MC"D = C TIlE TFANgFFR FUNCTICN COEFFICIENTS ARE lXCT MECIFIED
IF M[-)D = [ THE T_3NSFFR FUNCTION CRITICAL FRECUENCIES IRE PREWARPED
TO APPROXIMATE THE S-PLANE FILTER IN THE W- PL#NE _NO TNEN
TRA,NSFITRMED Tq TFIF Z-PI_ANF _S DESCRIBED BELOW. FIRST cRCER POLES
&NO ZEC'OES ARF WARPED _q





IF MOF_ = 2 THE TRANSFER FUNCTION IS REGARDED AS A W-PLINE TRANS_FP
FUNCTION k_NP, TPAN(FqDMcD TO THE Z-PLANE P,Y THE BILIKEA_ TRANSFORMATTFIN
I_ = (Z-I)l(Z+l)
IF DIGITL = ] AN,r_ _,_FID# :_ THE TRA_,SFER FUI_CTICN CAI_KCT EE PART OF THE
CONTINUA{IS PLANT (I.E. THE INPUT TO THE FILTER WUST BE I_U,_BEQED
HIGHFR THAN NUC AKD THE FILTER STATES NUST BE NUMBEREC FIGHFR
THAN NXC)
IF D[GITL = 1 AND '"q() = " TI-E TRANSFER FUI_CTICt_ CCEFFICIENTS ARE
NOT MPF) IF IFD. THE F-bNCTIF]N IS INTERPRETED AS AN S- _R /- PtANF
FLNCTInN DFPENDING CN THF _ELATICN OF TI-E FILTER STATES TC NXC.
IF THE Fit TER STAIFS ARE NUI_BERED LESS THEN NXC, TI-Ek TFE FILTER IS
TRE_TEI3 AS PART C_F THE CONTINUCbS Pl ANT. IF TPE FILTEI_ STATES APr_-
NUMBERED GREATEf_ IHAN NXC TI-EN THE FILTE_ IS TPEATEC aS DART {3F
r)IGITAL CONTRCLLER,

















x,,,_ -__'r),,., , e(-r}B,,,,
< I
(*I CONTRF)L ASSUMES t_, u_ FGR AIW CENNECTI_NS FROM THE
PLANT TO THE DIGITAL CONTROLLER (I.E. PLANT FEECBACK).
ix,=) CONTROL ASSUMES u_,=u_ FOR FINAL SYSTEM OUTPUT CALCU-
LATIONS (TRANSIENT RESPONSES, TRANSFER FUNCTICNS).
(=x_) MODIFIED Z-TRANSFORM ANALYSIS CAN GNLY BE USED WITH
OPEN LOOP SAMPLED-CATA SYSTEMS.
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TABLE VIII VECTOR_RDERINGANDSYSTEM CONNECTIf'N CONVENTIONS FOR
SAMPLED-O ATA SYSTEMS
A. VECTCR ORDERING CONVENTICN
THE COMPONENIS OF THE AUGMENTED VECTCRS U, X, ANC Y MUST BE rlRDERED
IN THE FOLLOWINT_, SEQUENCES, (IN STEP 2 EF THE MIXED OPTION, NUMBER
THE EXTFRNAL INPUTS AND BLCCK OUTPUTS IN ThE INDICATED CRDER)
INPUT _FCTOR, U
I. INPUTS TO PLANT FROM ZERO-ORDER-HCLD ELEMENTS (ZOi_)
2, IhPUTS Tn PLANT FR{_M SAMPLERS (NUC-ZOH)
3. INPUTS TO DIGITAL CONIRCLLER (NU-NUC)
STATE VECTOR, X




2. DIGITAL CONIRCLLER OUTPUTS
{PLANT, NXC I
(DIGITAL CONTRCLLFR, NX-NXC)





























FIGURE ! FLCW CHART OF CNTRLR SUBROUTINE
224
D_T A CECK
/ SL_p:-UT INE _ATRIX
,IF l CA _ D S
*OTHER SUBROUTI_ES AS DESIRED
FIGURE 2, STRUCTURE CF CCNTRI"L DECK
225
16/7/8/9
I _R_OT LOCUS PLOT AXIS
' PLOT CARDS
,_"_TRANSIENT RESPONSE INPUT
DATA CARC IS ) '_:_
SYSTEM CATA






FIGLRE 3. CCNTR(7L PCRC_RA_ DATA DECK STRUCTURE
CC2
I
$COIDI_ READ=I, SYSTEM= t,OUTPUT=3,NX:a,NY=_,NU:2,
DELF= .0 K ,FINALT=In. , IFREQ=.5 ,FFRF_= IOO.,DELFRQ=I.II,
IP T=2,$E NO
FIGURE G EXAMPLE OF DATA ENTRY USING A NA#'ELIST FORMAT
226 "_"
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[i- ,_ll 'a "\0(, \
_i_re _.- Time sequence model for samp]ed-da",a systems w'_!_
_omp_t:,a_tona_ time delay.
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